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1936, we printed a queer sort of Map,
showing an elliptical North America, and a distorted
BACK in

Australia. This was on an azimuthal projection, giving untrue land areas but Correct Directivity and Shortest Great.
Circle Distances Centred on London. Many thousands

of Radio men have proved its use time and time again.

...""N

WEBEVI

MAP OF

RADIO

THE WORLD

WE ANNOUNCE

A NEW PRINTING
Completely

up

to

date,

with

revised 1948 amateur call - sign

prefixes, coded to country and time
zone-combined with improved
printing in multi - colours by
Britain's premier Cartographers,
Messrs. George Philips & Sons.

The azimuthal projection is, of course,

based on the Great Circle or shortest
distance projection centred on London,
and distances can be approximated in all
directions t y radial lines from titat point

for instance, working for his W.A.C.
certificate, consultation of an ordinary
map re the continental positions of the

to the circumference.
For the study of short-wave propagation
such a map is essential. No directional
antenna or beam array could be satisfac-

Azores (C.T.2) would fail to disclose the
information. The Webb's Map immediately positions C.T.2 in Europe.
Standard time zones are also clearly indicated. Hour time zones have, with a few
exceptions, been adopted by all countries,

objective.

tude apart, excepting where local condi-

torily planned without reference to the
Great Circle path from England to the
Besides the peculiar projection an enormous amount of data of use to the radio

man has been included. Every International

Prefix has been clearly marked in heavy
type with a predominating colour. An
alphaletical list of prefixes is tabled at

the side of the Map, coded to country
and time zone.

and their boundaries are indicated by heavy
black lines, generally 15 degrees of longitions, such as national frontiers, etc.,
entail some adjustment.
These hour zones are numbered along the equator,
while certain half-hour zones such as Newfoundland
and Kenya are numbered within their boundaries and
special times such as Holland and Bolivia are duly
noted. To ascertain the time in any part of the world
in relation to Greenwich, Mean Time, the zone numbers

should be treated as hours. Thus, when it is 12 noon
at Greenwich, it is 14 o'clock (or 2 p.m.) in Egypt, and
7 a.m. in New York, the difference in time between the

Continental boundaries are very clearly
marked ; this at first sight may not seem
essential, but it is frequently necessary to

know in which continent a particular
island or "Call" is located. For the man,

two zones being in each case indicated by the small
figures beneath the zone figures.
The map is printed in full colours on heavy white paper,

size 40 x 30 in., and costs, in Great Britain, 4/6, plus
6d. postage.
A limited supply of maps printed on heavy linen with
rollers is available at 11/6, plus 9d. postage.

RadA9 44, /4,50#41 .57., OXFORD sr., LONDON, WI
Telephone: Gerrard 2089

Shop hours : 9 a.m.-5.1.5 p.m.

Sats., 9 a.m.-I p.m.
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THE

"AVO"
ELECTRONIC

TEST METER

4x106
This figure represents the ratio

of measurement that can be
made on the principal ranges of

this versatile instrument. These

measurements can be made
with

the

simplicity

of an

ordinary multi -range test meter.

In addition, the " Avo " Electronic Testmeter offers you the
facilities of a laboratory valve
voltmeter for use on frequencies
from D.C. up to 200 Mc/s.

D.C. Volts : 2.5mV. to 10,000v.-Maximum input Resistance
111.1 MS2.

D.C. Current : 0.25 MA to

I

amp. -150 mV. drop on all

ranges.

Fully descriptive

leaflet available

on application

A.C. Volts : 0.1y. to 2,500v. R.M.S. up to 1.5 Mc/s. With
external diode probe 0.1v. to 250v. and up to 200 Mc/s.

A.C. Output Power : 5mW. to 5 watts in 6 different load
resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.

Decibels : -10db. to +20db. Zero level 50mW.
Capacitance : .0001 uF to 50uF.
Resistance : 0.2 ohms to 10 MD.
Insulation : 0.1 MD to 1,000 MD.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :

THE AUTOMATIC (OIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
LONDON 5-WI TELEPHONE VICTOR143.04/9
DOUGLAS STREET
WINDER HOUSE
A
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YOU AVOID WASTE. The three cores of
flux in Ersin Multicore Solder ensure flux
continuity, and eliminate solder lengths
without flux.
YOU SAVE TIME. The three core cultstruction

of Multicore provides thinner

solder walls and gives more rapid melting
of the solder, thus speeding up soldering
operations.

YOU ENSURE SOUND JOINTS.

Ersin

Multicore Solder with correct soldering
technique avoids dry or H.R. joints.
Catalogue

Alloy

Ref. No.

Tin/.lad

C 16014

60/40
60/40
40/60
40/60

16018

O 14013
C 14016

Lprice

length
B.W.O.PP"L
'
per carton

peris

18

38 feet
102 feet

13

25 feet

4

16

53 feet

8

14

[carton

(eubject)
a.
6.
8
0

6

9
10
3

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET,

LONDON, W.I.

Tel.: &Went 1411

ODEON RADIO
6eryin,1 /r the
G4HV
SUPPLIERS TO RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, HOME OFFICE, ADMIRALTY, ETC.

LOW -LOSS FEEDER CABLE
Telcon K25 Transmission Line, consisting of twin conductors moulded into a flexible Telcothene ribbon approximately I" wide. Impedance 300 ohms, attenuation at 30 Mcs. 0.6 Db.
per 100 ft. Ideal for matching into a folded doublet or " T " beam.
9d. per yard

Telcon K24 Transmission Line-similar to the above, but with closer spaced conductors
producing an impedance of 150 ohms in a feeder approximately " wide.
9d. per yard

CRYSTAL HEADPHONES
Rothermel piezo-crystal headphones for extreme sensitivity and high-fidelity reproduction.
Originally priced at i4/10/- per pair, we can offer a limited quantity (brand new and NOT
Ex -Govt.) at 50/- per pair.

NEW VALVES at LOW PRICES
5U4G, 10/6 ; GU50, 17/6 ; 807, 15/- ; TZ40, 35/- ; RK20A, 35/- ; KT66, 11/- ; 830B, 20/- ;
866, 27/6 ; 6AK5, 12/6 ; 9001, 9002, 9003, 8/6 ; IT4, 1S5, 10/- ; EF50, 7/6 ; 6K7, 7/6.

MORSE KEYS
American -made streamlined " speed " type keys, all -metal construction, mounted on bakelite
base with shorting switch. A well -made key with a nicely balanced action.
4/6 each
Appointed distributors of EDDYSTONE, RAYMAR.T, DENCO, and LABGEAR products

We manufacture Transmitters and other Amateur Equipment

ODEON RADIO

56 COLLEGE ROAD,

Telephone : HARrow 5778

HARROW, MIDDX.
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TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

A range of Eddystone transmitting condensers is now available for immediate delivery. A standard
type of construction -is employed in all three, the ceramic end plates being 2+ in. square. Losses are
extremely small.
The metal mounting plates supplied provide

alternative methods of fitting-either directly
to a metal chassis
insulators.

or on small stand-off

All three are of split stator type, and are therefore suitable for balanced and push-pull
circuits. By strapping the stator plates together, additional capacity values are available
for,use in sing le ended or aerial tuning circuits,
The Cat. No 611 is particularly suitable for
use with modern low capacity triodes such as the

T20, 4304, and 35T. The built-in neutralising condensers enable a very compact and efficient push-pull
amplifier to be constructed,
Cat.
Cap, per Section Effective Cape
As Single

No.

25 pF
50 pF
100 pF

611

city as Split Stator
12.5 pF
25 pF
50 pF

ended

50 pF
39'6
32/6
200 pF
36/ Please order from your Registered "EDDYSTONE" Retailer, as we do not
supply direct.
612
614

`STRATTON

CO..

WEST HEATH.

LTD..

100 pF

BIRMINGHAM.

31 /

THE IDEAL TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING AERIAL FOR THE AMATEUR
This very practical kit consists of a "T" strain insulator,

80 ft. of cadmium copper wire and 80 ft. of L336 balanced
twin feeder with plug and socket to suit (see illustration

below) and two glass end insulators. The "T" insulator
in the illustration on which sensible terminals and "cable
grips" are provided, has been designed to take the feed
from the centre of a half -wave di -pole.
For receiving purposes, the length per half -section is not

critical to within a few inches, but for transmission the
lengths given are approximate only and must be slightly
re -adjusted to the correct length from the formula :224

Length of half -section in feet Frequency in Mc/s

Cadmium copper is supplied as this will not stretcha most important matter if the aerial is being used for
Short Wave
Amateur Band
Frequency

in Mc/s

Length in
feet

7.0

32.75

14.0

16.5

28.0

8.0

58.5

4.0

Short Wave
Broadcast Band

Frequency
in Mc/s

Length in
feet

6.0
9.0

40
27
20

12.0
15.0
18.0

21.0

16
13
1

Length given is per half -section

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD. M-IDDX

transmission. Suitable for 200 watts RF up to 28 mc,is.
The complete kit L609. PRICE 3519. The "T" strain
insulator L333 supplied separately. Price each 3/3, also
L336 Balanced twin feeder at 74d. per yard.
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You will be Wise to Choose
The

A

M
B

D
E
COVERING ALL HAM BANDS 10-160 METRES AT A

THE PRICE

PRICE TO SUIT THE AVERAGE POCKET.
MAGAZINE.

1E22410.0

SEE TEST REPORT IN FEBRUARY SHORTWAVE

Prompt Delivery

Send 6d. Stamps for illustrated brochure.

Plus 10/- Carriage and Packing

H.P. Terms available

RADIOVISION (LEICESTER) LTD,

Charge

ra)EFtsyle N D PtTn eR E2 Ej6

ALEC DAVIS SUPPLIES LTD.
Tel.: MUSeum 4539

IS, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.

SURPLUS

STOCK LINES
CHASSIS PUNCHES. -Heavy duty single -ended type, requiring
1 in. pilot hole.
.. (Postage, etc., 1!-) Price 19/6
It in. dia. hole ..
.. (Postage, etc., 1/..) Price 1011S in. dia. hole ..

(Postage, etc., 1(-) Price 9; f in. dia. hole ..
.. Price each 9d.
..
Extra pilot pins also available

BOX SPANNERS. -Rounded wooden handles with 4in. metal
shaft.
.. (Postage 6d.) Price 3/..
.. (Postage 6d.) Price 816

Tubular Metal Cased
0.001naf d. 1KV. wkg.
150c. wkg.
0.005naf d.

9d.

0.005mf d.

1/3

1,000v. wkg.
500v. wkg.
750v. wkg.
0.02 mf d.
500v. wkg.
0.05 mid.
0.1 mid.
350v. wkg.
500v. wkg.
0.1 rod d.
0.23 mf d.
000v. wkg.
500v. wkg.
0.5 mf d.

POLISHED ALUMINIUM SHEETS. -18 B.W.G. 170 in. by
.. Price 3/6
151 in., with rounded corners. (Callers only)

Metal disc type CM30, 500pF, 350v. wkg.
Metalmite type CP33N, 0.02 mid., 350v. wkg.
Metalmite type CP3IN, 0.005 mid., 350v. wkg.
Picopack type CE30B, 20 rof d., 12v. wkg...
Pieopack type CE3ON, 1 mf d., 350v. wkg...
Ceramic type C,C30A, 2 pF, 350v. wkg.
Ceramic type CC30 Y, 15pF, 350v. wkg.

Belling & Lee Components
..
3 -pin plug type L1107
3 -pin socket type L1113
Coaxial plug and socket, 1604P/8
..
Banana plug type L1021
4 Dim. socket (for above), 0,316

..

.. Price

2,6

Price 119
.
Price 1/8
.. Price 2/6
.. Price 2:'6
.. Price 113
.. Price 113
,

..
..
..
..
..

Price 2/2

Price ltd.

Price 8/3
Price 75d.
Price 8d.

CONDENSERS

1/-

0.01 mid.

CHASSIS. -In 18 S.W.G. Aluminium -13/ in. by 10 in. by 2 in.
deep. All corners riveted .. . (Postage etc., 1/-) Price 8, -

TELEVISOR COMPONENTS
T.C.C. Condensers

Tel.: MUSeum 2453

1/3
9d.
9d.

..
..

1/6
1/9

Tubular Cardboard Cased
All at 6d.
0.002m1 d.
0.003mf d.

0.01 mid.
0.01 mid.
0.02 mid.
0.02 mid.
0.05 mid.
0.1 mid.
0.1 mid.
0.1

mf d.

0.21 rid d.
0.22mf d.

.

,

..

..

..
..

..

450v. wkg.
3,500v. wkg.
375v, wkg.
3,000v. wkg.
450v. wkg.
750v. wkg.
250v. wkg.
150v. wkg.
350v. wkg.
600v. wkg.
100v. wkg.
350v. wkg.

All at 6d. each

2pF
4pF
7pF

Ceramic

8pF
10pF
50pF
75pF
100pF

±
4,

±

±

20%
0.5pF
10%
0.2pF

± 5%

± 20%
± 20%
± 10%

Silver Mica Type
± 20%
50pF

750

100pF

20OpF

300pF
400pF
500pF
600pF
1,000pF
1,200pF
0.003mf d.
0.005mf d.

±

5%

± 15%
± 20%
20%
± 20%
± 20%
-±-

±

2%

±

15°,;

4-

5%
5%

±

± 10%

Mica Type
0.0002, 0.0003
0.005,

0.002

0.004, 0.01mf d.
lmf d. 450v. at 1/6
I.F. TRANSFORMERS
1.6 Mcis duet cored tuning, top and bottom. Solid brass can
It in. square by 41 in. high. With or without fly lead. (Postage,
5/-. 10 Mcis dust cored tuning. Both controls on top.
Aluminium can 11 in, square by :31 in. maximum height.
(Postage 6d.) per pr. 7;8
9d.)

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT AT SURPLUS PRICES - STOCKISTS OF VALVES, BATTERIES, COMPONENTS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Full facilities for transformer winding, chassis construction and loudspeaker repairs. Business hours 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Moo/Fri., 9-1 p.m. Bats.
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MORSE CODE
TRAINING
Candler System of Morse Code
Training has been demonstrating its
The

<WTRANSFOODEI

value for the past 35 years.

lER CO. LTD

Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course (JUNIOR for
Beginners-ADVANCED for Operators) is arranged in a series of 10 progressive lessons which
are fascinating, instructive and practical.
They
teach you the most vital principles of telegraphing
technique, the fundamentals of successful, efficient,
accurate and speedy Receiving and Sending of the
Morse Code.

RADIO AMATEURS AND
W/T OPERATORS

DE LUXE AND
POTTED TYPE
TRANSFORMERS

are invited to send for the

" BOOK OF FACTS "

CANDLER

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

It gives full details of all courses. Sent free.
No obligation.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(SS

S.W.)

121

Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

k,ULL

More Useful Bargains !
PAXOLIN FORMERS.
If" dia., 1/ CONDENSERS.

4" long,

3" 0.D.,

1/6.

D.T.M.11. 250-0-250
60 m/a
D T M 12 275-0-275
120 m/a
D.T.M.I3. 350-0-350
120 m/a
D.T.M. 14.425-0-425
150 m/a
D.T.M.I5. 500-0-500
150 m/a
D.T.M.I 6. 650-0-650
200 m/a
D.T.M.I7. 750-0-750
250 m/s;

Also available in larger sizes

3"

High voltage oil filled, 1,,,F and
2 oF in steel cases, 5/6 each, postage 1/6 extra.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

SWITCHES. Dewar key panel type, 7 -pole C.O.
flush fitting, 5/-. Yaxley 3 -pole 3 -way, 3/6 ; 8 -pole
I -way, 3/6. D.P.C.O. toggle switch 250 volts
panel, 3/3 ;
8 -way Lucas switchbox,

I

P.T.M.11. 250-0-250
60 m/a
P.T.M.12. 270-0-275
120 m/a
P.T.M.I3. 350-0-350
120 m/a
P.T.M.14. 425-0-425
150 m/a
P.T.14.15. 500-0-500
150 m/a

amp,

3/6 ;

flush

6 -way, 3/-.

SMALL CHARGERS FOR ACCUMULATORS.

230 volts 50 cy. input, 2 volts amp D.C. output, 31/6 ;
6 volts i amp D.C. output, 43/6 ; both fitted Selenium
Rectifier. Delivery ex -Stock.

METAL RECTIFIERS.

75 volts 6 amps, E4/10/-;

12 volts 15 amps, 50/- ; 36 volts 10 amps, 55/- ; 60
volts I amp, 30/-; 12 volts 1 amp, 12/6 ; 600 volts
150 mA, 17/6 each ; use two bridged for 600 volts
300 mA, special price 30/- pair.

BUZZERS. Test buzzers, double contact blade for
distant signals or converting to vibrator, 816. Morse
practice buzzer, high tunable note, 7/6. The high -note
Tiny Townsend Buzzer for the experimenter, platinum
contacts, 5/-.
HEADPHONES. High resistance with headband

and cord, 25/-, or low resistance 5/- per pair.
MAGNETS. D.C. Electric magnets, weight 10 oz.,
lb., 4 volts 3 lb., 6 volts 4 lb., new,
lift on 2 volts
Permanent powerful flat bar
surplus, 7/6 each.
magnets, r x 1" x i", drilled 2 holes each end, and
any pole pieces, 2/- pair. The wonder Midget magnets.

I" diam., I" thick, with 11"
Alni perm. steel disc.
centre hole, 3/6 each. Large stock of Horseshoe
Send for special Magnet Leaflet, "S.M.''
magnets.
;

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214

Queenstown

Road,

London,

Telephone: MACaulay 2159

S.W.8

All above available in 4 v
or 6 v filament windings.
P.T.M.I6. 650-0-650
200 m/a

We wekome your enquiries for
all types of Transformers

WODEN TRANSFORMER
CO, LTD.
MOXLEY ROAD, BILSTON
STAFFORDSHIRE
BILSTON 41959/0

TELEPHONE :
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CLYDESDALE
The Radioman's Shop

For Bargains in Ex -Services

Electronic Equipment

A FEW ONLY
EX-U.S. ARMY
Command Radio Receivers

BC Series (Western Electric)

Models available : BC453 (190-550 kcs.), BC454

(3.0-6-0 mcs.), BC455 (6.0-9-0 mcs), each a 6 valve

superhet, 12SK7's, 12K8, I 2SR7, I2A6,
complete Rx for 24 V. less dynamotor. Used, good
condition, in metal case.
Clydesdale's
Post
Price only
50/- each
paid

A FEW ONLY
Brand New in maker's boxes

EX-U.S. SIGNAL CORPS
Wilcox Gay Speech Amplifiers
Output 12-15 watts.

Input 200-250 v. A.C.

A 7 valve push-pull mic. amplifier with negative
feedback, using 4/6.17's, 2/6L6's, 5U4. Compute
in metal case Ilex 17"x 9" with two sets of valves,
instruction book, etc.
Clydesdale's

Price only

L17.10.0

Carriage
paid

EX-U.S ARMY

Control Box BC450-A.
Triple control unit for BC453-454-455 Rxs, with
geared tuning drives and calibrated dial plates,
volume controls on -off switch plug/skts, jacks, in
metal case. Less bowden cables.
Clydesdale's
Price only
Si" each

Post
paid

BRAND NEW
12 volts 75 A.H. Accumulator in Waxed Teak box

Brand New in maker's cartons

with hinged lid,

Model K. Preamplifier (Packard -Bell)

ir

A compact 2 valve preamplifier using 6SL7, 28D7
with C.T. mic. trans. and 2 ohm 0/P trans. C/O
relay, transmit/receive switch, etc., etc., complete
in metal case 4"x 5"x 3f" with two spare valves.
Clydesdale's
Price only

27/6

I
high.
Clydesdale's Price only

£5 each

Post
paid

Send now for New Illustrated Lists.

metal

carrying handles at side.
Wingnut
connections
brought out to 2 -pin
socket. Size 16e x 8" x

EX-U.S.A.A.F.

Packed in a wood box
Carriage paid
Please print Name and Address

CLYDESDALE

SUPPLY
CO LTD

2 BRIDGE STREET
GLASGOW

-

'Phone: SOUTH 2706/9

VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND

C.5
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Ahead of all others !
The S. G. Brown Type "K" Moving Coil
headphones with the following outstanding charac-

teristics, supply that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitoring and laboratory
purposes, etc.
NOTE THESE CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.
IMPEDANCE, S2 Ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2x I0-" watts at I kc. =
.0002 Dyne/cm'.

Descriptive Literature on request

Price £ 5 : 5 0

Per Pair

Supplies now available.

Order from your local dealer.
HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

TYPE "K"
For details of other S.G. Brown Headphones
(prices from 30(- to 63/-) write for illustrated

Brochure "S.W.'

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

FOR

ICARTZ

kw.=

Phone :

ACOrn 5021

FREQUENCY SUB -STANDARDS
Type /CF/200, 100 KCS

Available from stock adjusted to a 0.01%.
accuracies supplied to special order.

CRYSTAL U

Higher

FEATURES
Low temperature co -efficient - less than 2 in 10'
per °C.
Patented nodal suspension.

Mounted in vacuum; performance Independent of
climatic conditions.
Exceptionally high Q value.

High stability.
The type JCF1200 unit Illustrated above Is representative of the wide range of vacuum

type den sniAbis foe low DA medium tweeter:Rs.

Small size, 3"x1' overall excluding pins.
Fits standard miniature deaf aid valve socket.

Price

.£ 2

15 - 0

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS, SALFORD 3, LANCS.

Telephone Sleek/tiers MS (6 lined

Proprietors: THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

telegrams and Cables SPARKLESS Manchester

Co,

Ltd., of

England
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ARE YOU BUILDING A RECEIVER OR TRANSMITTER?
If so we can offer you a wide range of components suitable for either
COIL PACKS. With H.F. Stage. L.M.S. Atkins ...
COIL PACKS. Without H.F. Stage. L.M.S.
Steel Chassis. 17" x 10" >, 2" ...
Steel Chassis. 17"x 10" 3" ...
Tuning Condensers. Raymart. VCIOOX
Tuning Condensers. Raymart. VC160X
Transformers. Partridge. 350/120/A
Transformers. Partridge. 350/80/A
Transformers. Partridge. 250/60/A
Rothermel Xtal Headphones (Boxed)
PANELS (Duralumin), 14 SWG. Fine Black Crackle Finish.
19" x 14"

...

9/6

19" x 101"
19" x 81"

19"x 81"

19"..7"

19" x 7"

19"x 5}"
19" x 3f"

Cyldon Transmitting Condensers.
Cyldon Transmitting Condensers.

Avo Electronic Test Meter
Transmitter Rack. 6' 3"
Transmitter Rack. 54"...
Transmitter Rack. 31f"

19" x 3f"
100 plus 100 ...
60 plus 60 ...

...

E316/ -

40/ -

9/6
12/6

5/6
6/6
51/7
44/5

29/...
37/6
10 SWG.
...
13/6
12/6
10/3

'

...

...
...
...
...
...

8/3
6/6
39/6
31/6

... 0/10/.
E4/ I 0/E2/8/ -

By the way, have you seen the Ambassador " 100 " ?-Now on show at
177A EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
AMB. 5393.
PAD. 6116/5606

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD I 'Phone :

tite

facts1"4

A fine reputation for efficiency was acquired by the famous 30 Coil -Pack long ago, therefore it became the
inevitable choice when the Model 30 Tuning Heart was designed. If you are discriminating in the quality of
performance and reproduction of the sets you build ... if you are truly criticaltof the sensitivity on short waves
of your DX receiver, then read what others say about this new Model 30 Tuning:Heart.

MODEL 30

TUNING HEART
Specification.

This unit incor-

porates the 30 Coil -Pack and

covers 16-50, 200-550, 8002,000 metres. 465 kcs I.F.

Permeability tuned. Iron -cored
coils ensure high sensitivity on
all wavebands, and adequate
rejection of image responses on
short waves. Uses valves 6K8G,
6K7G, 6Q7G. Audio output
suitable for use with any amplifier. Delayed AVC. Requires
250 volts at 30m/a, and 6.3 volts

at 1.2 amp. Unit fully aligned
and tested for gain.

Price £9 . 9 . 0

USERS SAY.

.

.

"I received my

not yet tried the unit, but -I feel
sure its performance will be equal
to its appearance."

-HAS., Halifax.

"Thank

for sending the
Tuning Heart ordered so promptly.
Its performance
is definitely
you

superior to my existing all -wave
receiver,

and

improvement

in

reproduction is very noticeable."
-F.McK., London,
Send for latest

L.T.C. BULLETIN

Send Id. stamp for this interest-

ing illustrated list.

LONDON TELEVISION COMPANY LTD.
694 Lea Bridge Road, London, E.I0.

.

Tuning Heart last Friday and must
say it looks very well constructed,
with a good-looking dial. I have

Phone: Leytonstone 4380
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VALLANCE'S OFFER
TAYLOR CIRCUIT ANALYSER, MODEL 20A

B2 TRANSMITTING COILS

Circuit Analyser comprises a high frequency detector which is carried in a probe,
coupled to an audio amplifier and loudspeaker, and
also to a magic eye valve. Switch and circuit arrange-

A limited number of these coils are available in sets of
four. Price 7/6 per set.

The

Taylor

ments enable connections to be made at various points

in the circuit so that one or more units can be used
independently. Price E15/15/-, or initial payment of
LI/10/3 plus II payments of £I/10;2.

TAYLOR ALL -WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR
65B
A mains -operated portable Signal -Generator, covering
the frequency range 100 kcs to 46 me/s. Designed

for general radio frequency test work, this instrument
is suitable for tests on radio receivers ; ganging and

alignment, adjustments on tuned circuits and as a
standard of radio frequency. A 400 cis audio signal is
available for testing audio amplifiers and audio sections
of radio receivers. Price EI5'10:-, or an initial paypayments of LI /9/8.
ment of LI ,I0,2 and
I I

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS
Woden UM I 30 watt Audio. Price 54/-.
Woden UM2 60 watt Audio. Price 72/6.

RADIO -AID I.F. TRANSFORMERS OF SUPER

QUALITY
These transformers are suited to the construction of
communication receivers, broadcast receivers or
laboratory instruments having exacting requirements.
Contained in rectangular screening cans, II" x II" x

3r, fitted with air or mica dielectric trimming con-

densers, wound with selected wires on DISTRENE

formers contained in shell -type dust -iron cores of the
latest type.

The following types are available

SOO VOLT WEE-MEGGER TESTER
Resistance can be measured very simply by means of
Testing Set which indicates
a Megger Insulation
directly on a scale the insulation resistance of the
apparatus or installation under test.
Excellent for testing house -wiring, motors, etc., and
has a range up to 20 megohms. Price £12/7;6 or

SA450,'475 kc/s.

S.B. 1.312-0 megs.

XA. 450/475 kc,s.

Special high gain for receivers

using crystal filters, to offset the insertion loss of

filter.
XB. 450/475 kc/s, with centre tapped secondary for
crystal band-pass filters.

£1311613 with leather carrying case.

XC. 450/475 kcs, with centre tapped secondary for
narrow band XTL filters.

HEADPHONES, Ex -GOVT. D.L.R.

XD. High " Q", output coil for crystal band-pass

An extremely sensitive pair of low -resistance headphones of the balanced armature type. Brand-new,
with headbands, cord and army type jack plug.
Price 3/9 per pair.

winding.

VIDOR POWER UNITS
Replace the H.T. and L.T. Batteries in your all -dry
receiver.
Input 200 to 250 volts.

Output 90 volts 10 mla and 1.4 volt .23 amps.
Price L5/15/-.

BATTERY CHARGERS
Crypton A2. will charge 2v, 6v or I2v batteries at
2 amp. 200-250 volts A/C input and 3 amp. meter to
measure charging current. Price E5/18/-.

filters, may be used as oscillator coil.

Price 21,1- each with compression trimmers.

Price 30/- each with air trimmers.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
4 oz. reels. 18 and 20 SWG, 1,1, 22 SWG, 2/-;

24 SWG, 2/3 ; 26 SWG, 2/5 ; 28 SWG, 2/6 ; 30
SWG, 2/8; 32 SWG, 2/10 ; 36 SWG, 35 ; 38 SWG,
3/-; 40 SWG, 4/3.

BARGAINS IN Ex -GOVT. SURPLUS
COMPONENTS
Parmeko Smoothing Chokes:

Instrument Knobs: 31V Skirt,

HEAYBERD TI Trickle Charger
Will charge 2v at amp. or 6v at :I- amp. 200-250v
A/C Input. Ideal for keeping accumulators fully
charged. Price 22/7.

No primary

I2H
I2H
Brass

120 m/a, 21,5.
150 m/a, 22/6.
Bushes,

1/6.

Volume Controls: I meg carbon, 3" Spindles, 2/3.

500 ohm Wire Wound, 1/11.
5 -way Bakelite Terminal Blocks, 9d.

Speedy Postal Service C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Valiance & Davison Ltd
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS

I

Phone: 29428/9

Staff call signs :-G2HHV, GBSX, G3ABD, G3AHV
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Lyons Radio
Special Offer this month :Brand New American 813 valves for only 57 6
each, plus 21- carriage and packing.

Combined Vibropack and

L.F.

Amplifier

at 30ma), with a single stage audio amplifier fitted
with a twin pentode type ATP4. Volume control,
switch fuse and panel light, etc., included.
Practically new. In metal case with cover. 28/6
(postage 1/6).

Wavemeter, Type W1191
High

grade

frequency

meter

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON; W.12
Telephone: Shepherds Bush 1729

to 40 mc. Fitted with numerous small components
and includes all valves (3 VR106,
VR107, 2
VRI08). Fitted in well -made metal case, approx.
I

16" s 9" a 6".

(power supply unit, No. I). A well -made unit
comprising a 12v input vibropack (output 120v

brand

as

new,

100 kc to alma in 8 bands. Can also be used as
signal generator, being fitted with screened
oscillator and attenuator. Complete with crystal,
4 valves (plus full set of 4 spares), calibration
chart and instructions. Operates from 2v L.T.
and 60v H.T. Supplied in strong transit case.
LI I /10,1- (carriage 716).

10 watt 5,000 ohms Wire -wound Potentio-

meters

MAY 1948

37'6 (carriage 4/-).

Receiver, Type R1124
Similar job to the RI466, but is fitted with 6 -way
frequency selector switch in place of variable
tuning condenser. Valves included. 27/6 (carriage
4/-).

Midget I.F. Units
Comprising midget 465 kc I.F. transformer, 1T4
valve, ceramic valveholder, 4 midget fixed condensers and 4 midget resistances. Brand new,
enclosed

in sealed metal cases approximately
44" x 21" x I". Price is less than that usually asked
for valve only. 11/6 (postage 9d.).

Motor Generator, Type J
Input 12 volts. Outputs : 6v at 5 amps, 150v at
10ma, and 300v at 70 ma continuous and up to
240ma intermittent. Brand new. Wound fields.
18;- (carriage 2/6).

Brand new. Made by Colvern. 5,9 each (postage
9d.).

Govt. Surplus Accumulators

Receiver, Type R1466
A useful 6 -valve superhet, tuning from 34 mc

2 -volt,

BEST MAKES - QUICK SERVICE
RECEIVERS.-Eddystone "640" L39,10,- (no tax).
Eddystone "504" £59(10'8, including tax.

TX TUNING CONDENSERS.-Eddystone .-

60 + 60 pF Air -gap -068" 54;6, 100 pF Air -gap 2"
Labgear :-50 4- 50 pF Air -gap -1" 37/6, 75 -1 75 pF
Air -gap -05" 231-, 100 pF Air -gap 1- 35/-. Cyldon :100pF Air -gap -068" 19,4, 100 -1- 100 pF Air -gap

-082" 37/6. Raymart :-50 pF Air -gap I5" 45/-, 50 +
50 pF Air -gap 15" 5.51- 100 pF Air -gap -08" 45'-,
100 pF Air -gap 15" 551-, 100+100 pF Air -gap I5" 6S/-.

NEUTRALISING CONDENSERS. - Eddystone

15-4 pF Flashover 2000v RSS 36. Labgear 0.5-4 pF

flashover 4000v RMS 7!6.

RACKS.-Eddystone 63" with uprights, top and
bottom frames, top plate nuts and bolts, 911-. Half-

size (310 67/6. Eddystone crackled panels for above

racks :-19"x3r 7/6,

19"x7"

9/3,

19"x84"

10/,

19"x104" 10(6. Aluminium panels 16 s.w.g. :-19"x31
3/-, 19"x7" 4/6, 19"x101" 676. Aluminium chassis
17"x10"x2" 16 s.w.g. 1113.

TRANSFORMERS. - Woden

fully -shrouded :500-0-500v, I50mA, 5v 3a 6.3v 4a 75!- 650-0-650v,
200mA 82/6 ; 750-0-750e, 250mA 109/6 ; 1250-01250v, 300mA 172/6 ; 2000-0-2000v, 350mA 250' ;

Modulation transformers :-UM2 120 watt RF 72;6.
UM4 500 watt RF 215/-.

CHOKES.-Woden fully -shrouded :-I2 H 60mA
23,'-, 12 H 250 mA 56/, 12 H 350 mA 102/-'12 H
500 mA 122'-, Combined 12 H 100 mA or 60 H 50 mA

33/-, 15 H 150 mA 28,16, 20 H 60 mA 28,'9, 20 H 350 mA
140/-.
Please include postage on orders under £2.
Ham Catalogue No. 6 contains over 1,000 lines, technical
data and 135 illustrations. Price 9d., post free.

SOUTHERN RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

85 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108

16 (actual)
amps.
New and unfilled
Dagenite branded, non -spill in ebonite cases
7" 2". 4". 10;6 each (postage 1,6).

THE TRADING POST - G8V61
HOME CONSTRUCTED SOUND AND

TELEVISION RECEIVER FOR L23 (carriage
and packing included). Made up from X.A.M.
Radar Equipment. Complete circuit, diagram and
instructions. Sound and vision units and complete
list of additional components to complete sound
and vision receiver. Any item sold separately.
Send for List.
AERIALS. Dipole, tubular, adjustable. Ideal for
5 -metre rigs,

or could be adapted for lower

frequencies. LI.
AERIALS. Dipole cut to approx. 30 metres,
complete with insulators and 30 yards of twisted
feeder. This feeder is similar to that sold for
vacuum cleaners.

15:6.

Ex-R.A.F. 27 ft. sectional steel masts. These are
cigar -shaped masts of exceptional strength, being
approx. 3" at top and bottom and 5" in the centre.
Rope guys are included, and the mast packs into
approx. 9 ft. for transport. Ideal for rotary
arrays. E3.
A number of 1FF sets still available at L 1712 j- each.

Wireless remote control units (Canadian), £1/5/-.
We have a very good line in partly stripped power
unit cases, which still contain the following useful
articles :-13 fixed resistors, variable resistor,
14 condensers, including 3 high voltage, 3 L.F.
chokes, 8 valve holders, all mounted on a very
accessible chassis, and the whole sliding into a
well made, and well ventilated cover. This barI

gain cannot be repeated when stocks are exhausted.

This unit measures 12" /13+" x 74'.
plus 2'6 postage.

A gift at 7/6,

THE TRADING POST

40 SOUTH EALING ROAD, W.5
Phone :

EAL 5903
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Frequency Oscillator

Variable

After carrying out successful tests under actual
operating conditions, we introduce our new V.F.O.,
which will interest all who desire a stable form of
frequency control, with the facility of rapid frequency
change, as required.
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R.C.A. PLATE TRANSFORMERS.
Input 0/190/250v 50 cps.

Sec. :

l-75kVA.

2,300-1,750-0-1,750-

high C grid circuit, followed by a beam tetrode

2,300v (for nominal outputs of 2,000 and 1,500v at
Weight, 97 lbs. net. Size 9" x 9" x 7f".
800 mja).
0/10/- each.

for keying (for " break-in " operation, etc.), a con-

R.C.A. MODULATION TRANSFORMER

The equipment uses a pentode as an E.C.O., with a
operating as a wide band amplifier. Provision is made

siderable power is available via a low impedance output line. Voltage stabilisation is incorporated. We
are producing this V.F.O. in a basic form-chassis
with all associated equipment ; but less dial, valves
and cabinet, as a considerable number of amateurs
have these items to hand. The chassis is wired and
tested. We can supply valves, dial, cabinet, rack
mounting model, etc., if desired.
The cost of the basic V.F.O. is E6/10/-.
Fundamental frequency range 3.5 to 3.75 me/s.
Valves required : 1-65.17, I -6L6, I -VRI50/30.
COMPONENTS. We offer a selection of first -grade
components.

TRANSFORMERS. Ex -Stock. Secondary outputs :
500-0-500 volts at 200 mA. 6.3v 4a, 5.0v 3a. Price

i4/2/6.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Permeability tuned
465 kc/s, shielded. Per pair 12/6.
Lists describing the above and other items are available on request.
G400 G2FPP G3PS G3CMS G3AIK G3BPX

tadiocroft
I I CHURCH ROAD

LONDON

S.E. 19

'Phone: LlYingstone 4787

0
NEW ITEMS!

RADIOCRAFT RAM TRANSMITTER, Types
41 and 41P, 25 -watt exciter, QRP transmitter,
CO -PA, 807 output supplied with coils for any
one band. Type 41-less valves and crystal16/10/-.

Type 4IP, complete with built-in power supply
and rectifier, but less RF valves and crystal,
412/111/-.

Power Pack for Type 41, 0/1/6 complete.
Additional coils for 160, 80, 40 and 20m bands,
51- each. 10 and 15m bands, 3/6 each.

Full details on request. Also full details of Radio craft transformers and chokes available.

A.C.S. NOISE LIMITER UNIT for H.R.O.

E3/5/- (less valves). Illustrated leaflet

on request.

REGULATORS.

Sec.: 4,300 ohms, suit any P.A. up to I kW.
Weight, 67 lbs. net. Size 9' x 9" x 7". 46/10/- each.
Carriage paid rail on above.

VIBRATOR UNITS

12v input. Output, 120/150v. 50/30 m/a, including
G.B. and L.T. For battery valves. U.S. made by
Jefferson -Travers to A.M. spec. 19/6 each, plus postage.

CHANGE -OVER RELAYS

Six -pole, 2 -way, as used in 1154. Transmitter operates

from 3!6 volts. Can be used for switching complete
receiving stations, including
transmitting and
aerials. Price including postage, 7/6 each.

IN22 SYLVANIA CRYSTAL DIODES

These crystals are designed for general microwave

instrument use, such as test probes, power indicators.
Ideal for field strength meters, monitors, etc., using
up to 1m/a movements. 2/6 each, 10 for El. Post free.

for Eddystone, Raymart,
Complete ranges held in stock.
Agent

Labgear,

Denco.

ARTHUR H. RADFORD

UPPER NORWOOD

Announce the following

VOLTAGE

813, etc.).

Your Order and Enquiry dealt with same day.

A t'

receivers.

Primary, 10,400 ohms (suitable P.P.810, 805, TZ40,

VR150/30,

VRI05/30, VR75/30, 12/6 each.

NEW BOOKS-"Communications Receivers

Manual," 2/6. "Radio Designs Manual," 2/6.
"Frequency Modulation Receiver Manual," 2/6.
"Dictionary of Mathematical Data," 2/-.
Pyrex Glass Aerial Insulators, 1 /I each.
Universal Avominor, f8/10/-. Model 7 Avometer, E19/ l0/-.

(Please include postage on all orders)

Fully detailed catalogue "S.M." sent on request.

A.C.S. RADIO

44 WIDMORE R° BROMLEY, KEN
Phony' PAIVensbourne 0/56

A.M.I.E.E.

(G6YA)

A.M.(BRIT.)I.R.E.

28 Bedminster Parade, Bristol, 3
Telephone : 64314

Q.C.C.
TYPE P5

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal

is mounted in our type U dust -proof holder, with
standard 1 in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The PS unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles

per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency and approximately 3 -watts on the second
harmonic in the Tritet circuit.
Available with fundamental frequencies in the 1.7, 3.5

and 7 Mc. bands for fundamental operation or frequency multiplying to any higher frequency band.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.
PRICES t Ground to your specified frequency
£1/17/6
in the above bands
Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
...
f1/12/6
but taken from our stock
Please note that all the leading dealers in amateur

equipment now carry stocks of the PS crystal unit.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, GSMA.,

Thompson, GIMR), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
Telephone : MALden 0334
MALDEN, SURREY.
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MERCURY VAPOUR RECTIFIERS WITH AN ASSURED

These three Mullard rectifiers owe their repu-

tati9n for dependability to closely controlled
manufacturing processes. Below are some of
the reasons why more and more designers are
specifying the " RG " range.

Stable Emission. The special double spiral

filaments are so designed that the emissive coating is firmly keyed to the wire.

Long Life. The use of zirconium to eliminate
" foreign " gases reduces positive ion bombardment of the cathode.

High Voltage Tests.

All valves are subjected
to vigorous back -arc tests.

RGI-240A
Peak Inverse Voltage

-

4,700 V

-

Mean Anode Current
250 mA max.
Two Valves in a Single -Phase Full -Wave Circuit
will give 1,500 Volts at 500 mA.
- +0 V
Filament Voltage
Filament Current - 2.7 A
_
20/Price
RG3-250
Peak Inverse Voltage

-

10,000 V

-

Mean Anode Current
250 mA max.
Two Valves in a Single -Phase Full -Wave Circuit
will give 3,150 Volts at 500 mA.
Filament Voltage
2.5 V
Filament Current
5.0 A
Price on application.

RG3-1250
Peak Inverse Voltage

-

-

-

13,000 V

- - 1.25 A max.

Mean Anode Current
Two Valves in a Single -Phase Full -Wave Circuit
will give 4,140 Volts at 2-5 amps.
4-0 V
Filament Voltage
70A
Filament Current
Price on application.

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD. (formerly The Mullard Wireless
Service Co. Ltd.) CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.C.2
MVT20A
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Flat End
RAY
CATHODE
TUBE

The G.E.C. 9" diameter

cathode ray tube 6501 is intended for high quality television reception,
and is magnetically focused and deflected. The screen fluorescence is white.
The tube end is made by a special moulding technique, which produces a screen
face nearly flat, and more constant in production than is normally possible with bulbs
made by the usual blowing technique. A picture size of approximately 200 x 160 mms.
is obtainable with slight masking of the edges and corners.
The bulb is made of high insulating glass giving a minimum of screen charging effects.
The electrode gun is designed to give a high picture brightness, with excellent
definition for a relatively small voltage drive to the modulator.
Detailed technical data sheet available on request.

sr
PHOTO CELLS

CATHODE RAY TUBES

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2.

VALVES
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EDITORIAL

Piracy
This is fast becoming one of the most difficult problems
in modern Amateur Radio. Though "pirate" or
illegal operation has been with us since amateur trans-

mission first became possible-'way back before the
1914-18 war-it is only recently that it has begun to
cause serious concern in the ethical sense.
Until 1939, piracy on the part of foreign amateurs was
always tolerated by G's; it was, quite rightly, felt to be
a matter between the individual and his administration.

If he cared to take the risk, it was up to him-and it
was even a point of honour not to prejudice his chances

of evading detection, either by unwise ,QSL'ing or
careless reference. That was all right for foreign
pirates-illegal operation in one's own country was a

different matter, and most British amateurs felt (as they
do now) that under our liberal administration there can
be no excuse for piracy.
But in the present situation we have the DA's operating
blatantly in what is virtually British territory; there are
OK's and SP's, out of favour on political grounds with
the regimes established in their countries, driven under

cover; we have a whole mass of doubtful stations in
different parts of the world, mainly using spurious
callsigns.

Then there is the more serious difficulty automatically
created by the action of Communist regimes in licensing
only individuals considered to be "politically reliable";
since in effect this must often mean that such operators
would be regarded as traitors to their own country if a
freely -elected Government was in power, another
ethical problem arises.
Piracy can only exist by the co-operation of the rest of
the Amateur Radio world. In general, it is a bad thing
for Amateur Radio-because it arouses the hostility of
the authorities directly affected, and so in the end can

only make it less easy for law-abiding amateurs to
operate without disturbance.

k4.
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RF Unit Type 27 Modified
Conversion for 50-60 mc Reception
By G. ELLIOTT, B.Sc., A.R.I.C.
THE RAF RF Unit Type 27 is becoming quite well known and has recently

been available from many suppliers of ex Government equipment. It was originally
designed for Gee Airborne Equipment in

This unit is readily available on the surplus market
and can easily be adapted to make a very useful converter for our 58 mc band. This article explains the
modifications in detail.-Ed.

conjunction with an IF amplifier and

cathode ray indicating unit. The frequency

range is about 65-85 mc, and the coils
therefore require alteration in order to

pair of pointed scissors (generally employed for cutting, paxolin sheet). This

characteristics of the unit make it very

enabled the coils to be removed easily and
always left just enough wire for re soldering afterwards.

voltage regulator in the supply to the

In the first tests, 6+ turns of wire were
wound on the RF and mixer coils and 5+
turns on the oscillator coil, but this

receive signals on the 50 mc and'58.5 mc
bands. Apart from this, the electrical
suitable for use as alconverter into a communication receiver. The addition of a

oscillator is desirable, in order to stabilise
signals when receiving on CW. It should

be noted that the RF unit Type 26 is
designed to cover the range 50-65 mc, but

seemed to need the full capacity of the

trimmers to cover the range required, and

the tracking was not good. So 71 turns

given in Fig. 1, and it can be seen that the

of 20 SWG wire were used in the RF and
mixer coils with 64 turns on the oscillator,
which gave a higher L/C ratio and
tracking was greatly improved. In every
unit the correct tracking will have to be

on VHF and

the approximate positions of the trimmers
in the author's modification are as

this unit does not seem to be commonly
available.

The circuit diagram of the Type 27 is

tuning condensers are in series with the
coils, which gives improved performance
enables larger tuning
inductances to be employed. The modified
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, incorporating a
VR150/30 voltage stabiliser.

followsRF Stage

.. Below chassis :
mesh (C6).

nearly fully In

Above chassis : about I in mesh
(C3).

Windipg of Coils

Mixer Stage

The first step is to re -wind the tuning

coils. These will be found below the
chassis beside the appropriate valve -

holders. Between the Pye input socket on

the front panel and VI is the input
is designed to
the feeder impedance to the

transformer T, which
match

found by experiment, but for guidance

impedance of the input circuit and also
to help remove any signals on the
intermediate frequency. This transformer
can be left as it is, although if it is
desired to couple the aerial directly to Ll,
a single turn loop of wire, wound around

.. Below chassis, nearly out of mesh
(C16).

Above chassis:
mesh (CI4).

just over I in

Oscillator Stage Below chassis :
about I in
mesh (C30).
Above chassis : about I in mesh
(C31).

Considerable variation in the positions of
the trimmers on the RF and mixer stages
seems to be possible, giving better tracking

at different parts of the scale. It is best
to try to ensure as even a response as
possible over the whole range, making
sure that maximum gain is obtained at

will be

50 and 58.5 mc. All trimming was done

Some difficulty may be experienced in
removing the coils for re -winding, due to

response to be peaked at different points

the coil from
sufficient.

the Pye plug,

the connecting wires having originally been

twisted on to the terminals before solder-

ing. The procedure used by the author
was to snip off the wires as closely as
possible to the coil former, using an old

with the front panel air -trimmer (C7)
half in mesh. This trimmer permits
on the scale and allows for small variations
in aerial input capacity.

Referring back to the coil winding, it
may be a little difficult in some cases to
wind on the last turn of wire, due to the
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CI

Alternative Input
C13

/47..`

vl

J.- 6.

r
Cfr,J

CI;4R6

R4

F.C5

C4

Cu

T
GANGED

15

-C26
'--AN\ALLb- 6.3 v

Fig. 1.

Circuit of the Type 27 RF Unit. Values are given in the table.

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of the RF Type 27 Unit
Cl, C2, C8, C9, CIO, C11,
C12, C18, C19, C20, C21,
C22, C23, C24, C26, C27,
= all 500 piuF
C29, C34
C4, C15, caz, 3 -gang = 75 x 75 X 75 ApF

C5 = 6.5 ppF

C3, C14, C30 = 15 ppF
C6 = 13.5 f/pF
C7 = 25 AIX
C16, C31 = 7.5 tztiF
C13, C33 -= 100 ppF

CI7 = 2 ppF

C28 = 20 ApF
C25 = 10 ppF

R1, R7 = 2,200 ohms
R2, R3, R11 = 10,000 ohms
R4 = 120.000 ohms
R5 = 150 ohms
R6 = 47.000 ohms
R8, R12 = 100.000 ohms
R9 = 1.000 ohms
RIO = 100 ohms
R13 = 470 ohms
R14 = 5,600 ohms
R15 = 56 ohms
Vi, V2 = VR136 (EF54)
V3 = VR137 (EC52)

D = Dial lamp

Fig. 2. Modified oscillator circuit.

Table of Values
Fig. 2.

Oscillator Circuit Modification

C35 - 8pF electrolytic

R16 - 10,003 ohms for 350v. supply 5 watt
5,000 ohms for 250v. supply
RFC - Eddystone VHF choke No. 1011.
V4 = VR150/30 (0D3).
Other values as before.
1

small size of the former, and it may
overlap the previous turn-this is not
important, however, provided the wire is
wound on quite tightly.
Additional Screening

While the RF and mixer valves are

themselves screened: and there is satis-

factory screening below the -chassis, there

appears to be some possibility of interaction above the chassis, in the wiring
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associated with the tuning condensers.
Some slight instability observed in the
author's unit was attributed to this, and
accordingly a small screen was placed
between the RF and mixer tuning con-

densers. There was obviously no need to

extend this screen between the EF54's.
The position of the screen is shown in
Fig. 3, which also shows the arrange-

MAY 1948

noticeable on the author's model, and this
was elimiated by the addition of an 8µF
condenser across the stabilised supply.
The resistors R13 and R14 in the anode
circuit of the EC52 are removed, and an
RF choke (Eddystone 1011) is soldered in
position in place of R14 (5,600 ohms). A

lead is taken from the earthy end of the
choke through the chassis, together with

actual

a lead from HT+. These run to the

an earth connection was made to the

most suitable value for R16 was 10,000
ohms. For a supply voltage of 250 volts
R16 could be reduced to 5,000 ohms. In

ment of the

VR150/30.

The

dimensions are given in Fig. 4.
Another aspect of instability concerns
the earth connection to the unit. It was
found here that self -oscillation tended to
occur at some 'points on the scale when
main

communication

(This

receiver.

being an R1155, the connection had, of
course, to be via a condenser.) When,
however, the HT negative line was relied

upon to provide. the earthing, being at
earth potential with regard to RF, no

stabilising resistor R16, and the VR150/30,
mounted on the back of the unit. The
supply voltage here was 350 volts, and the

either case R16 is a 5 -watt resistor, and is
placed well out of the way of the oscillator

coil and trimmers, as it becomes quite
warm in operation, and would cause
frequency drift. The dimensions of the
mounting bracket for the VR150/30 are

trouble was experienced.

shown in Fig. 5.

Addition of the Voltage Stabiliser
The Type 27 as it stands gives a very
satisfactory performance with regard to
signal strength, but fluctuations in
the supply voltage to the oscillator

Operation

small changes in frequency. This is very
noticeable on CW signals as variations in
the beat note, and can be quite annoying
when trying to read a weak signal. The
fault is completely cured by the voltage

R1155 was found to be 7.6 mc, very high

(caused by mains variations) result in

stabiliser.

Also a little AC ripple was

Aluminium sheet
16 swg

-40 45"

Hole for octal socket

The IF output coil, which is below the
chassis in the anode circuit of the mixer,
can be tuned between about 6 and 8 me
by means of the iron core. The most

convenient frequency for the IF on the

gain being obtained with practically no

breakthrough from signals on that
frequency. The coil is tuned by listening
for maximum noise level on the receiver.

Once the IF is set, the trimmers can be
adjusted. It is best to use some sort of
signal generator to mark the 49 and 61
mc limits for the scale, and the oscillator
trimmers should be adjusted to give this

Tracking then involves setting

range.

the trimmers on the RF and mixer stages
below the chassis, and tuning to maximum
noise level with the trimmers above the
o1

Bottom

Top

I

1.1<

3'

s

Heaters

Earth HT -

HT -1 -

6-3v

0.3"

>C4,
12

10

8

II

9

7

Bottom

Fig. 4.

Output

Dimensions of the screen. Its size and shape are

adjusted so that it can be fitted into place without
dismantling the unit.

Fig. 6.

Socket connections looking at rear of unit.
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-4...

1,-2-,

RIG mounted
behind bracket
1,11

Mounting
bracket
for VRISO 30

11111

I

V RI36

VR136
III

7

j

IIIII

C35, 8mf

0

a
Fig. 3.

Side -view sketch of the unit, showing position of the screen and the voltage stabiliser.

chassis, with the tuning condenser set at

the HF end of the scale. The tuning is
then altered to another part of the dial,

18S'
0.25"

and it is observed whether it is necessary
to increase or decrease the capacity of the
above -chassis trimmers to bring the
circuits into tune again. The below chassis trimmers are then adjusted again
and the procedure repeated. Eventually,
settings will be found where practically
no adjustment of the above -chassis
trimmers will be needed over the entire

Bend

Aluminium

scale.

sheet

On the author's receiver, the position of

16 swg

the 58.5 mc band is around 20° and the
position of the 50 mc band around 140°.
The power plug connections are shown
in Fig. 6.

Results obtained with this converter

I

2

will be greatly influenced by location and

aerial system, but it has been used at a
poor location, at sea -level, with very

0 7"

15"

simple aerials and has behaved very well.

Under favourable conditions, S9 'phone
signals have been received from many

stations up to

130 miles distant on
58.5 mc, and a few W's have been logged

at good strength on 50 mc. The author
wishes to acknowledge the assistance of
Mr. J. Taylor in providing some of
the circuit data.
Fig. 5. Dimensions of the mounting bracket for the
VR150/30 voltage stabiliser.

0,8"

Space to clear
Screw -head

.5"

4-0

Bend

,

0-35'

For this hole use
screw which
fixes HT+insfilator
below chassis

02

0 2"

0 8'

'

8"

0

5"
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Amateur Application of Microwaves
Eddystone Prize -Winning Entry
By R. C. JENNISON (G2AJV)

INADIO amateurs of the present day,
unlike the majority of their pre-war
colleagues, tend to fall into two groups :

In November last, Stratton & Co., Ltd.,
manufacturers of the Eddystone "640

experimenting, and those who construct
their own equipment as well as those who
carry out original investigation. In the

Amateur Radio interest from which to

those who are primarily interested in

second group are those whose interest lies
largely in the DX hunting and rag -chewing
side of Amateur Radio.
It is to amateurs having a real interest in
experiment and construction that the new

microwave channels will at first appeal.
Although these wavelengths have been
very thoroughly explored by the Government research establishments and universities, yet the work done on them has tended

to be directed along fixed and narrow

paths. There is still much that the amateur
can do in the field of original experiment,

not only on receiving and transmitting
equipment, but on fundamental research
such as sunspot activity, solar noise and

Amateur Band Receiver, invited entries for
an Essay Competition with a "640" as first
prize. Competitors had three subjects of

choose-Micro-waves, Band -Planning or
the Relative Merits of British and
American Communications Equipment.
Avery large number of entries came in,
but the independent panel of three judges
selected the winning article unanimously.
It is reproduced here, We consider it an
important and stimulating contribution to
the literature of Amateur Radio, and
readers will agree that it points the way to
the practical use of our new frequencies,
R. C. Jennison, G2AJV, 25 years of age,
is reading for an honours degree in physics
at Manchester University. Be served in the
R.A.F. during the war, first as aircrew and
was later commissioned in the Technical
Branch, Signals., Interested in radio since
1934, his 'second -string" activity is oil painting, for which also he is the winner
of a national competition. G2AJV was
licensed AA in 1938 and obtained his full
call in 1946.-Editor.

atmospheric absorption.
Private Line Working

Tubes," Proc. LR.E., May, 1947. See also

One aspect that will appeal to many
amateurs is the possibility of the use of

interested in this part of the spectrum may

very low wattage transmitters with small
narrow -beam aerial systems to enable
almost private -line communication to be
established between two points. It should,
however, be remembered that microwaves
are not appreciably diffracted around
obstacles in their path. The points between
which communication is to be established
should therefore, where possible, be chosen

with care. Nevertheless, good results can
often be obtained when there is no visibly
clear path between the two stations ; this
is largely due to the interference pattern
generated by multiple reflections and
diffractions. It is extremely improbable
that distances much greater than optical
will be achieved, but the possibility of DX
under freak conditions cannot be entirely
ruled out.
The range of frequencies between 500

and 1,500 me is one in which valves of
fairly conventional design but of special
construction are required, and the disc -seal
types are now the most widely used.
("Microwave Oscillators using Disk -Seal

Microwave Technique, published by
R.S.G.B.). Those amateurs who are
expect to get excellent results over short
distances with compact but fairly conventional aerial systems. There is considerable scope for experiment in this "no man's

land" of the radio frequencies, for it has

been largely neglected due to the difficulty

of designing efficient tuned circuits and
oscillators.

Centimetre Bands
The centimetre channels do not present
such serious difficulties as entirely different

and more efficient techniques may be
applied. For most amateurs the chief
obstacle at present in the application of
these channels will be the difficulty in procuring' a suitable oscillator or final
amplifier for use in the transmitter. A few
Government surplus klystrons and cavity

magnetrons are available, but most of
them do not lend themselves to amateur
use. The cavity magnetrons invariably
have fixed tuning and do not usually
operate satisfactorily under CW conditions.

Some of the klystrons can, however, be
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pulled into the amateur bands (Proc.I.R.E.,

December, 1947, pp 435, see Chart of
Frequency Coverage of American Klys-

trons) and these will probably have to

serve the amateur until a cheap, demountable klystron can be produced. Travelling
wave tubes are excellent for the purpose,
but it will probably be some time before
they are generally obtainable.

Crystal Control
The transmitter itself may be crystal controlled and the frequency multiplied up

to the final stages by using standard

technique and components. The operating
frequency may then be obtained by using
a klystron multiplier stage. Alternatively,

the transmitter may consist of a

self-

excited oscillator using a klystron or magnetron operating in the required frequency
band, and coupled directly to the aerial. If
a klystron is used it may easily be simul-

taneously frequency and amplitude

modulated, though pure frequency modulation or pure amplitude modulation
require more complex apparatus.
Receiving Equipment
The most satisfactory receiver for use
on the centimetre channels is a superhet

R. C. Jennison, G2AJV

with a klystron local oscillator and a

article

where in the VHF region, and apart from
the fact that it should preferably be
designed to have a fairly wide pass -band,
it may follow normal practice and make
use of standard components.
For those amateurs who wish to get on
the air quickly and with the minimum of
equipment, a unit consisting of a klystron
local oscillator, a crystal mixer, and possibly one damped intermediate frequency

receiver following the convertor unit. This
tends to make operating rather more
intricate, but should not prove serious provided that the received signal is not
frequency modulated.
Probably the most promising system is

crystal mixer. The IF, strip can be any-

stage, may be used as a convertor to

precede an existing 28 or 56 mc receiver,
provided that the bandwidth of the latter
is not too narrow. Unfortunately, the local
oscillator will radiate from the aerial
system, but until the bands are widely used,
or if a narrow beam is employed, this will
be unlikely to cause serious interference to

other stations.

Nevertheless, the local

oscillator frequency should be arranged to
fall within the amateur channel. The present 12 -cm. channel is 150 mc wide, so this

presents no difficulty. The radiation of
the local oscillator can be turned to advantage by using it as a self-excited transmitter.

It will be capable of generating ample

power to cover the ranges possible in the
centimetre spectrum. A simple converter
on these lines might form the basis of a
commercially produced unit which would
appeal to those amateurs who prefer the

pre -fabricated

for the purpose.

This system has one disadvantage-and
that is in the relationship between its frequency stability and the selectivity of the

to use a klystron local oscillator with an

intermediate frequency of about 30 mc and

then to demodulate the signal a second

time by using the synchrodyne principle.

("New Type Radio Receiver for A.M.

Signals." Electronic Engineering, March,

1947, et seq. Also reprint in Short Wave
Magazine.) This method tends to make
the receiver both selective and stable, and
has the great advantage that it holds on to

unintentionally frequency modulated

signals. A block diagram of a receiver of
this type is shown in Fig. 1. It is suggested
that separate RF units be built up for each

microwave amateur channel and plugged
into the synchrodyne section as required.
Fig. 2 shows the same apparatus used for
telephony transmission. The output from
the AF amplifier is applied to the grid or

reflector of the klystron and produces

combined amplitude and frequency

modulation.
Another system is to use the homodyne
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principle and to substitute a wideband

AF input

video amplifier for the synchrodyne unit
described above. This method would not,
of course, possess the high frequency
stability of the synchrodyne.
Detection

Modulation

The device most often employed for the
detection of centimetre waves is the simple
combination of crystal and catswhisker ;
it has an excellent noise factor when com-

pared with other forms of detection, but
otherwise has little to commend it. A
klystron is inherently a noisy device and

cannot give appreciable gain whilst maintaining an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.
Pre -amplification using a klystron as an

amplifier therefore affords only a very
slight increase in sensitivity, and as it
considerably complicates receiver tuning,

it is not a worthwhile proposition for

amateur equipment.
The travelling -wave tube ("Travelling
Wave Valve," Wireless World, November,
1946. Also Proc.LR.E., February, 1947) is
far superior to the klystron as an amplifier.
As its name implies, it causes the wave to

travel at the same axial velocity as the
electron stream, which is therefore continually modulated in density during its
passage down the axis of a helical wire
guide. This method produces an efficient

amplifier of good noise factor with the
great advantage that it can be made

almost entirely aperiodic. It appears from
the data already published that the
travelling wave tube will be the answer to
most of the problems of the amateur who
is interested in the centimetre bands.

Fig. 2.

A system of amateur telephony transmission
on UHF.

usually with parabolic reflectors and wave -

guide feeders, a simple dipole (despite its
diminutive size) will still form an efficient
radiator where directional propagation is
not required. Nevertheless, a remarkable
increase in forward gain can be achieved
by using a reflector, and as the transmitter
power will inevitably be very small, it is
probable that most amateurs will use this
system. Converted car headlamps can be
adapted to form excellent parabolic

reflectors for use on wavelengths of the

order of three centimetres and below.
Waveguides are very efficient as feeders
for piping the RF from the transmitter to
the aerial, but they are somewhat clumsy
and costly items, and are not easy to construct if the losses are to be small. It will be

a great advantage if commercially pro-

duced mixer chambers and pre -fabricated

lengths of waveguide can be obtained.

Good quality co -axial feeder, though it has
considerably greater attenuation than
waveguides, is quite satisfactory for
couplings not exceeding a few feet in length,
though waveguide mixers will still usually

be required. The actual design of the
feeder system and aerial will obviously be
dictated entirely by the individual circumstances and requirements of the amateur.
Finally a word to those amateurs who
have not previously worked on centimetre
equipment. Do not be discouraged by the unorthodox components and the
receiver design.
appearance of the equip-

Aerial Systems
The aerial system presents no real problem. Although the majority of microwave
radar devices and communication systems
utilise a very narrow beam aerial system,
Fig.

Application of Synchrodyne principle to UHF

.

ment. Though it is in
many ways vastly different
from that used at the

more conventional radio
frequencies, the principles
involved are fundamentally the same, and the

methods of application,
once

t.-

J
Plug in RF unit

_

1.-

Synchrodyne demodulator

they

have

been

understood, are on the
whole simpler in their
conception.
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Our contributor shows how the performance of even
the simplest superbet can be considerably improved by
the careful application of one of the oldest principles

in receiver technique-controlled regeneration.-Ed.

Methods of Improving Receiver
Performance
By A. D. ODELL (G3ACN)
ALTHOUGH regeneration is not
favoured by commercial receiver
designers, it is often the most economical
and occasionally the best way of improving
performance ; and most amateurs are
interested in any circuit which promises so

much for so little. The writer, who is no
exception, has expended a considerable

amount of time and effort in endeavouring
to extract a full quart of performance from
various pint-sized circuits, and begs leave
to record certain conclusions in the hope
that they may be of interest.
Reacting Detectors

One of the most remarkable examples
of RF regeneration is shown by the amazing amplification obtainable in the simple

reacting detector circuit, where a few

watts of power radiated thousands of
miles distant can be amplified sufficiently,

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Separate RF Regeneration Stage
111

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RIO

Cl
C2
C3

=
=
=
=
=

47,000 ohms, 1 -watt
100,000 ohms, potentiometer
100,000 ohms, 1 -watt
33,000 ohms, 1 -watt
1 megohm, 1 -watt
= 250 ohms, 1 -watt
= 47,000 ohms, 1 -watt

= 47,000 ohms, }.watt

=
=
=
=
=

33,000 ohms, 1 -watt
4,700 ohms, 1 -watt

025 AF paper
0.01 pF, mica
500 pµF, mica

= 100
ceramic
C5 = 50 imiF, handset
C6 = 5 gi,F, bandspread
C7 = 30 AuF, trimmer
C8 = 0.1 p.F, paper
C9 = 0.1 AP', paper
CIO = 0.001 uF, mica
C4

CII = 50 pusF, handset
C12 = 5µµF, bandspread
C13 = 0 01 uF, mica
C14 = 025 µF, paper
VI = Mullard EF36
V2 = Brimar 6K8G
HT -I -2501v

Fig. I. Separate RF regeneration stage applied to the FC in a conventional superbet circuit. The advantages of this
arrangement are discussed in the text.
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in a single stage, to operate a pair of headphones. Unfortunately, any attempt to
produce the same improvement in super-

If more than one band is to be covered the
coils must be carefully wound, and either a

failure, because the benefits obtained
depend among other things on the strength
of the received signal, the overall amplifi-

circuit shown, the two 5µµE bandspread
condensers are ganged, and with critical

heterodyne performance is doomed to

cation, and the type of detector used.
The most favourable conditions occur
in the O -V -O receiver where reaction is
applied to the first tuned circuit and lowlevel square law detection is employed. In

the case of the superhet, if reaction is

introduced at a low-level part of the circuit

it may degrade the signal-to-noise ratio.

At a high-level point it confers little
benefit and is subject to blocking by strong
signals. In both cases it raises circuit
impedances, necessitating care if instability

is to be avoided, and by the time the

circuit has been tamed, one is reminded of
the familiar roundabouts and swings.
However, by careful design it is possible
to improve the performance of the simple
FC-IF-Det-LF combination until it

compares with receivers having an RF

and two IF stages.
It is the writer's experience that
regeneration is best introduced at the
earliest possible point in the circuit, i.e. for
the combination quoted above, the mixer
usual way of accomplishing this
is by inserting a small feedback coil in the

anode with variation of mixer gain to

provide control, but a little reflection discloses two inherent disadvantages of this
method.
In the first place the control grid of most
frequency changers is operated Class -A
and the characteristically smooth cbntrol
of the leaky grid detector will be lacking.
Secondly, frequency changers are notoriously noisy and to feed back from anode
to grid is to feed back noise and signal in
equal proportions, resulting in practice in
a degraded signal-to-noise ratio.
Separate Regeneration Stage
If, however, regeneration is produced by
a separate low -noise valve using the leaky

grid system of control then neither of

these disadvantages should be present, and
in theory the limiting value of the signalto-noise ratio would be that of the low noise valve. Fig. 1 shows the RF end of
the writer's receiver which uses an EF36
to provide regeneration. The improvement
in performance is considerable. Overall

separate RF trimmer or slow-motion
band -set condenser is essential. In the

regeneration the selectivity is such that the
vanes of these condensers needed bending

to maintain tracking over the relatively
narrow amateur bands. There should be
an absolute minimum of "pulling"
between RF and oscillator tuning, and in
this respect control -grid injection should
be avoided, while AVC applied to the
mixer may cause detuning or instability

due to variation of valve input impedance.
In view of this formidable list of "do's"

and "don'ts," it is as well to consider
seriously the alternative

of adding a

conventional tuned RF stage, and the
decision will to some extent depend on the
space and equipment available and on the

type of circuit. In most receivers there is

room to add a midget RF pentode and

trimmer, though a set of switched coils and
ganged tuning condenser might necessitate
major structural alterations.

IF Regeneration

Turning now to the IF amplifier,

regeneration can conveniently be applied
here by deliberately making the amplifier
unstable; a small capacity of 1 or 2 fittF
between anode and grid is a simple and
effective method. Alternatively, if the cost

of the receiver must be kept as low as
possible, then the arrangement of Fig. 2
can be recommended. In this circuit a
6SJ7 combines the functions of detector

and feedback amplifier, with a tapped
BM coil replacing the second IF transformer. The connections are as shown,
with the majority of turns in the anode
circuit of the detector and the plate of

the 6SK7 effectively tapped down the coil

and thus looking into a fairly low impedance. This is primarily a precaution
against premature oscillation of the IF
amplifier when the regeneration control is

advanccd, but also, in conjunction with
the low value of grid leak, to lessen the
likelihood of pulling and blocking of the
oscillator when receiving CW signals.

Rectified output is taken from the detector

grid, and undelayed AVC may be ob-

selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio are

tained from the same point if so desired.
The remainder of the circuit comprises a
conventional AF stage feeding a cathode
follower. This combination provides

Tracking problems are of course magnified.

anode current.

noticeably better : the increase in sensitivity is most marked, while image
interference is conspicuous by its absence.

ample gain and eliminates the output
transformer, but a high slope pentode
may be substituted at some increase in
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HT 4-2501v

R27
1/4

IFTI

C30

C28

§

Output
O

R33

C27

C2I-

R22

-C23

C26=
R26

R23

HTFig. 2. Regeneration applied to the 2nd detector.

AF Regeneration
Regeneration in audio frequency stages
has little to recommend it, as it results in a

sharply peaked response having a long
ringing time. This tends to smooth out
rapid changes in amplitude and causes all

but the slowest morse characters to run

together. A better alternative is the use of

a filter producing a rejection slot in the
audio range, into which interfering CW
signals can be moved by means of the
BFO pitch control.

In conclusion, for the amateur who

desires a low-cost receiver having above average performance, the circuits of
Figs. I and 2 may be successfully combined.
Since space is probably the cheapest

commodity in an amateur receiver, the
various stages should not be crowded
together ; and more than average care

Values are given in the table.

Table of Values
Fig. 2.

C21 = 0.1 µF., paper
C22 = 0.1 µF, paper
C23 = 0.25 µF., paper
C24 = 100 µµF, mica
C25 -- 25 µµF, trimmer
C26 = 200 µµF, mica
C27 -= 0.01 µF, mica
C28 = 0-1 µF, paper
--- 0.001 µF, mica
C30 --- 025 /IF, paper
V3 = 6SK7

should be taken over mechanical details-

C29

annoying when selectivity is high.

V4 = 6SJ7

backlash and vibration become doubly
In the original model no special pre-

cautions were taken as regards screening,
but too much is better than too little and

it is simpler to instal before wiring -up

than afterwards. There should be no
traces of hand capacity providing a good
earth connection is made, and any

Regeneration on the 2nd Detector

R21 = 47,000 ohms, 4 -Watt
R22 = 200 ohms, 4 -watt
R23 -- 5,000 ohms, potentiometer
R24 = 4,700 ohms, 4 -watt
R25 = 47,000 ohms, 4 -watt
R26 = 250,000 ohms, potentiometer
R27 = 47,000 omhs, 4 --watt
R28 =- 100,000 ohms, potentiometer
R29 = 1 megohm, 4 -watt
R30 = 2,200 ohms, 4 -watt
R31 = 1,000 ohms, 4 -watt
R32 = 22,000 ohms, 2 -watt
R33 = 1 megohm, 4 -watt
R34 = 100,000 ohms, 1-wau

V5

= 6SN7GT

modulation hum should submit to the

conventional treatment of a 0.1 tcF.
condenser between each side of the mains
transformer primary and earth.

QTH FOR QSL's

If you are able, as a direct subscriber, to

make use of our Bureau both ways, we

suggest that when having your next lot of
cards printed, you add "BCM/QSL.

London, W.C.I." as your QSL address
This will ensure your cards reaching us,
and is a full and sufficient address from

any part of the world.
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All Band Long -Wires
Notes on Design and Radiation Pattern
by J. HUM (G5UM)

WHEN the writer removed from
St. Albans to a locality ten miles

further out in the country, he was fortunate

to obtain a new QTH with half an acre
of land attached to it. This, coupled with
the statement on the Ordnance Map that
the locality was 408 ft. up, suggested that

If one has the space, a I 7 me half -wave aerial operated
harmonically on the other bands is very much a worth-

while proposition. As this article explains, such an

aerial can be fed in various ways and if operation is to
be mainly on the HF communication bands, it need not
be the maximum length if it is "long wire" in relation

to the frequency in use.-Ed.

it might be rather a good site from the
radio point of view !

Another apparently favourite portent

was that the subsoil, though commencing
with a thin layer of the inevitable Hertfordshire gravel, was primarily clay. The sub-

soil at an amateur's station has a greater

effect on propagation than he might think.
If it remains moderately moist throughout
the year (as with clay) better propagation
may be expected than if it dries out

quickly, as happens with more porous
soils. It is significant that one of the
GPO's most important radio stationsthat at Cooling Marshes, near Rochester
-is practically "built on water." It is also
noteworthy that amateurs who enjoy a
seaside location very often get out much
better than their inland brethren.

It is all a question of the assistance

afforded to radiation by the presence of
water-and it is a question which might
receive further attention from amateurs

easier to get on the air on 5 metres with a

single dipole in the loft than to start up
on

the

lower

frequencies

at some

problematic date in the future with the
big aerial.

Five -Metre Interlude

The three copper -tube elements of a
5 -metre beam were erected in the roof

space and the co -axial feeder was passed

through a hole drilled in a corner of the

radio room ceiling. The effective height of
this aerial was 15 ft. It produced a number
of contacts in North London but nothing
much else. It was decided to replace it

with a dipole built in a rather different
way. This was to consist of one continuous
length of wire for dipole arms and feeders,
with no soldered joints at all.

The wire used for this new dipole was

12 SWG enamelled. A 90 -ft. length was to

hand. At each end of this length a span

of an enquiring turn of mind.

4 -ft. long was measured off ; these were

writer's new station seemed to be favourable. The next thing to do was to get busy

remainder of the wire was to comprise the
feeder, for which service it was sheathed
with sleeving. The two arms were loosely
tied together after the remote ends of these

Subsoil, siting and space, then, at the

with a builder's measuring tape and
determine exactly what size of aerial and
feeders could be accommodated. This
would have been a tedious job with the
usual 36 -in. tape measure filched from the

domestic workbasket, and any amateur
likely to do much measuring up of aerial
lengths would be advised to invest in a
50 -ft. reel measure ; it will be a tremendous
time-saver.
Completion of the measurements showed
that a 262 -ft. aerial with 60 -ft. Zepp feeders

could be comfortably accommodated. But

to be the two arms of the dipole. The

wires had been separated and a Pyrex
insulator slipped over them and reeved
through to the top to keep the two arms

of the dipole apart.
Next, the aerial was erected in the loft
and the feeder section passed down into
the radio room. Less than 20 ft. of feeder
were required

and the surplus was
therefore snipped off.
When the new aerial was coupled to the

5 -metre transmitter it gave considerably

two masts would be needed and they

less loading than the other but considerably
better results ! The thought could not be

up in winter -time would be no joke.

its polythene insulation and

would have to be sturdily erected to carry
the weight of so much wire. Putting them

Consequently, operations were postponed

at that point. Clearly, it was going to be

suppressed that the old feeder, in spite of
massive

centre conductor, still presented quite a
fair amount of pure capacity across the
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was fitted in place and secured with
threepennyworth of putty, and in three

Insulator

Reeve wires through
insulator holes,
twist to secure.
Shp sleeving on to
these wires, then

twist together

days was as solid as the original glass.

Those afflicted with steel window frames

might care to try this method of passing

an RF line through a normally immovable
substance. It obviates drilling the solid
steel or the glass-the latter a most tricky
operation even if the glass can be removed
intact, a rare feat.
Why 262 ft.?

Fig. 1.

Constructing a dipole and feeder system (for

5 metres in this case) using one length of wire.

output circuit (yes, it was supposed to be
correctly matched 0.

Whatever theory may have to say on
this point the writer can most certainly

recommend an "unbroken dipole" to anyone who wishes to erect something
efficient, yet cheap and easy, for the 58 mc
band.
Plastic Accessories
Having fulfilled the urge to get back on

the air, the writer bent his attention once
more to the 262 -footer. There seemed no

After completing the feeders the next

thing to do was to solder them to the aerial.

The aerial itself consisted of two lengths

of wire soldered together to make the

required 262 ft. Bad practice ? -So it is
said. But surely not, if the joint is beyond
all criticism. The joint in this instance was

made by baring both ends of the 12 -gauge
enamel wire, scraping them until they were
really bright (a file will do this job better
than glasspaper), tinning thoroughly for a
length of 12 in. and then plaiting the tinned
ends together, applying a thorough finishing coat of solder to ensure perfect
electrical contact and to exclude air
permanently.

Elementary, no doubt, but very im-

hope of erecting the masts during the
winter months and the only thing that

portant if joints must be made anywhere in
an
system.

readiness.

"Why 262 ft. ?" Here are the considera-

could be done was to build the aerial in

Two preliminaries to this end were :
(1) Obtaining a dozen polythene feeder
spreaders 6 in. wide, and (2) Making a
Perspex window.
The spreaders were drilled each end with

holes a little over 18 SWG in size to

accommodate the size of wire to be employed for the feeder. They could later be
made a tight fit on the wire by warming
them gently until the polythene gripped
the wire. Alternatively, they could be

tightly bound to the wire with thread
-preferably, perhaps, because not so
permanent and therefore allowing for
changes if these should later be required.

Readers will be asking, no doubt :

tions which governed the selection of that

length.

The writer's pet band has always been
1 7 mc. A half -wave aerial for that band
should have a length computed from the
usual formula :

Length -

492 (N - 05)
F

where N is the number of half -waves on

the wire end and F is the working frequency
in megacycles.
For the 1 .7 mc band this length resonates

best at a frequency of roundly 1785 kc.

This is a few per cent. out for the HF edge

The Perspex window sounds a more

of the band. On a docile frequency like
1.7 mc that never seems to matter much.

up visions of those enormous Perspex panes
fitted to radar workshops during the

with a view to accommodating twelve

forbidding requirement and may conjure

war through which to beam centimetre
scanners. Nothing so elaborate was required at G5UM-nothing more, in fact,
than a single sheet 12 by 9 in. to substitute

for the glass in one of those standard

16 -pane metal window frames. The top
pane was knocked out and all residue of
glass and dried putty removed from the
surround ; then the Perspex frame
(already drilled *-in. holes for the feeders)

But on a much more capricious band like
28 mc such errors decidedly do. So it was

10 -metre half -waves on the wire that its
length of 262 ft. was computed. 1
'

By rule -of -thumb methods the newcomer to aerial theory may calculate that

if one half -wave on 10 metres is 161- ft.,
then 12 should be 161 x 12 = 198 ft. This
fails to take into account that mysterious
factor called "end correction," which

means that if you keep on adding half -

waves to a given length of wire you must
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wave-

+ wave

any number of
half waves

Coax

Fig. 2. Current fed long-wire aerial for one band only;
this is a simple and effective arrangement for DX working
on one of the HF communication bands.

increase your length of wire if you are to
get them all in !

MAY 1948

80 -ohm Feed-A Novel Method
Now, there is another way of feeding a
long-wire aerial besides "Zepping" it. It
can be fed with 80 -ohm cable at the first

current loop from the station end which,
on 28 mc, will be about 81 ft. long. An
insulator is inserted at that point, and the
80 -ohm feeder ends straddle it. The rest
of the wire can be any length provided it
totals an exact number of quarter waves.
As Fig. 2 shows, this amounts to a centre -

fed dipole with a number of other dipoles
"in series" with it and excited from it.
The 80 -ohm feed, of course, applies to

one band only. On all other bands the

accurate, though it is far less erroneous

feeder itself functions as part of the
radiator and the whole works as an end -on

factors occur, such as the presence of

accommodate six half -waves at 28 mc, the

As it happens, the figure of 262 ft. is not

than 198 ft. Allsorts of other complicating

aerial. For instance, if it were desired to

nearby electrical obstructions.
So we get one half -wave on the 262 ft.
at 160 metres, two half -waves at 80 metres
and (near enough) twelve half -waves at
10 metres. That seems a reasonable state
of affairs for an all -band long-wire, without much of the usual compromise about
it either. Unfortunately, though, it does
not fall harmonically true for 14 or 7 mc

total length would work out at
492 (6 - 05) 2927.4

-though if it can be made to load at all
on those bands by juggling the Zepp

feeder tuning, it will probably radiate well
simply because that seems to be a habit of
a long-wire aerial on any band.

But all is not lost. Why not use the

whole aerial plus feeder as a single wire

end -on ? It will have a length of 262+60

=322 ft.

At 14 mc nine half -waves

require 315 ft. That seems near enough.

On 7 mc five half -waves require about
348 ft. of wire, so with a 322 -ft. length a
parallel capacitance looks like the answer
on "forty."

L-

28
28 - 104 ft.
Length of first quarter wave = 8f ft.

This is the feed point for the 80 -ohm line.

By making the 80 -ohm feeder 30 -ft. long

we then have a total length of 104+30

=134 ft., which is precisely a half -wave at
80 metres. Most convenient !

These examples show how a little
sions can produce the correct lengths
"fiddling" with aerial and feeder dimen-

needed for operating on numerous bands.
Directivity
Finally, a word or two about that highly

important factor-directivity.
In any long-wire aerial the main direction of transmission (and of reception)
will be at right angles to the line of the
wire only at the resonant -half-wave
frequency. See Fig. 3.
At higher frequencies your major lobes
will occur at an oblique angle to the wire.
As the frequency is increased and more and

more half -waves are squeezed on to the

Main lobes at 20° to plane of wire

Radiation pattern of 262 foot
aerial at 1.8 mc

Fig. 3.

Radiation pattern of 262 foot
aerial at 28 mc

Radiation pattern of half -wave aerial with the same wire operated on Its 16th harmonic.
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wire, these major lobes will come round
closer to the plane of the aerial. By the
time 12 half -waves are accommodated the
major lobes are going off at 20 deg. In

other words, most radiation goes in the
same direction as the wire itself and the

power gain will approximate to that given
by a 3 -element beam. See Fig. 3.
Though the foregoing deals mainly with

More on the B.2
Further Notes on Tuning and
Adjustment
By B. RANDELL, B.Sc. (GW3ALE)

MHE information given here is intended
1 to be complementary to the article by

173

that comparatively rare phenomenon, a

262 -ft. aerial, the principles still hold for
the much more common 134 -footer, and
even up to a point for the 66 -footer. By

carefully studying these principles and
cutting his wire lengths accordingly, the

amateur will be able with little trouble to
design himself a long-wire aerial that
really works efficiently on bands widely
separated in frequency.

These notes will amplify the information given in our

March issue, when GW3ZT discussed the Trans Receiver B.2 equipment in some detail.-Ed.

"Anode Tuning" knob is adjusted so that
the meter needle dips to minimum value.
The transmitter is now tuned as far as is
possible without actually going on the air.
At this juncture it is fitting to mention
that if, in spite of all efforts at tuning, it is
found impossible to get any grid current

It is feared that even now it may not be

into the PA it is advisable to turn the meter
switch to Pos. 4, where (so long as the send receive switch is in the "T" or "S" position)
the meter will read oscillator grid current,
and hence indicate whether the trouble lies
with a faulty crystal.

would only be too pleased to help any
individual who is in need of further

Aerial Adjustment
When the transmitter has been set up as
described the send -receive switch should

GW37T in the March issue of the Magazine
and is meant to fill in one or two little gaps.

possible to give all the information which
could be desired. However, the writer has
managed to gather quite a mass of data on
this remarkable transmitter -receiver, and
assistance.

having three positions marked "T," "S"

be turned to the "S" (Send) position. The
key is now pressed and the anode tuning
control is readjusted to the minimum
current position-this readjustment is
necessary as the aerial is now connected
and will alter the previous setting. The
aerial coupling control is turned to Pos. 9,
and the anode tuning control is again set

is connected to earth, the key is shortcircuited, the receiver HT is disconnected,

If this current is less than 65 mA (325 on
the meter) then the aerial coupling con-

greatly reduced by virtue of being fed
through a dropping resistor. The meter
selector switch is then turned to Pos. 3, in

tuning control is again readjusted. This
procedure of moving the aerial coupling
control one step and tuning for minimum

PA grid current (15 mA at full-scale

repeated until the meter reads 325 on the

Tuning

At the top left-hand corner of the transmitter panel will be found a switch -knob
and "R" respectively. When this switch is
in the "T" (Tune) position the aerial
terminal is disconnected from the transmitter and receiver, the receiver aerial lead

and the transmitter HT supply voltage is

which condition the meter will read the

deflection). The CO controls (that marked
"PA Grid" is really the CO anode tuning
condenser) are now adjusted to give
maximum deflection on the meter, and the
meter selector switch is turned to Pos. 6, in
which condition the meter will read the PA
anode and screen current (120 mA at fullscale deflection). The "Aerial Coupling"

control is now set to Pos. 10 and the

for minimum current, which must be noted.

denser is put on Pos. 8 and the anode

dip by means of the anode tuning control is

scale (65 mA) ; the PA will now be feeding
the maximum amount of RF into the aerial.
Provided that a start is always made with

the aerial coupling control in Pos. 10, this
method will always result in maximum RF
to the aerial, as has been proved by means
of a 0-0.5 amp thermo-couple RF meter,
and is perhaps simpler to carry out than
the method suggested by GW3ZT.
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The aerial coupling system itself is only
a modified form of single -section Collins
coupler, and the reader will immediately
identify the aerial coupling control as the
"load" condenser and the "anode tuning"
control as the "resonate" condenser.
Incidentally, the writer has had great
success with this aerial coupler and using
6 ft. of wire and no earth has had contacts

on 7 mc over a distance of 200 miles in

daylight with a report of 579. Using 30 ft.
of wire and no earth on 3.5 mc he has had
a report of 579 over a similar distance. It
is worth trying the B.2 transmitter without
an earth whatever aerial is used, as under
some conditions a gain of 2 S points has

been reported when the earth has been
disconnected and the aerial matching

readjusted !

It must be remembered that the PA

current of 65 mA which has been quoted is
the sum of anode and screen currents and

represents an input of approximately 27
watts. Provided the transmitter has been
tuned as described the power delivered to
the aerial when working on the crystal
fundamental frequency will be 20 watts.
Correction
It will have been noted that in his article

GW3ZT mentioned the crystal oscillator
as a 6F6. Actually, the valve employed is
an EL32 which has characteristics similar
to a 6F6 but has a top -cap grid connection.

While he was, of course, perfectly cor-

rect in referring to each unit as being

housed in a shockproof (and, incidentally,

waterproof) steel case, it is worth while
remembering that these are only transit

cases and the whole unit-transmitter,

receiver, power pack and box of spareswas designed to fit into a case approximately 18 in. x 12 in. x 6 in., this being
the most suitable guise for the equipment
when used by the people for whom it was
primarily intended ! This portability has
of course obvious advantages for use in the

field, and in this form the weight of the

entire unit is a little under 30 lb. With the
modulator suggested by GW3ZT, a larger
case would have to be used and the total
weight would be increased.

In conclusion, it may be stated that a
B.2 is now the writer's only radio equipment as he has moved away from the home

QTH and the usual conglomeration of
gear is

out of the question on

the

grounds of immobility. It is hoped that
GW3ALE Will be on the air with it by the
time this appears in print.

Robes of Office. W. H. Malcolm, Esq.. J.P.. active
as G6WX, has just been elected Mayor of the City of
Coventry. He has been on the air since 1934, and with

112C worked post-war, is in line for the DXCC. This has
been done on 14 and 28 mc, with two transmitters and a
remote -controlled rotary beam array for both bands. All

readers will join us in wishing G6WX a happy and
successful term of office, and will congratulate him on
achieving the highest civic honour in one of the most
important business and industrial areas in the country.
with its long historical associations and great war record.

ALL CLEVER STUFF!

Several readers with classical instincts
hastened to put us right in the matter of
that comment "What'sXantippe,anwyay?"
on p. 103 of the April issue, pointing out
that it should have been "Who's Xantippe,"

to which the answer is "A quarrelsome
woman" or "The wife of Socrates."

Now, curiously enough, we did know all

this (in any case, we are pretty careful to
look up what we don't know before committing it to print !) but our allusion was
to Frisby Dyke, the Man from Liverpool

in ITMA ("Wot's Perspicacity")-so acknowledgments are due to Socrates and

Handley. . . . And we still don't like
"Zantippy" as the word -name for X in the
phonetic alphabet.
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Twenty -Metre DX Forecast

D. McDERMID,

A.R.T.C. (GM3ANV)

THE only areas now

Predictions for May
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cal maximum field
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early morning, when this
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COMMENTARY

4,, ON CALLS

The DX reporter's task seems to
more difficult each month !
Whether conditions are good or bad,

HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd
By L H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6G1B)

become

some of the people work all the DX, and
all the people work some of the DX ; so
two questions seem to remain unsolved.
They are (a) what is DX ? and (b) Have
conditions been good or bad ?
At all events, April has been the good

month that we quite

safely predicted.
Apart from short spells of quiet conditions

the DX has been there most of the time
on all bands, and the BERU Contest, as
usual, brought out many operators who
seem

to

hibernate

between seasons.

Normally, one looks on the bands as
being inhabited by DX and QRM ; but
during the BERU week -ends the DX is

the QRM !

Most of the keen types have been

climbing up (or, in some cases, rushing up)

the ladder this month. The 1948 list is
headed by G8KP (Wakefield) with 38Z
and 111C-but he is only at the top by
virtue of his post-war score, as SV1RX
(Athens) also has 38Z and 111C to his
credit ! These two have certainly pushed

the boat out since last month. Next in

order we have G2AJ and G2EC, followed

by your panting commentator, who has
only managed to add ten countries (and
no Zones at all) to last month's score....
But that's what comes of having to write
about the DX instead of working it
Next month, for a change (and at the
request of many correspondents) we are
!

reverting to

the

post-war scores for

deciding the Order of Merit, with the
1948 scores in the third and fourth

columns. In this connection it is worthy
of note that three of our DX men have
reached the score of 40 Zones (post-war)
since

last month.

They

are G3DO

(Sutton Coldfield), G4CP (Dudley) and
G3AAE (Bournemouth). The welcome

appearance of C8YR in Zone 23 has

naturally had something to do with this !
And G3DO, remarking that he has been
chasing Zone 23 since 1938, worked both

C8YR and C8LS at the end of March ;
the latter apparently is perfectly genuine

and a new one in the "Lost Horizon"
region.

Hot -under -Collar Department

The life of a commentator is certainly
not all beer and working DX. We, who

write scathing denunciations of spivs and
the like, are expected to set a high standard
(not unnaturally) and when we apparently

fall down on it, we are rebuked in no

mean terms. A little episode during tIvc
month reminded us that in the great DX
scramble some things can happen which
may result in an operator being unfairly
condemned, or at least misjudged. This
seems to be what occurred in our case :
A DX station was in QSO with a G, bt t
apparently lost him during the contact
and called CQ again. We answered the

DX-all innocently, like-and made

contact. No trouble at all, and no fuss
or bother-until a card arrived from the
G concerned, more in sorrow than in
anger, telling us that we had pinched his
DX station from him in the middle of a

Now had it been anyone else,
he would probably have got away with
it-but not your harassed commentator.
How fortunate that he really had a clear
QSO !

conscience (on this occasion, anyway) !

In the course of the correspondence,

the G concerned put forward as

his

opinion that operating is better now than
before the war, and quotes the number- of

high-speed QSO's that go on. Yes-the

speed is all right, and even the procedure
but, we repeat, not the notes ! We quite
agree that you seldom hear a bad one on
7 mc, but on 14 and 28 the rough old T6

and T7 things that float across our dial
are not imagination. And on 7 mc, of
course, anyone should be able to get T9
out of a VFO. (Or on 14, for that matter

-but we do admit that 28 becomes a
little more difficult.)
So, we say again-there are far too
many bad notes around. And even if
the owners send nice and fast, the notes
are still lousy.

The Month's DX

No particular high -spots except for
the general level of

those C8's-but

G2DX. of Camberley, as set up for the first two-way G/VK contact, November 26, 1924, on 86 metres. The Australian
was 3BQ of Box Hill, Victoria. This is a photograph of outstanding interest in the history of Amateur Radio

activity has been tremendous. One small
point worth mentioning is that the 14 mc

band seems to improve as the morning
goes on. We cannot remember this
particular condition before, but it has
been unmistakable this month. Some-

times at 0700-0800 GMT it has been full
c

of short -skip Europeans, with nothing
much in the way of DX, and yet at 1000,

or even, in extreme cases, 1100 GMT,
the signals from W6, KH6, KL7 and
VE7 have been terrific.

Other strange phenomena on 14 mc

have been the simultaneous arrival of
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VK, ZL, C, VS6, ZS, W and South

ZONES WORKED LISTING

America at 2200 GMT or thereabouts,
on several nights during the month, and,

Post-war

1948

on 28 mc, the persistence of Asiatic signals

Station
Zones

Countries

Zones

MAY 1948

CountrieE

(VS6 and the like) until as late as 2000
GMT.

G5CP (Sale) took the ARRL DX
Contest fairly seriously (on 'phone) and
scored just under 30,000. But he adds that

'Phone and CW

G6PD (Manchester) is known to have
put up at least 50,000 ! One interesting
QSO at G5CP was with a W8 using 4
watts input on 29.7 mc-he was R5 and

G8KP
SVIRX

38
38

111
111

40

170

39

145

G2AJ

37

98

40

160

G2EC
G6QB

36
36

101

90

40

156

G3DO
G3BI

35
35

94
68

40
38

153
107

G3AAE

33

73

40

117

G3TK

32

71

39

123

G4CP
G8IP
GSDAII

31
31
31

82

40

71

39
31

133
113

64

G2WW

87

39

G2HPF

29
29

48

31

157
90

G8PL

28

72

28

86

for a new one, and has also added VPLAA

G2BXP
G2AVP
G5MR

26
26
26

57

93

104
106

(Horbury) has just worked his first W6 on

33

36
38
39

G6XX

25

47'

35

96

G5FA
G8KU
G2AO

24
24
24

69

24

60

74
102

36

35
36

G3BDQ

23

54

36

94

G4AR

22
22
22

59

38

122

GM3CSM
G6PJ

45

24

53

40

39

76

G2BBI

17

44

17

45

G3ACC

15

32

30

86

G5HH
G3DCC

14
14

41
32

30

83
23

47

14

72

103

S8, too.

G8KP (Wakefield), as befits the man

at the top of the list, has been cleaning up
everything that has been going. He
worked his 100th country this year on the
95th day, and on the 104th day the score
stood at 111. (But we bet it isn't more
than 366 on December 31 !) He says that
MD1 and MD2 are going, to count as two
separate countries shortly ; and asks us
to make it clear that PK6 now stands for

Celebes and Molucca Islands, and PK7
for Dutch New Guinea. 'KP, among
others, has unearthed CZ2AC (Monaco)

and LZ2AA. He tells us that G6ZN

14 mc with his 3 -watt battery rig-a real

QRP triumph.
G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) is more than

somewhat pleased at having found both
C8YR and C8LS ; and on top of that his
card from VR6AA arrived ! G3TK
(Leigh) has added to his total with
CT3AB, HK4AF, VP4TI,
VS9GT,

UF6KAC and some other nice ones. He

only lacks a UM8 for "WARC," if we
can call it that. Has anyone ever heard
or worked one ?
G2BXP (Birmingham) is climbing that
ladder with help from XEIAC, UB5KAG,

EQ1RX, MD3MB and others. G6XX

(Goole) is pleased about FE8AB, VK6CM,

HH2HF, C6YZ and other rare ones.
By the way, FE8AB is our old friend

'Phone only

FQ3AT/FE with a new call.
G3AAE (Bournemouth) is naturally

G3DO

31

79

37

120

G3DAH

30

60

30

68

G2BXP

26

57

32

79

G6CB

25

31

29

65

G8QX

24

58

34

108

G3ZI

21

42

37

122

G2BBI

17

41

17

41

G2VJ

16

24

25

56

elated at having collected his 40 Zones

(post-war), thanks to C8YR and VQ8AF.

Others coming his way were KG6CE,
CZ2AC, LZ2AA, KV4AA and a UP2.

He wants calls and frequencies of stations

in Utah, which are

scarce with him.

G2AVP (Stradishall), and others, mention
that C6YZ says he is in Zone 23 ; but
CQ has ruled that no C6's are in Zone 23,
so that is that. They are certainly a
borderline case and a most unsatisfactory
one. 'AVP also heard AC4YN but thinks
it may have been a phoney ; G2AVP now
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OK1AW has a 14 mc rotary Windom. consisting of dural tube carried on a supporting structure.
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Iti01-hand

shows how the radiating element can be lowered.

uses an aerial 12 half -waves long on 14

mc, which seems much better than the
old dipole.

A new call on the list is G2BBI of

Westcliff, who first came on the air last
June. He uses 807's with 120 watts and a
"VS1AA" aerial, mostly on 14 and 28
mc. He says that on the latter band
ZL4BN has been heard on two occasions
working Europe up to and after midnight.
Nice new ones from G8IP (Hampton) are
FE3AB, F8NE (Corsica), KS4AI, C8YR,
UI8AE, VO6EP and so on. G5MR
(Bognor Regis) is another lucky one with

a C8YR contact to his credit ; he was
fortunate in catching him just as the
QRM was piling up, and got him by
calling off his frequency-Spivs please

note. So all that 'MR wants for complete
bliss is one of those Mexicans in Zone 6.
G3BI (Seer Green) rang the changes by
finding C8LS, the newcomer. We hope
he is genuine, and he certainly does seem

to be. G3DCC (London, N.8) remarks
on the signal from W6AY, using a kilowatt and a 12 -element beam on Europe.

'DCC, on the other hand, is trying an

indoor dipole on G8PL's lines, curled

round the shack. His chief grouse is that
the people who habitually call CQ DX
seem to have an uncanny knack of dropping themselves on the frequencies of the
weak and interesting DX signals.
G2WW (Penzance) throws what may
. be a new country into the arena, telling
us that OQ5AS is in Ruanda Urundi, a
Belgian -mandated territory which issues
separate stamps from the Belgian Congo.

too, has collected CZ2AC and
LZ2AA, to say nothing of VS9GT in
Trucial Oman. (We shall really have to
start looking round for some of thisHe,

we're slipping badly !)

G3ACC (London, S.E.22) has built
herself a transmitter which she says is
"the sweetest thing"-a Pierce oscillator
with a 6C5 and a KT63 for the top band.
With 6 watts it has worked France.
Margaret has met ZS6GH, the YL who

has travelled almost round the world

amateurs and collecting her
QSL's in person, and says the idea sounds
so good that she hopes to try it. 'ACC
has worked KV4AA, FT4AN and several
visiting
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other new ones, and the score is creeping
up.

DX QTH's

G2PL (Wallington) still manages to

find new ones; and must be getting

towards the 200 mark by now. Latest are
ZD8B, VP7NH, CT3AB, WOOZW/KS6

on CW, and VP2KS, ZM6AF, VR5PL
and PK4VD on 'phone. He worked
EK1AA and found G6ZO on the key, so
it seems that Jim is on his travels again.
'PL agrees with us about rotten notes
and says that the standard of G signals
is reaching an all-time "low" with chirps,
thumps and ripple.
G2A.T- (Hendon) stayed on 58 mc for

the first three months of this year, but
since his return to the DX bands has
piled up a score of 37Z and 98C, which
sounds like pretty concentrated work to
us. His best were KM6AH and FE8AB.
A letter from John Carter (ex-XAEK,
and now living at Church Stretton) tells
us that he heard a station signing AC4KY,

at 1612 GMT, 14 mc, coming in at R5
and S6. As John is not licensed at the
moment, nothing further could be done
about it. The amateur's nightmare, in
fact ! But can anyone tell us more about
this AC4KY ? No one ease mentions him

this month.
G3BDQ (St. Leonards) has now pushed

up to 150 watts with a pair of PT15's

into a dipole 12 to 18 feet high, and has
been pulling in some good stuff -such as

UAOKFA, VP9E, FM8AD, C1DK,

VQ4KTH and UW5LJ (but who the heck
is that ?). 'BDQ also tried a bit of QRP,
and worked W4IML with a tritet 6L6 and

an input of 4 watts.
GM3CSM (Glasgow) says conditions

up there have not been too bright,
although on 28 mc he has collected AP4A,
KP4DJ, CX4CZ, VQ4FCH and four

PZ1's. On 14 mc he has had two QSO's.

AP2D
AP5B
ARSBC

J. K. McDowall (GM3AR), 15 Ruthven Avenue, Giffnock.
D. T. Boffin (G3HS), 4 Race Course
Road, Lahore, Pakistan.
Box 1119, Beyrouth, Lebanon.

C7CY
C7TS
C7TY
C8YR

T. M. Yen, Box 12, Taiyuan. Shensi,
China.

CT3AB

Ferraz, Rua de St. Maria 261,

Yu-Ruey Chi, Box 73, Lanchow,
Kansu, China.

CZ2AC
ISI8WF
HV2B

J9ACD

Funchal, Madeira.
Rosetta Moncini, Vicolo Teatro
Ristori 10, Verona, Italy. (Station
in Monaco).

Walter Fox, Central, Boca Cbicha,
Dominican Republic.
c/o Radio Station, Vatican City.
APO 331, c/o Postmaster, San
Francisco, Calif.

KG6AW/VK9R. Seaman, 2537 Hollins Street,
Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

KG6CJ

APO 264, c/o Postmaster, San

KS4AI

R. W. Bird, Swan Island, West

LZ2AA
ST2FU
TG9AD
VP2AG
VP2KS
VPSAW

VQ4NET
VR4AA

Francisco, Calif.

Indies, via Tampa, Fla.
Box 123, Sofia, Bulgaria.
BOAC, Wadi Haifa, Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan.
Box 299, Guatemala City.

APO 855, c/o Postmaster, Miami,
Fla.

St. Kitts, Leeward Islands, B.W.I.
APO 861, c/o Postmaster, Miami,

Fla.
N. E. Tomlinson, Box 1010, Nairobi,
Kenya Colony.
J. D. Davies, Honiara, British
Solomon Islands.

WOSQS/Iwo Jima APO 86, c/o Postmaster, San
ZD1BD
ZS6NU

Francisco, Calif.
Royal Signals, Freetown, Sierra
Leone, W. Africa.
Aeradio Palapye, Palapye Road.
Bechuanaland.

with Ham Whyte, VE3BWY. To LU9EV
goes the distinction of the speediest DX
QSL we have heard of ; GM3CSM

worked him on: Sunday night and had

his card the following Saturday morning.

G8PL (London, N.W.3) exercised his

indoor aerial by raising Zone 2 with
VE8NB, and Zone 19 with UAOKFA.

. See what I mean, Mr. Fanwert, it's all experimenting with these amateurs.
."
,

.

Then, later, he raised KH6HJ for another
new country and zone. Other useful
items from 'PL concern I5 MG, who
claims to be in Trieste ; HV2B, claiming
Vatican City ; CZ2AC, a YL operator in

Monaco, who is back in Italy by now ;
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and LZ2AA, giving a QTH in full. The
last three certainly seem to have stirred
everybody up this month.

G5FA (London, N.11), no longer a
hero of the 7 mc band, says HV2B told
him he was an operator at the big station

in the Vatican City, and he was on the
amateur bands with an experimental rig

using a 100TH in the final. 'FA also raised

TALC, who promised to QSL direct ;

KS4AI, CR6A1 and (of course) CZ2AC.

Comparing 14 mc with 7 mc, G5FA
remarks that it took him two whole
winters to work 43 States on 7 mc ; now
he's done it in five weeks on 14 He

says he has worked West Coast stations

at every time of day except between
1130 and 1500 GMT. Finally, on the

subject of Russian QSL's, 'FA says he is
doing nicely and recently received 19 of
them from Box 88, all in one batch.
New Prefixes

A useful letter from the Secretary of

Basingstoke Amateur Radio Society gives
these prefixes, received direct from MT2E
recently :
MD1 and MCI
Tripolitania MD2 and MT2
Eritrea
MD3 and M13
Somalia
MD4 and MS4
Cyrenaica

The first prefix in each case is for
military personnel, the second for civilians.
It will also be news to some that Trieste is
now using MF2.
3.5 mc Achievement

Having heard, indirectly, that G8VB

(London, W.5) had Worked All States on
3.5 mc 'phone, we naturally had to check

up on it. And it's quite right-he has,

and all Canadian districts as well ! We
regard this as the outstanding DX
achievement since the resumption. G8VB

was living in Belgium before 1939, and
was well known on the air as ON4HS.
He had a severe blow as the result of the
war, having lost all his property in

Belgium. An article by G8VB on his
activity is in
preparation, as we feel

the W's regularly between 0630 and
0830 GMT, together with KZ5ND and

some interesting short -distance contacts.
The 7 mc band comes in for a lot
of miscellaneous comment from the many
readers who have written on the subject
of Band -Planning. They all seem to feel

tnat "40" will be completely useless to
everyone unless it is marked down for

CW only.
G3CEI (London, S.W.16) writes chiefly
on the subject of band -planning, but adds
that he would like to thank the three-way

local QSO party on 7060-7075 kc for

making the pursuit of W's so much more
interesting in the early mornings !
Spivs and All That
G2SA (Burnham -on -Crouch) has been
more than usually annoyed by the most
blatant form of spivvery-VFO users who
swish into the middle of a QSO and in the

most barefaced manner proceed to call
the chap he is working. And 'SA adds,
"Still too many foul notes and long calls
on 14 mc."

W. H. Noble, a listener in Streatham,
quotes, in full, a 'phone QSO between
two G's on 28 mc. Time, 2030 GMT.
The gist of it, strained out of the drivel,
was, "Came on, chaps, never mind the
Television ; also there may be some DX

on, but don't worry about that either."

The DX was on, in the form of the ARRL

Contest-helped no end by local G

QSO's at the LF end of the most active
DX band at the time. We've got 'em on
the list !

Freddie North (VP6CDI) also suffers

from spivs. Via G3XP of Bournemouth

he asks us to pass on this message : "I
do most sincerely ask G stations not to

call me when they hear me calling another
country or call -sign. I will be happy to

work any G who calls me on a CQ, but

I will not work any G who persists in
calling when I am trying to work elsewhere. I will not work the VFO merchants

who QSY on to my frequency ; I am

80 -metre

that readers will want to

hear more about such a
station.

7 mc

Very little news from
the

QRM

band

this

month-in fact only one

letter, from G2FTK (Coventry). He uses 20 watts
to a "W3EDP" aerial
and has been working
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General *Jew of MD5NB, Suez Canal Zone, Egypt.
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don't do it as well, you are liable to be
left out in the cold. GM3BLQ (Angus)
remarks that there is a comparative

scarcity of information about rigs from
25 to 50 watts rating. He looks on push-

pull 807's as QRO and says, "I don't
think there is much need for all that
input from 7 mc downwards." 'BLQ
uses much lower power and hopes to
make a nice rig with an 815 ; he wonders

why these valves are not more popular
over here.

From Overseas

The much -travelled G3CDR (H.M.S.

An impression of VS6AC.

keeping a black book of these and will
never work them until they cease this
practice." That is 'CDT's ultimatumbut fancy it being necessary !
The Pirates
Only one case of piracy is reported this

month.. G2HF (Wellington, Som.) says
he cannot cope with the increasing flood

of QSL cards reporting his signals on
7 and 14 mc, on which bands he has not
worked for a year or more.
Miscellany

G6PJ (Sheffield) worked K1NAA, who

gave his QTH as Rhode Island, and 'PJ
was nearly tricked into thinking it was a
new country . . . G2NJ (Peterborough)
is haunted by oblique strokes. Besides

having a /P and an /A and an /A/P

licence, he seems fated to work stations
with calls like OK1TY/1. Why the /1 is
a mystery . . G6CB (London, S.W.19)
asks whether twenty months is long
enough to wait for QSL's from GI, GW,
.

EI and GM ? He worked them all in

1946 but can't get the cards ! . . . G8JC
(Droitwich) queries all the Norwegian
prefixes ; they seem to use anything

between LA and LJ. We know LB is
used for portables, and LF, LH and LJ

seem to belong to the three services . . .
And if you hear or work XG6A during

the next couple of months, he will be
quite

genuine,

ship -borne

somewhere

between here and New Zealand.
QRP Again
G5MV (Scarborough) remarks that he

seems to work DX easily, whether on

150 or 50 watts, but the kick is not there
any longer. As he says, "With the old 10
watts, what a thrill you got when the DX
fellow did come back.' Trouble with
going QRP nowadays is that if the others

London) has now added French IndoChina to his personal QSO's. Owing to
the political situation no licences have
been issued there, but he did meet an
engineer from Radio Saigon who was
anxiously waiting for the ban to be lifted.

'CDR also visited Singapore and North

Borneo, and he actually writes from
Manila, although there are no KA's in
the town since the Americans left. But

ex-ET3Y is on the spot and hopes to have

a KA call soon. 'CDR himself cannot
acquire a VS6 call unless he gets a shore

job in Hong Kong. Hard luck, because

he has a QTH ashore, but his job is
afloat-so no call.

MD5AK (MELF) is still very active on

14 and 28 mc, and his post-war score is
37Z and 147C. He has a nice little
transmitter comprising a 6V6/6L6 twenty -

watt job with 350 volts on the anodes. It
is a suitcase -portable and has made lots

of DX contacts. 'AK promises to send
along a further description of it.

ZD4AM (Tafo) is still on the Gold
Coast, although he was expecting to be

home by the time he wrote. The riots
held things up, and unfortunately Harold

had packed his rig. But at the end of
February, when he was last on the air, he

worked KB6AD and VR2AR. He is

probably in "G" at the moment, and we
look forward to hearing that he has been
having some personal QSO's.

Late Item
Just as this issue was going down, a very
interesting letter came in from VS9ET, of
Trucial Oman, Arabia. Some quick
extracts are : "The callsign was the biggest
difficulty . . . someone else there had been
using VS9GT, so I adopted that prefix.. .
Do not know how many zones or countries

I worked, as I left in a hurry without my
log, and haven't yet seen a Zone Map !
. . . The rig was a lash-up of old junk,
6L6-807, 10-15 watts, but the signal
seemed to get everywhere with a Windom
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12 ft. high. . . . Actual location 25° 21' N.,
55° 24' E. . . . Ran out of cards, so many

FIRST CLASS OPERATORS' CLUB

will be put right when the logs and records
come through. . . . The Californian Kilo-

PRESIDENT : GERALD MARCUSE, G2NM

home address : R. G. Cary, Field House,
Wainfleet-St.-Mary, Skegness, Lincs.

CAPT. A. M. H. FERGUS, G2ZC

only remains to give next month's deadline for letters, claims and all the rest of
the news which makes this feature. It is

Membership of the F.O.C. now stands at
the new record of 140 active operators, after
18 months' post-war running ; the Club's

of the boys will still be waiting, but this

watt Gang were a nuisance." VS9ET's

So that's the lot for this time, and it

first post on May 13 -addressed "DX

Commentary," Short Wave Magazine, 49
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. Until

then, Good Hunting and Down with
Spivs.

73 and BCNU.

ARE YOU HERE?

Cards are held for the stations listed
below. As we have no record of your

QTH, please let us have a stamped,
addressed envelope, with your name
and callsign ; send it to BCM/QSL,
London, W.C.1, which is the full postal

address of our QSL Bureau. If you
would like your call to be entered undet

"New QTH's" (which automatically

ensures eventual appearance in the Call
Book), mention it when sending in your
envelopes. It will be in the appropriate
place in the Magazine as soon as space
becomes available.
G2AA, 2AB, 2ALV, 2AOL, 2AON,
2ARJ, 2ARW, 2ATY, 2AXN, 2BDM,
2BMP, 2BVA, 2CCO, 2CFK, 2CQC,

2DAZ, 2DPA, 2DPP, 2FBD, 2FCS,

2FFX, 2FGQ, 2FJS, 2HDJ, 2HIA,
2HJQ, 2HMU, 2HOW, 21U, 2JT,
2ND, 2RJ, 2RN, 2TQ, 2TZ, 2UB,
2UX, 2WL, 3AAF, 3AAP, 3ADD,
3AFC, 3AGV, 3AHH, 3AJL, 3AKL,
3ALD, 3AMN, 3APH, 3ATO, 3AUS,
3AZP, 3BAE, 3BAN, 3BCF, 3BDC,

3BEZ, 3BFN, 3BHQ, 3BIQ, 3BIT,

3BKW 3BNA, 3BQG, 3BSZ, 3BTO,
3BVN, 3BWJ, 3BXP, 3BYI, 3CAX,
3CCD, 3CDS, 3CEH, 3CEW, 3CJP,
3CJX, 3CLT, 3CLU, 3CLX, 3CME,
3CMG, 3COF, 3C00, 3COW, 3COZ,
3CSX, 3CUE, 3CUP, 3CUY, 3CVF,
3CVM, 3CVX, 3CWV, 3CWX, 3CZO,
3DAG, 3DAV, 3DBH, 3DDA, 3DDC,

3DDH, 3DDK, 3DFI, 3DFV, 3DJO,
3DJQ, 3DRQ, 3JV, 3WY, 4FG, 4HB,

40F, 5JW, 5PZ, 5RD, 5SV, 6JF, 6KO,

6KQ, 6M0, 60X, 8DJ, 80U, 8PM,
8ZZ, GC2ASO, GD3AGG, GI3CSK,
GM2BGH, 3AJR, 3BVO, 3BXV,

3BZY, 3CEJ, 3CIX, 3DBS, 8MA,
GW3BYZ, 3CF, 3DDS.

HON. SECRETARY :

financial position is very sound, and two
members have recently been kind enough
to make donations.
Another welcome gift has been offered
in the shape of a second silver cup for an

annual contest, and the Club is now
discussing what form this event should

take.
The F.O.C. has elected, unanimously, its
first honorary member -C. L Ward,

G5NF. Activities under consideration are
a Club dinner and a members' operating

period on 58 mc ; incidentally, it is of

interest to note that at the Fiveband

Dinner on February 21 last, a quarter of
those present were F.O.C. members, thus
effectively disposing of the suggestion that
the Club is interested only in 3.5 mc ! It
is, of course, on this band that the normal

Club meetings are held ; in this connection, it is proposed to adopt, as an experiment, the 3560-3580 kc area as the F.O.C.
Calling Band, to hdlp keep members together during the Club operating periods.
Recently, votes have been taken on the
suggested' AT Code (a large majority

against its adoption) and on the use of
"QSYY" as defined in the March issue of
the Short Wave Magazine ; it has been
decided to try the latter procedure, again
by a large majority vote.
Election Notice

In accordance with the Rules, the
following have been elected to active
membership of the F.O.C. :

H. C. Harrison, G3ACR (Burton -on -Trent)
A. L. Lloyd, G3AKY (Sheffield) ; Capt. G. F. Steven,
GM5BA (Berwick) ; W. F. Self, ZL4CK (Dunedin) ;

F. E. Frame, ZL4BQ (Dunedin) ; W. Gibbs, WIDTS
(Lexington, Mass) : W. A. Wilson, ZL1BY (Te-Kuiti)
J. A. Partridge, G2KF (Edenbridge) : P. R. Golledge
D2DW (Home address : Raleigh, Essex) ; F. E.
Winnfield, G2AO (Malvern) ; J. Pollard, G3IY
(Burnley) ; J. E. Bell, G3CKL (London) ; J. Deminal,
F8EX (Athis-Mons) ; P. C. Bond, G3BEG (London) ;

C. L. Fenton, G3ABB (Wallington, Surrey) : G. A.
Partridge, G3CED (Broadstairs) ; R. C. Eldridge,
G3AGQ (Benson, Oxon).
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Low Power Working
Some Practical Considerations
by G. WHITEHEAD (G2ACZ)

FREQUENT references to low -power
working have appeared in various
issues of the Short Wave Magazine, and
these have prompted the writer to compile
his own experiences in this particular

field. QRP operators would seem to fall
under two headings : those who experiment with low power although having
facilities at hand for high -power working
when required ;

and

those who by

necessity are restricted to the use of low
power. The writer is in the latter category,
since no mains supply is available. Bear-

ing the latter point in mind, some sort of
power source had to be provided.
Heavy capacity batteries for use with
rotary transformers are expensive these
days. What is more, they are extremely

heavy and difficult to transport to the
nearest charging station. Therefore, recourse was had to dry batteries. Dry
batteries have increased considerably in
price during the last few years, but, as the
writer has proved, form a good, trouble free and inexpensive source of HT for the
low -power amateur transmitter.

Before going further it is felt that it
should be made clear that low power, as
defined by the writer, is between 5 watts
and 1 watt and even less, and not in the
20-30 watt region, which is still referred
to by some transmitters as QRP.

It is not intended to explain all the

various QRP arrangements that have been
tried, but to discuss the existing apparatus

used at G2ACZ and giving the most
satisfactory results to date.
Valves

Ordinary 2 -volt battery receiving valves
are used, preference being given to Power
and Superpower types. Battery pentodes

have been tried, but better efficiencies
result by using triodes. Modern British
and American 6 -volt heater valves have
been used and give slightly higher effi-

ciencies, but the necessity for a heavy-duty
battery to supply heater current outweighs
this advantage. Therefore, the problem of
the power supply is dealt with by employ-

ing the standard capacity dry HT battery
and the 2 -volt LT cell.

To the experimenter, ORP has been-and always will
be-of great interest for its own sake. Many operators
who could go QRO prefer to get their results with low
power. This article will enthuse and encourage those
who, by reason of lack of mains or other considerations,
must use the simplest transmitting gear.-Ed.

With dry batteries for a transmitter

plate supply every effort must obviously
be made to restrict the current drain to the
lowest possible limit. This point will be

emphasised later when the question of

power doubling, or the addition of a
frequency doubling stage arises.

Standard transmitter circuits can be

used. Less consideration need be paid to
voltage insulation and receiving -type
components may be put in throughout.
Practical Design

The writer's transmitter consists of a

CO stage capacity -coupled to the PA. The
valves are both triodes, type PM2A.

Battery bias is used on the PA and the
transmitter is keyed in the common

negative HT lead. The same plate voltage
is applied to both stages of the transmitter
when using either 120 or 240 volts HT.

It will be noted that no intermediate
buffer or frequency doubling stage is

incorporated in the transmitter. When it is
desired to operate the transmitter on 3.5
or 14 mc, the PA is operated as a power doubler stage, 1.7 and 7 mc crystals being
provided. This latter suggestion will no
doubt be received unfavourably by some
operators. However, as previously mentioned, the addition of a frequency doubling stage will put an additional drain
of at least 8 to 10 mA on the power supply
and with batteries this can be ill afforded.

If the PA is heavily biased and hard

driven, extremely good efficiency can be
obtained as a power doubler with only a

slight loss of output compared to a PA
stage operating on the fundamental crystal
frequency.
Therefore, weighing advantages against

disadvantages, the power doubler idea is

found to be the best at G2ACZ. The
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following figures, for the PA unloaded and
tuned to resonance with 200-240 volts HT,

are those obtained with the writer's own
transmitter :

Fundamental
Power doubling from 1.7mc..
Power doubling from 7mc ..

1 to 2 mA.
3 to 4 mA on 3.5 mc.
4 to 5 mA on 14 mc.

These figures will show that reasonably

good efficiency is obtained when doubling
at what is virtually a saving of 5 to 7 mA
over the resulting drain if a doubler stage
was incorporated.
In order to restrict CO anode current to
a reasonably low level when using 200 volts
on the plate, the grid resistance across the
crystal should be 50,000 to 75,000 ohms.
If insufficient drive is obtainable with this
value of grid resistance when using 100 to

120 volts HT, it is simple enough to put

a lower value of resistance across the

crystal socket in such a way that it can be
easily removed when higher plate voltage
is to be used.
No special constructional details, either
technical or practical, need be mentioned.
Any suitable layout or circuit may be used

and it will be readily appreciated that a
low -power transmitter of the type discussed can be built in a very small and
compact form.

Results
Surely the best judge of the performance

of low -power transmitters and the most
convincing argument to put forward in
support of the cause of QRP is an account

of actual results obtained. The writer
has spent a considerable time on the air,
mainly on the 1.7, 7 and 14 mc bands,
using inputs of between .01 and 4 watts.
For general use, an input of 3 watts is
employed. This seems to give optimum
results and little or no further increase in
signal strength is reported when the power
is increased to 6 watts (the maximum safe

input obtainable with the valves men-

tioned). Reducing input to 1 watt results
in a decrease of about one "S" point only
in signal strength.
With 1 watt, all parts of the British Isles

have been worked on CW in the 1.7 mc

band. An input of 3 watts gives very good
results on this band and reports are quite
comparable to the average 10 -watt signal
heard on the band.

On 7 mc, all parts of the British Isles

have been contacted in addition

to

Europeans. The aerial used for 1.7 and
7 mc tests has been a 132 -ft. wire about
15 -ft. high and fed to the transmitter
through a Collins coupler. A waterpipe

earth was used for the ground connection.
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The writer's interest is at the moment

centred on 14 mc in an effort to show what
can be done with low power on this band.

The aerial in use is a folded dipole and

input is maintained as near as possible to
3 watts to the power -doubler stage. W's

have been worked with an input of 2-8
watts and numerous European contacts
have been made with reports varying from

S5 to S8. Comparatively little time has

yet been devoted to this band, but the

writer is convinced that QRP DX is only a
matter of patience and opportunity,
considering the present state of the 14 mc
band.
Telephony

In summing up the question of QRP, it

is emphasised that operation should be
restricted to CW. The writer has used

'phone on the 1.7 mc band with good
results on local contacts, but the long life
of dry batteries is realised only on CW due
to the intermittent discharge and they no
longer become an economical proposition
on telephony unless extremely low powers
are used. Standard capacity dry batteries
will last approximately three months with
normal use on CW. The batteries installed
by the writer three months ago still show
more than 100 volts per battery on load.
Ordinary battery type valves will stand
240 volts on the plate quite safely if treated
with care. Tuning up should be done with

reduced voltage and the normal "power"

type triode will run at 5 watts input on CW
without any trouble.
In closing, the writer would like to stress
that, although a little more patience may be

required when using QRP on the present
overcrowded bands, a great sense of
satisfaction and achievement can be
experienced when making contacts with
very low power. It is also advocated that

intending applicants for a transmitting

licence should obtain first-hand technical
and practical knowledge in amateur communication methods by constructing
battery -operated equipment. It is simple

to build and can be assembled from
receiving parts, often of the old baseboard mounting type, and can 'be
understood by the beginner with greater
ease than the modern chassis type of
construction.
It is hoped that those would-be amateur

operators, who are at present deterred
through lack of mains supply, will be

encouraged to go forward with their plans.

It is also hoped that stations at present

using high power will be encouraged to try
experiments with reduced power.
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GDX Quiet-

THE VHF BANDS

New ActivitySpor-E Prospects -

By E. J. Williams, B.Sc. (G2XC)
JUST for once we seem to have no real

headline news. No doubt, this is the
lull before the summer European DX
starts. The second M.A.W.E. was not
favoured with outstanding conditions and
activity was not as high as we had hoped.
From some parts of the country we hear
that it was renamed "Magazine Inactivity
Week End," but we are inclined to agree
with G3COJ (Hull), who suggests it was

really "Inaudibility Week End"! From
our own observations activity was undoubtedly above average and G2XC at

MAY 1948

144 -420 mc Equipment
Individual Reports

Four reports come from Hull ; G3ALD,
G3COJ, G5GX and G6OS are all active.

G3ALD is a newcomer and is using a

modified SCR -522 as Tx and a convertor

(two EF54's as RF, EF54 mixer and

EC52 oscillator) into an HRO for reception. He is on 59.12 mc nightly from 1900

BST and asks for assistance in catching up

with G5GX and G6OS. G3COJ gives

April 15 as his outstanding night when he

least enjoyed some good contacts.
However, once again the sun shone, so

THE FIVE BAND CLUB

sponsibilities took their toll of the hours.
It is even suggested we announce a

Secretary : E. J. WILLIAMS, B.Sc., G2XC
FIRST LIST OF MEMBERS

that gardening and other domestic re-

M.A.W.E. every week -end throughout the

summer to ensure plentiful sunshine !
Outstanding date of the month appears
to have been April 15, but we cannot write
from personal experience as unfortunately

we were only on for a brief spell that

evening. Those who were active, however,
experienced remarkable conditions.
Troposphere Survey

On the subject of tropospheric propagation, we are informed by the Air Ministry

that a detailed investigation of super -

refraction conditions (i.e., "ducting") is
about to be made by RAF aircraft operating from Malta. As the Air Ministry
says, super -refraction

is by no means

unknown in the British Isles, but it is
generally more pronounced in warmer
climates. In fact, in Malta during the
summer,

such conditions are

almost

continuous, and some remarkable VHF
results are regularly obtained-hence this
expedition of aircraft and meteorologists
to the Mediterranean. It is hoped to be
able

to summarise the results of the

investigation in these columns.
Six Metres

Since the brief opening of March 27

reported in "Flash" in our last issue,
no further 6 -metre DX has been forthcoming-except that on the morning of
March 28, G6XM heard MD5KW for a
short while. In a letter, W8MVG says he
will be looking for G's in November 1948 I

G8TS

J. St. C. Ruddock (Farn-

G2ADZ
G2HLF
G6KB

H. W. Parker (Oswestry)
R. J. Lee (Heathfield)
W. 0. Greener

G5MR

V.

G6OS
G3DA
G3BTC
G2CIW
G3IS
G2HDY
G3DCV
G5MA
G2CWL
G5PY
G2NH

J. W. Gill (Hull)
A. B. Boswell (Handford)
W. G. Green (Welling)
J. F. Moseley (Brentwood)
N. W. White (Rugby)
J. Ballard (Roehampton)
A. R. Watson (March)
R. Munday (Ashtead)
C. K. Haswell (Haslemere)
R. Clark (Clapham Park)
E. A. Dedman (New

G4RO

A. E. Read (Welwyn)
G. Cameron (West
Wratting)
R. Waite (Gloucester)
R. Brett (London, S.E.26)
A. Forsyth (Maids
Moreton)

ham)

(Checkendon)
G. Mellor
Regis)

(Bognor

Malden)

G3BXE

G3PZ
G4IG
G6FO
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G3BUR/A is active on 58 me from Bassingham, Lincs., using a modified Type 26 for Rx, and a 4074A in P/P in the
final of the transmitter. Various aerials have been tried, including the beam pictured. Best DX so far is G4LU, with
G6XM heard.

He will be QRT for a
while but hopes to be on the band again
before the EDX season is over. G5GX,

heard 12 counties.

who reached his century on April 15,
heard an F9 on 58.7 on April 4, but in
general has found conditions ghastly.
G6OS regrets that so many give 58 mc
such a short trial and quickly forsake it
due to lack of patience. His calls heard
during M.A.W.E. No. 2 appear in the
appropriate space.

G5BD (Mablethorpe) mentions the

interesting point that ST2FT is now active

on 5 and 6 metres. A double hop spor-E
might reach him, so here's hoping ! We
now have the necessary confirmation that
the first two-way G/W8 on 6 metres was
made by G5BD and W8MVG. The latter
heard, and was heard by, G6DH earlier,
but their attempt at a QSO was abortive,
so the "first" goes to G5BD. While on
this subject we are provisionally allotting
the first G/W4 on 50 mc to G2BMZ, but
he is not at all sure that he was first ; so if
you have a prior claim let us have it. The
list published herewith

can now be

regarded as authentic and will stand as
the record of the achievements of those

who essayed 50 mc.
G2ADZ (Oswestry) has been trying out
a modified R.1481, and comparing it with

his 0-V-1. He found the first week or
so of April extremely poor ; twelve days
passed without a QSO. The G2XC/

G2ADZ schedule continues at 1900 BST
nightly. Signals from Oswestry are
audible in Portsmouth almost every

HRO, which has been working out well.
G8RO (Tangmere) has also been active,

using an 807 PA to a dipole aerial. A beam

is under construction and will probably

be in operation by the time this is

in,

print. His frequency is 58592 kc. G6HD
(Beckenham) has an 834 and a 3 -element
c.s. beam. He has contacted G4LU and
G5MQ and found April 15 useful help in
climbing the counties ladder.

G2AUA (Wellingborough) now has a
Type 27 convertor and a 3 -element beam

in the roof. The Tx is 25 watts to an

832. G2AUA is active most nights from
2215 to 2245 for the benefit of anyone
requiring Northants.

Tests between a long-wire and a 2 element w.s. beam have been engaging
G2CWL (Haslemere). The beam, only
18 ft. high, has to compete against the

40 ft. of the long wire, but even so is
superior to N.E. and S.W., though the
long-wire has it in some other directions.
This is what many of us have found, the
polar diagram of the long-wire being very
marked at this frequency, due to the high

angle radiation being of no effect in
tropospheric work.

G3DA (Handford) asks southern
stations to listen for him on 58.8 and
59.44 mc, every evening between 1900

and midnight.
G8KL (Wolverhampton) comes up with
a nice list of Calls Heard, and remarks that
he has since discovered that when G4OS

was working portable, he was operating

contact to be made.

from Flintshire and should have been
signing GW40S/P ; this contact, and a
recent QSO with G5RP (Berks.) puts

37 Tx and Type 27 convertor into an

have the congratulations of us all on again

evening, but frequently too weak for

Among the newcomers during recent
weeks is G3DCV (March), using a Type

G8KL in the "18C worked" category.
G3BXE (West Wratting, Cambs.) will
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achieving the top seat in "Counties

Worked"-G5LO (Oxon) gave G3BXE

his 31st county on March 24, and the total
of stations worked is now 126. Well done,
OM ! He is another who, aspiring to the
VHF Century Club, is having great diffi-

culty in getting the cards, though 'BXE
himself QSL's 100 per cent. He also passes
on the information that the EF91 is a very
useful valve for the early stages of the 144
or 420 mc Tx.
G4RO (Welwyn, Herts.) has been
working hard to make up for lost time, and
with his 3 -element c.s.r.b. has rolled in 78

stations for 16 counties since February
28-which seems to us like remarkably

good going. G4RO/G8KZ run a schedule
at 0030 clock time most nights, and always
look round for someone else to bring in !

G4RO's best DX to date is G5BD and
F8ZF, both over 100 miles, and he has
heard three other F8's, the Torquay
stations, the Oswestry boys, and GSMQ.
He is another who asks that we mention
this matter of failure to QSL.

G2ADR reports that he is the only

active 5 -metre station in York, having
started up towards the end of March. He
is on nightly from 2100 BST and during
week -ends, with CW and 'phone, an RK-34

in the PA connected P/P with 20 watts
input, a modified Type 27 converter into
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an Eddystone ECR, and a dipole 60 -ft.

high, with a 4 -element w.s.r.b. under con-

struction-in fact, all the essentials for
successful operation on 58 mc. G2ADR's
list of stations worked (see Calls Heard)

represents a useful three weeks' trans-

mitting activity ; it has also been reported

to him that G2ADR has been received in
the South-could anyone confirm, please ?
G4LU (Oswestry) brought five new
stations in on the night of April 15-G8AL

(Chingford); G6HD (Beckenham);
G2ADR (York) ; G3ALD (Hull), and
G6SQ (Southport). G4LU is also in
fairly regular contact with G2AOK/A
(Stow- on-the-Wold), and G2AK and
G5LJ in the Birmingham area ; other new
Midlanders worked are G6FK and G8KL
(Wolverhampton) and G5BJ (B'ham.).

Another newcomer is welcomed in
G3BUR/A, active from an RAF station

near Bassingham, Lincs. Rx is a modified
Type 26 converter into an AR -88, and best
GDX worked so far is G4LU and G3NR,

with G5BJ, GSJU, G6VX and G6XM
heard.
G2A0K/A, well known on the band and

regularly active from Stow-in-the-Wold,
writes in for the first time ; the log to date
shows 62 stations worked in 21 counties,
with 42 cards held. An interesting point
is that G2AOK/A is operated with a 12 volt accumulator as primary supply ; the
Rx is a Type 27 into an R.103A, the Tx

runs 18 watts input in the PA, and the
aerial is a 3 -element w.s.r.b. 55 -ft. high.

G2AOK/A is there 2000-2300 BST on
week -days, and 1300-1700 on Sundays,
frequency 58880 kc, and keeps schedule
with G5LO at 2000 every evening.
G/GM Working

Just as we closed for press, G5GX
reported that he and G6OS opened a
schedule with GM3OL at 2200 nightly,
starting on April 20 ; as at the 26th,

GM3OL had been heard every evening in

Hull, and worked two nights in three.

GM3BDA is also coming through to Hull,
and G3BW (Whitehaven) is receiving the
Hull boys. All this is excellent going, as a
glance at the map shows that the distances

are not inconsiderable, with much high

ground intervening. We hope to have
something more to say about these contacts

next month.

.. Push up on Flashback Alley. Joe; chap here In for
the fire -metre contest

The Two -Metre Band
G2NH and G6VX have had an interest.
ing time comparing several types of 144 mc
convertors. Two different modifications of
some Western Electric homing gear having

four acorns (954), and a third Rx, of the
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G3APY, Kirkby, Notts, who is doing well with the GDX, uses a two -director folded dipole beam assembly in the root
space, with selsyn motor control. Elements are of I -in. copper tube, the directors each being 93 -in. long with 30 -in.
spacing. The driven element is 193 -in. total length round the fold, with a 72 -ohm feeder line, slip -ring connected.

trough type, using 6AK5 RF and 6J6 osc-

mixer, all showed great promise. But
G6VX thinks a crystal controlled convertor

which he has just completed is going to be
the answer. It consists of two 6J6 RF

The circuit as it stands consists of a

2C40 "lighthouse" RF stage on 515 mc, a
955 first mixer, and 955 osc., the latter on

480 mc giving a 1st IF of 55 mc, Two

stages, with a combined 6C4 mixer and

SIX METRES

cathode -follower for IF

output. The
oscillator section is 6C4 crystal osc. and

two 6C4 FD's with output on 130 mc. The
main Rx is then tuned from 14 to 16 mc*

for the 144-146 mc band. On this, the
notes are beautifully clean and stability is
a pleasure, for as G6VX says, "One can

LIST OF FIRST CONTACTS
Canada

G5BD/VEIQZ 1620 Nov. 5, 1947
G5BY/VE2KH 1323 Nov. 20, 1947
G5BY/VE3ANY 1544 Nov. 20, 1947

maul all around the Rx and no jumping
signals". The coils are all 4 turns of 16
SWG of -in. diameter. The signal-to-

Canal Zone

only one 6J6 will really be required, as they
definitely out -perform any pentode.
G2NH's Tx is : 8 mc crystal with EF50

G5$M/SU1HF

noise ratio is excellent. G6VX thinks that

G6DH/MD5KW 0855 Nov. 10, 1947
Egypt

0900

Nov. 16, 1947

2035

Dec. 10, 1947

G6DH/PAOUN 0750

Mar. 10, 1948

France

tritet to 24 mc, QVO4/7 tripler to 72 and
another doubling to 144 mc, driving an
829 PA. It is just like a low frequency
transmitter to handle.

G6DH/F8ZF

The 70 -cm. Band

South Africa

Our note last month about the ex-U.S.
Navy equipment Type ASB-7 has brought
in a surprisingly large number of requests
for further information. It is indeed
gratifying to know that there is so much

G5BY/ZS1B

Below are some further details of the

G2BMZ/W4HVV 1510 Nov. 16, 1947
1530 Nov. 16, 1947
G5BY/W5JLY
G5BD/W8MVG 1510 Nov. 5, 1947
G5BY/W9ZHL 1555 Nov. 22, 1947
G5BY/W0IFB 1632 Nov. 22, 1947

potential interest in these new VHF bands.

modifications outlined last month.

" (With this system a perfectly screened main receiver

is essential, in order to prevent direct pick-up of even
the weakest signal having its fundamental in the busy
14-16 me band.-Ed.)

Netherlands

1230

Nov. 7, 1947

U.S.A.

G6DH/W1HDQ 1302 Nov. 5, 1947
G6DH/W2AMJ 1345 Nov. 5, 1947
G5BY/W3OR
1325 Nov. 22, 1947
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6AC7's operate as 1st IF amplifier, the

gain being controlled by varying the screen
voltage of the second of these. The second

mixer is a 6AC7, with a 6J5 as osc on 39
mc, giving the second IF as 16 mc. Two
fuither 6AC7's follow as amplifiers on this

frequency with a 6H6 detector, 6AC7

video amplifier and 6AC7 cathode follower
output.

The modifications recommended by

W5AJG in the American Radio News of
July 1947 are mainly concerned with the
output stages. The 6H6 is arranged so

that its second section acts as a series
noise limiter to reduce ignition QRM.

The detector load resistor consists of the

usual RF filter and two i-megohm
resistors in series, the limiter valve anode

being connected to the junction. The
limiter is automatically biased by the
rectified carrier voltage.

The video amplifier stage is removed
and replaced by a 6SN7, one half acting
as audio amplifier with a volume control
FIVE -METRE

COUNTIES WORKED LIST
Starting Figure, 14
Worked

Stations

31

G3BXE (126)
G2MR, G5BD, GSBY, G6VX,
G6XM (210)
G2NH (230), G5MA
G2ADZ (101), G2XC (242),
G5MQ, G6LK (225)
G3BLP (144), G4LU, G5BM,

30
29
28
27

05PY

26
25
24
23
22
21

20
19
18

17

16
15
14

G2AJ (179), GSRP, G6MWA,
G8UZ
G2CIW (122), G2RI, G8SM
G3IS

G3ABA, G3MY, G3PZ, G4IG
(163), G5GX (101), G6OH (129)
G2ATK, G510, G6YU
G2AOK/A, G4AP, G6KB (109),
G8KZ
G2YL, G5JU
G2NM
G3BK, G8KL
G2KF, G6CW, G6LX, G8QM/A
G3AAK, G4RO, GSLQ, G6HD
G4AJ
G2HDY, G5BJ, G6UW

Note: Figures in brackets after call are
total of different stations worked :
starting figure 100.
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in its grid circuit, and the second half as
the S -meter valve. This second half is
fed from a tapping on the lower 1-megoln
of the detector load, which can take the
form of a potentiometer. The S -meter is
in the anode circuit of this valve, its zero
being set by adjustment of the potentiometer. No cathode bias should be applied
to this section of the 6SN7.
The cathode follower output is replaced
by a normal 6V6 audio stage working into

a small speaker. For power supply, 300
volts at 100 mA should be available for
HT and 6.3 volts at 5 amps for LT.
At the RF end of the circuit, the

oscillator should be arranged to work
55 mc higher than the signal frequency.
Thus, for reception on 420 mc the
oscillator requires to be 475 mc. As it is

already set for 460 mc the change involved
is small, and is easily covered by the main
tuning control already on the set. It may
be necessary to shunt a few micromicrofarads across the input of the mixer to get
it to reach 420 mc.

We are considering reproducing the
circuit of the modified audio section of
the receiver ; if we do, a copy will be

sent to those who have asked for it. By
the way, we are told that some of these
sets are still available in this country -so
keep your eyes open.
Sporadic -E

As there are so many newcomers to

VHF operation since this time last year,
we think a few notes on spor-E may not be

out of place. This is primarily a summer

day -time phenomenon, but its appearance

at other times is not unknown, and on
rare occasions it may continue till well
after dark. On 5 metres, its incidence is

heralded by the sudden appearance on the

band of signals from distances varying
between 400 and 1,200 miles. This includes most European countries and part

of North Africa. Stations in Italy and
Southern France have proved to be the

most frequent in appearance in past years,
and in general the spor-E ionisation which
is responsible seems to occur more
frequently in the Mediterranean area than

in northern Europe. But there have been
several instances when signals from SM
and OK have been coming in well with
no signs of anything from the south.
On some days the effect is general, and

on others "clouds" of ionisation appear
to exist giving good propagation in one
direction only, or to one area only. The
condition usually develops and ends quite

suddenly and no reliable forecasts are
available. There is in fact considerable
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doubt as to its cause. It must be emphasised that Spor-E is quite distinct from

tropospheric propagation and although

suggestions have been made regarding its

connection with thunderstorms and

weather fronts, to the best of our knowledge, no definite link -up has ever been
proved.

To those wanting to work or hear this
fascinating EDX, our best advice is to
keep as continuous a watch as possible
from mid -May through to September.
Look for commercial harmonics, e.g.,
IRE around 59 mc, and also watch for
short -skip on 28 mc which is due to the
same effect.

Most of the Europeans

operate at the LF end of our present band
(like most of us), but it is worth searching
from 56 mc occasionally, as one or two
may be outside the band. Another point

to remember is that due to the higher
angle radiation involved in this type of
work, low-lying stations will find it much
easier to work EDX than GDX. Further,

try rotating the beam, as the great circle

route is not always the correct one.
We shall be listing the spor-E openings

as Activity Summaries (see Short Wave

Magazine, July -September 1947), so please

let us have, in as much detail as possible,
all you hear and work in the way of EDX
this summer. Dates and times of contacts, band openings and closings, and all
similar relevant data, will be greatly
appreciated and credited in the lists. This
collated information is of the greatest
value to those investigating VHF phenomena, and a complete record will only be
possible with your help.

As a matter of interest, we might add
that the first recorded instance of spor-E
last year was on May 14, when the l's
came through-so look out !
The Clubs

The main topic of conversation on the

5 -metre band during the past month
appears to have been the VHF Century

Club, and it seems to have acted as a great
incentive to QSL ! Several operators have

G2AJ/P as set up recently on Dunstable Downs. The
business end of the outfit was in the van.

(2) Stations worked from a portable QTH may be

counted, provided they have not already been included
in the list of those worked from the normal home QTH.
(3) All applications for membership must be
accompanied by a signed statement that the applicant
has replied 100 per cent. to all QSL's received and will
continue to do so.

(4) Operators who have _worked more than 100

stations (but who have not the QSL's to prove it) may
claim associate membership by sending a list of the
100 stations. Full membership will be strictly limited
to those who can produce the cards.
(5) The VHF Century Club is open only to members
of the Fiveband Club.

The Fiveband Club has been welcomed

spent more than an evening writing out
cards for contacts extending far into the
past, while others, who have not QSL'd
for years, have gone so far as to place
orders for cards ! If anyone is short of
G2XC's QSL, please let us know at once

by most of our correspondents and the

and we will rectify the matter.
Several points concerned with the VHF

us a formal application consisting of a

Century Club have been raised, and we
have decided to introduce the rules below
to cover some of them :

(1) Cards should be sent by registered post to the

address at the end of these notes. They will be returned
in a similar way.

first list of members, in order of receipt of
applications, is given in this space. Several

who have expressed interest have not
actually applied for membership and if this

is an oversight may we ask them to send

statement of interest in 5 -metre work, and
a promise to support all organised events
to the best of their ability.
A business meeting to discuss matters of

interest to the club will be held in due
course. Among the suggestions already
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put forward is one for a regular meeting
night on 3.5 mc, in order that north and
south members, out of contact due to poor
5 -metre conditions, could discuss the state
of the band, schedules and so on. We are
not sure whether we favour this or not, but

your own ideas on the subject will be
welcomed.

MAY 1948

is in VHF operation. We are maintaining
careful records of all stations known to be
on, and revised lists will be published from
time to time.

In Conclusion
The next Magazine Activity Week -End
is May 9-10, when we hope conditions will

be good and that we shall not have any

Activity List

Pressure on space has prevented

appearance this time of the third (supplementary) list of active VHF,stations, which
contains 56 callsigns not previously given ;
with the two lists already published in our
March and April issues, this adds up to a
grand total of 212 G stations known to us

to have made at least an appearance on

the band during the last three or four
months -representing a very creditable

and encouraging volume of activity and

indicating the great potential interest there

more of these cracks about MIWE ! Let
us have your lists of calls heard and worked,

and may we once again ask that they be
set out as they appear in these columns,
because it saves us such a lot of unnecessary
work.

Thanks to those who have written this
month, and the address for next time, is,
as always, E. J. Williams (G2XC), Short
Wave

Magazine,

Victoria Street,
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London, S.W.1.-and the latest date is

May 15, certain. Don't forget M.A.W.E.
No. 3 !

FIVE -METRE CALLS HEARD
G31S, 59 Eastlands Road, Rugby,
Warks.

Heard or Worked: '

G2AK,
2ADZ, 2AOKIA, 2COP, 2R1,
3ABA, 3BJQ, 3BXE, 3BOB, 4LU,

SBJ, SGX, SLJ,.5PP, 5RP, SUS,

G2NH, 75 Woodlands Avenue, New
Malden, Surrey.

Heard: G2AJ, 2BDX, 2CWL,

2FKZ, 2HDY, 2HLF, 2K1, 2KG,

2XC, 2ZV, 2UJ, 3AEZ, 3BOB,

(During 30 days ending April 14.)

3FP, 3BYY, 3VB, 4CG, 4KO, 4R0,
SAM, SBJ, SKJ, 5LQ, 5MR, SRP,
SUS, SVY, 6HD, 6KB, 6VX, 6XM,
8AL, 8KZ, 8SM. (M.A.W.E. No.2.)

G3DCV, 75 Elwyn Road, March,

G3YH, Bedminster, Bristol.

60S, 6VX, 6XM, 8UZ, 8VM.

Cambs.

Worked: G201, 2XV, 2XC,
2AUA, 2CPT, 3BGW, 3BXE, 31S,

3WW, 3CUA, 5BD, SRP, 60S,

Heard:

G2XC,

3BXE,

5MQ, SUS, 6VX, 6XM.
(March 15 -April 14.)

G3C0J, 18 Alideridge Avenue, Hull.

Heard:

G6HD, 40F Wickham Road, Beckenham, Kent.

3ABA, 3BUR/A, 3LS, 3WW, 4LU,
SLJ, 5MA, 5MQ, 6LC, 60H, 6VX,
6XM. (March 23 -April 15.)

G2ADZ, 2AJ, 2AZL,
2BDX, 2BMZ, 2HLF, 2KG, 210,
2UJ, 3BFP, 3BPT, 3VB, 3BXE,
3BYY, 3AAT/A, SKJ, SRP, SUS,
6GR, 6NA, 6VX, SAL SRS,

660S, 95 Parkfield Drive, Hull.

2FKZ, 2HDY, 2XC, 3FP, 3AEZ,

Heard: G2ADR, 2BMC, 2CPT,
201, 31S, 3ABA, 3ALD, 3C0J,

6NF, 6XM.

Heard:

5BD,

G2APW, 2FKZ, 2R1,

SGS,

SGX,

6BH,

6BX,

6MN/A, 6VD. (M.A.W.E. No. 2.)
G2HLF, 9 Theobalds Green, Heath field, Sussex.
Heard or worked: F8AA,

8GH, 8NW, 8ZF, G2ADZ, 2AJ,

2BB, 2CIW, 2CWL, 2FKZ, 2FZR,
2KI, 2MR, 2MV, 2NM, 2QV, 2UJ,
2XC, 2YL, 3AAT/A, 3AUS, 3AUA,
3BOB, 3BTL, 3BYY, 3CU, 3CUA,

3CWW, 3FP, 3HT, 3NR, 3VB,

4AP, 410, 4MR, SBY, SHN, SIG,
SLQ, 5MR, 5MQ, SPY, SRP, SUS,
SZT, 6HD, 6NF, 6PG, 6UH, 6UW,
6VX, 6WT. 6XM, 8AL, 8SM, 8TS.

19

Fellbrook

Avenue,

Beckfkld Lane, Acomb, York.
Worked: G2ADZ, 2B14, 2BMC,
2CPT, 201, 3ALD, 3ARS, 3ATM,

3C0J, 3DA, 3ZK, 4LU, 4RQ,
5BD,

SGX,

6BH,

6BX,

6LC,

6MN/A, 60S, 6Y0, SIC, 85J.
Heard: G2IN, 2QM, 3ALY,
3APY, 3BLP, 3U1, 5MQ, 6F0,
6VX, 8IQ, 851, 8UR, GW5UO.

SLO,

Worked: G2BMZ, 4AP, 5MA.

6VX, 6XM, 8AL, 8WV. (March 30 April 15.)

G2ADR,

SSK.

Worked: G2KF, 2NH, 2CWL,

4CG, 4KD, 4R0, 5LQ, 5MR,

G4RO, 7 Blakemere Road, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.

G2AJ, 2FBU, 2FZR, 2HLF, 2KG,

2K1, 2NH, 2UJ, 2XC, 3AAT/A,
3BGW, SAM, SKJ, 5LQ, SUS,
6GR, 6HD, 6NF, 6VX, 6XM,
8AL, 8KZ, 8WV. (All during
M.A.W.E. No. 2, April 10-11.)

Gi3KL, 3 Broome Road, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

G2ADZ, 2AOK/A, 2APW, 2NH,
201, 2XC, 3ABA, 3BLP, 3DCV,
315, 4LU, SLO, 5MA, 5MQ, SPP,
5RP, 5US, 60S, 6XM, 8AL. (All
heard or worked month ending
April 18.)

G4LU, Avalon, Pant, Nr. Oswestry,

G2IIDY, 169 Huntingfleld Road,
Roehampton, London. S.W.15.

Heard:

G2AJ, 2CWL, 2FBU,
2HLF, 2K1, 2NH, 2XC, 3BYY,

4KD, 4R0, SKI, 5LP, 5MA, 5US,
6VX, SAL.

Worked: 02FZ.R, 2KO, 3AUA,
3BXE, 6HC, 6HD, 6XM. (April

Salop.

Heard:

G3DA,

Worked:

G2AK,
2ATK, 201,

81D, 8UZ.

5MQ,

6LC,

2ADR,
3ABA,
3ALD, 31S, 3LN, 5BJ, SGX, SLJ,
5LO, 6FK, 6HD, 60S, 6SQ, 6XM,
8AL, 8KL, 8UR, 8WV. (All during
ZACK/ A,

10 only.)

period March 15 -April 15.)

Heard: G2CWL, 2FKZ, 2HLF,

G2A0K, Church Street, Stow-on-

6NA, 6NF, 6NR, 6VX.

G2ADZ, 2AK, 2APW, 2ATK,
3ABA, 311C, 315, 4LU, SBJ, SLJ,
5L0, 5PP, 5US, 8KB, 8KL. (All

2NH, 2XC, 2ZV, 3BWS, 4CG, 4R0,
SOD, SKJ, SLQ, SRD, SVY, 6HD,

Worked:

G3FP, 5AM, 8RS.

(April 11 only.)

the-Wold, Cheltenham, Glos.

worked March 15 -April 15.)
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Wide -Band VHF Aerials
Designing a Cone -Type Dipole for 58 mc
by R. KNOWLES, B.A. (G3AAT), Instr. Lieut., R.N.
(The Yagi directional aerial system, involving the use of an excited element with one or more

parasitics as reflector or directors, has for amateur work the serious disadvantage of a

narrow band -width, the efficiency falling off rapidly if it is operated off the frequency for which
the system is designed. The author shows that a dipole consisting of two cones apex -to -apex,

built up of wires and fed at the centre in the ordinary way, can be made to give a constant
resistive match over the whole of the 58 mc band.-Ed.)

IN the present two VHF bands available
for amateur use, a considerable gain in
signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained by
making use of directive aerial systems.

spaced. It differs from the dipole in that

it is terminated by an artificial load, which

represents a loss, but makes the input

and a reflector, suffer from frequency
sensitivity ; that is to say, the Q of the

substantially resistive and
constant over the range of operation. This
loss is not acceptable for transmission at
limited power in the amateur bands, but
owing to the directivity of the aerial it can
be allowed on the reception side.
Owing to the presence of directors and
reflectors in the Yagi system of obtaining
directivity, the input impedance of a dipole
exciting element is lowered to an inconvenient value. The amateur then folds his

be cut to within an eighth of an inch (58 mc

approaching that of obtainable feeder

In the 2300 mc band this is done by a
radiator of large aperture, such as a para-

boloid excited by a sectoral horn or a
cylindrical dipole, but in the 58 mc band

large apertures are inconvenient and a
Yagi-type directive array is more commonly used.
Complex arrays, with parasitic directors

system is too large and the elements must

band) for optimum match to the feeder.

This is a tedious business, and in the

event of a change in frequency being made,
the aerial will present a mismatch.
Television, with its wide
sidebands, demands an

aerial with a band width

impedance

dipole to raise its impedance to a value

lines. This process of folding has another
and very beneficial effect (not often

appreciated) namely, of increasing the

band width of the element. It is found that
IWIh

e

of at least 4 mc, a condition rarely fulfilled by

8000

CHART

1

6000

the ubiquitous dipole and
reflector of commerce. It

is

the

purpose of this

COO 0

article to provide information which will

'8V.,7,, eeParclisecTse

enable a wide -band ex-

citing element to be made
to suit individual conditions.
Factors Influencing Band

2000

K-1200 .

Int.

\

K - 1000

Resistancpu

Ohrns

K -700

Width

There are wide band
aerials in use at HF, of

K -600-

aerial is very large and
not easily rotated, even
at 58 mc, but it does have
a frequency range of
the wires

:

1,

900
700

K- 700,

500

1

Ind.

Inductive

if

are suitably

N

\

which the Rhombic is the
This
most common.

approximately 2

K-1000

3

Capacitive

\
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9000

CHART

This will match into a

2

44

700

A

fix-K

3000

/

1000

\
Figures

frequency range and then

III..

Input
Resistance

/00111111

Ohms

suitable cable easily and

the aerial problem is
solved. At VHF things
are not so simple. We
expect the aerial to
operate over a wider

IMO

K

AR

5000
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we spoil it by bringing
bits of wire near it to
alter the polar diagram.

700

The aerial resents this and

1000
p.n.

shows its displeasure by

K--600

changing its impedance
over the operating frequency range.
The method adopted to

800

600

400

portray the behaviour of
such an aerial is t3 represent it as a length of
transmission line, whose
characteristic impedance

200

we shall call K, terminated by an output im-

pedance, Zt. For a simple
element, unaffected by
nearby objects, the length

90

is that of the element
itself. If Zt were entirely

50

resistive and equalled K,
then the aerial would be

30

a perfect match to a cable

of impedance K at all

frequencies. This is not
possible, though aerials
10
2

increasing cross-sectional

5

area of the

element is one of the most potent factors
in the quest for wide band aerial elements.
In general, the greater the cross-sectional
area, the greater the band width and the

lower the CZ. It might be thought that
a high -Q aerial would be a desirable thing,
especially after reading some of the advertisements. The case is the same as the

tank circuit of an RF power amplifier, in

which the current is wanted in the load
and not as a large wattless circulating
current. The aerial is designed to be lossy,
the loss occurring in the radiation resist-

ance and not, it is hoped, in the ohmic

resistance of the conductors.
At HF we represent the aerial by a series
or parallel combination of radiation
resistance, inductance and capacity. The
length is chosen so that the inductive and
capacitive reactances cancel, leaving only
the radiation resistance, which for a half-

wave dipole is 73 ohms approximately.

7

have been made which
approximate to it over
several decades of fre-

quency range, and in any
case these aerials would

not be suitable for amateur use as the
gain is very low.

Simple Wide Band Element
There is, however, a very simple
element which can easily be made to give
resistive match over the whole 58 mc band

and a not so serious mismatch over the
American 50 mc band. This is the " fat "

dipole. There are several ways of fattening
a dipole; it can be made as a wide cylinder,
two cones either base -to -base or apex -to apex, or spherical. Details are to be given
of the apex -to -apex cone type as it is felt
that this results in the easiest construction.
A solid body is unnecessary ; for our purpose, eight or ten wires uniformly spaced

around the circumference of a circle can
simulate a solid body.
It is first necessary to decide what input
impedance is desired, this depending on
the characteristic impedance of the feeder
that is to be connected to the aerial. An
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General view of G3AAT's wide -band dipole, design data being given in the text.

The aerial is a little large,
its total length being 1 = .46 X and the
is less here.

aerial length must be chosen from Chart I
such that the reactive component is small,
lengths of .25x, .49X, and -73X being
(X is the wavelength corressuitable.

cones will be a bit unwieldy.
Some Further Points

ponding to the mid -frequency of the band.)

It is quite in order to combine these

Next refer the chosen length to Chart II,
where the input resistance

desired should be taken

00

and the value of K found

80

which will enable the aerial

60

not appear to be a value
of K which will satisfy
Chart II, then the aerial
cannot be built to have
the chosen input impe-

40

to be built.

MMCHART

3

If there does

tO

and a different
length or impedance must
be tried.
dance

9

INV

A

IIIMONNO=

Having found K, the

5

characteristic impedance,

the cone angle can be

found by consulting Chart

III, and the aerial can be

built. Note that the different lengths which give
small reactance are somewhat different in their
characteristics. At 1 =
23 x the input resistance

3

Cone
Angle
degre

0
8

is nearly independent of

K, but that at 1 = .49 x
the input resistance

is

much higher and varies
with K. This is a very
useful length, especially
if the impedance is to be

lowered by the proximity
of parasitic elements. At
1 = .75 X the input resistance is again independent

2

.

09
07
05

03

of K and remains constant at about 90 ohms

over a large range of
length ; also, the variation

of reactance with length

200

400

Charactensos

600

Re .stance

800

K In Ohms

1000

1200
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elements into an array, either with driven

or parasitic elements, but if thin -wire
elements are used all the advantages are
lost. For parasitic elements, the cylindrical form of construction is advised.
The lengths of cylindrical elements are
approximately the same as for thin -wire

ones, being slightly shorter in all cases

and not so critical.
The effect of parasitic elements upon the
input resistance of the driving element is
dependent on the length and spacing of the
parasitic elements and is not amenable to
simple graphical calculation.
The pruning of wide -band elements is

not easy and should not be necessary,
owing to the wide band, but spacing can
easily be varied to give optimum radiation.
Balance to unbalance transformation
should theoretically be done by one of the

MAY 1948

RL37 triode RF amplifier.

A pre-

amplifier at the base of the aerial, with

T -R switching should remedy this state of
affairs. The match to the feeder seems to
be as calculated, for standing waves on a

feeder of this length would be disastrous

from the points of view of both transmission and reception.

As a matter of interest, the television
programme is received well above the
noise level on most nights, in spite of the
cross polarisation. Harmonics of CW

stations which occur in the 50-70 mc range

are all received and it is possible to hear
some signals in the 28 mc band-but it is
not claimed that the acceptance should
be that wide ! It ought to be possible to
obtain a band width of some 4 mc, with a
gradual falling off outside these limits.

well-known wide -band systems, but in

practice it can be done by a quarter -wave
skirt, or even omitted entirely.
The writer uses a '25 A element, with a
characteristic impedance of 300 ohms, fed

by 200 feet of 47 -ohm coaxial feeder,

balance to unbalance transformation being
by quarter -wave skirt. No parasitic ele-

ments are used and the aerial height is

60 feet. From reports it appears to radiate
the normal figure of eight pattern, but the
snags appear on reception. Owing to the bad

location, unity aerial gain and excessive
feeder length, signals are received rather
badly on an S27, lately provided with an

SUBSCRIPTION NOTE

We are still able to take direct subscrip-

tions to the Short Wave Magazine, but

only to commence from the month following the issue in which this notice appears.
If you are having difficulty in getting the

Magazine regularly and on time, 20s.
remitted to us will guarantee it being

posted to you direct, on the day of
publication, for twelve months. Write the
Circulation Manager, Short Wave Maga-

zine, Ltd., 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

NEW QTH's
This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new callsigns, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are automatically included in the quarterly issue of the Call
Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowances. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to 0TH Section.
EI8T
G2AAS

M. P. MacCarthy, Spike Island, Cobh,

Co. Cork, Eire.
H. E. Sutton, Boston Road, Horncastle,
Lincs.

G2AWA

GW2BBO

L. W. Osmond,

G21301(

P. Woodhouse, 65 Wall End Road,

G2BWN

J. F. H. Weller, 5J Grove End House,

G2DGS

G2DXB

E. J. Casey, 14 Arbuthnot Road, London,

G2FQD

A. L. Rogers, 25a Arwenack Street,

field.

G2FRI

Falmouth, Cornwall.
T. J. Swain, 34 Howgate Road, London,

G2FRI/A

T.

G2HGR

J.

St. Johns Wood Road, London, N.W.8.

G2IIHX

C. L. R. Bullock, 46 Central Avenue,

K. Bloodworth, 178 Sovereign Road,

G2HJV

Northfield, Birmingham.
F. C. Soans, 39 Northumberland Road,
Leamington Spa, Warks.

GM3AKN

R. Milne, 3 The Quadrant, Penicuik,

G3ARR

T. B. Weiford,

Penarth, Glam.

61

Windsor Road,

London, E.6.

G2DRG

S. H. Robinson, 51 King Street, HuddersS.E.14.

R. Mayman, 27 Tennyson Avenue, Hull.
A. W. Allan, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., 38
Kipling Avenue, Wellsway, Bath.

G2ABR

G2FKJ
G2FMN

Earlsdon, Coventry.
A. B. Watt, 11 Holly Road, Handsworth,
Birmingham.
F. Chester, 12 Burns Grove, Nunsthorpe,
Grimsby, Lincs.

S.W.14.
J. Swain,

22 Brunswick Road,
Withington, Manchester, 20.
E. Askew, 10 Peel Street, Westhoughton, Bolton, Lancs.

Midlothian.

Malden, Surrey.

11 Ash Close, New
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G3AUU
G3AVZ
G3AYD

G3BGI

G3BHJ/A
GM3BJG
G3BLU

G3BMR

A. J. Hill, Lesley Cottage, Elm Park,

Stanmore, Middx.
F. R. Steckel, 10 Maple Grove, BeMelds
Estate, Guildford, Surrey.
B. H. Payne, 11 Ingram Way, Greenford,
Middx.
H. T. Wright, 16 Balaclava Road, Fishponds, Bristol.
0. J. Russell, B.Sc., 7 Rosebery Gardens,
London, W.13.
J. H. Cheevers, 140 Old Inverkip Road,
Greenock, Renfrewshire.

H. D. Stanley, Plantation House, Eaves
Lane, Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
Beaumanor Amateur Radio Society,
Brandhill, Woodhouse
Loughborough, Leics.

24

G3BPC
G3BP U

G3BS1

G3BSK

Eaves,

G. R. Grubb, A.M.I.P.R.E., Ardeen,
Talbot Road, Cliftonville, Margate,
Kent.
Admiralty Electronics Society, D.E.E.
Dept., Foxhill Hutments, Bath.
S. T. Smith, 35 Claremont Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.

M. L. W. Prickett, 33 Hermitage Road,
Solihull, Birmingham.
P. A. Woods, 218 Old Christchurch Road,

197

G3CXR

Radio Officer E. H. Clegg, Derby House,

G3CYK

Yorks.
N. Cooper, 52 Wakefield Avenue,
Marfieey Lane, Hull, Yorks.
A. McGugan, 134 Ballycastle Road,

GI3DAJ
G3DAO
G3DCB

G3DEM

Rochdale Road, Greetland, Halifax,

Coleraine, Co. Derry.
P. Cutler, The Greyhound, 33 Windsor
Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks.

R. Leventon, 27 Elms Road, Worksop,
Notts.
J. Page, 21 Longley Street, London,

G3DEU

S.E.1.
F. W. How, 25 Brunswick Place, Hove, 2,

G3DFK

Sussex.
T. Thornton,

GI3DFR

Capt. P. J. English, R.Sigs., 43 Kings

G4JF

C. B. Phillips,

G4RX

P. E. Taylor, Broom House, Pedwell

G6HN

J.

23

Worcester.

Northwick Avenue,

Road, Knock, Belfast.
181 Kingston Road,
Staines, Middx.
Ashcott, Bridgwater, Som.

A. B. Horner, 15 Belmont Road,

Brislington, Bristol, 4.

G6I F

Bournemouth, Hants.
J. L. Twatt, 37 Albert Street, Kirkwall,
Orkneys.
E. E. Evans, 36 St. Mary Street, Risca,
Newport, Mon.
A. A. Carstairs, Roselea, Fleming Place,
St. Andrews, Fife.
H. Brocklehurst, 14 Lloyd Road,
Handsworth Wood, Birmingham.

M. E. Tapson, 5 Squirrel Lane, Booker,
High Wycombe, Bucks.

660A

G. H. Miller, Squirrels, Chestnut Avenue,
Walderslade, Chatham, Kent.

C8FO

F. Booth, Shenfield, Nabb, Holmfirth,

G3CHN

R. V. Thorn, Broadley Farm, Sway,

G2AIB

G3CHT

G. W. Hopkins, 13 Park Lea Road,

G2CKK
G2COU
G3AIR

G3CAW

GM3CCK

GW3CDH
GM3CDL
G3CGV

Hants.

Roker, Sunderland, Durham.

G3CMI

J. A. Scott, 6 Whitaker Street, Batley,

-G3CMT

A. H. Hooke, 6 Summervale, Ilminster,

Yorks.

G3CNE
G3CNR

G3CQF
G3CRF

Som.
E. Pearce,

29 Douglas Road, Balby,

Doncaster, Yorks.

F.

Goodliffe, 23 Lancaster Road,
Uxbridge, Middx.
J. D. Bradford, 7 Byron Street, Bradford,
Yorks.

B. Jones, 4 Windsor Road, Plymouth,
Devon.

G3CRR

A. E. Glozier, 40 Lancaster Avenue,

G3CSU

T.

G3CTB

J.

G3CTN

G2AGX

Barking, Essex.

Kitching, 29 Belvoir Street, Hull,

Yorks.

Nowell, P.O. Radio Station, High -

bridge, Som.
R. T. Poeton, 66 Lakewood Road,
Henleaze, Bristol.

G3CUG

P. Chastney, 2 Bull Lane, Dagenham,

G3CUR

R.

G3CUU

R. Bennett, 79 Acre Street, Denton,

G3CWI

F. K. Rawson, 16 Mountcastle Road,

Mansions'

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
W. G. Taylor, 79 Elm Avenue, Eastcote,
Ruislip, Middx.
C. P. Sime, 36 Central Avenue, Harton,
South Shields.
P. King, 13 Rita Place, Folkestone, Kent.
C. Page, 18 Highfield Road, Luton, Beds.

J. F. Wort, 42 Hermon Hill, London,
E.11.

G3AIR/A
G3AST

F./Sgt. J. F. Wort, RAF Cranwell, Lincs.
J. A. Plowman, 28 Studley Road, Luton,

GM3BCD

G5CX

T. Simpson, Lynnwood House, Hawick,
Roxburghshire.
K. Daniels, 8 Mayfield Avenue, Prittlewell, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
Capt. J. P. Edwards, Orchardlea,
Droitwich, Worcs.
K. N. Greenaway, 43 The Grove,
Kettering, Northants.
H. C. Doherty, Deanshaugh, The Chase,
Kemsing, Kent.
C. J. Pill, 22 Alcester Road, Bromsgrove,

GSNF

C. L. Ward, Culver, 19 Weydon Hill

G3BYS

G3WH
G4CN

G4HP

Beds.

Worcs.

G8JV

Road, Farnham, Surrey.
G. Henderson, Ellastone, South DarleY
Matlock, Derby.

G8 Q R

R. F.

G3CVK

P.

Essex.

Collette, 47 Fairlawn
London, S.E.14.

Yorks.

Manchester.
Leicester.

C. Brake,

129 Queens Road,

Norwich, Norfolk.

CORRECTION
Boulton, 28 Perdiswell
Barbourne, Worcs.

Street,
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Taylor Instruments
They tell us that, effective immediately,

their instruments will be sold under the
trade -name "Windsor," in order to allow

them more scope in certain export markets
in which the American Taylor Instrument
Co. operate ; there is no connection

between the two concerns. Our Taylor's
have just completed their tenth year of
trading.

Fat Blue Sparks
The other evening we were watching the
vivid and vicious lightning which accom-

panies those freak "dry" thunderstorms
occasionally experienced in this country.

We then remembered that our various sky -

wires were not tied down to earth, and
hastened to the radio room to put this
Fat blue sparks were snapping
right.
round the output tuning panel, and it was

MAY 1948

here

lists amended to March, 1948. The Map
itself is drawn to a great circle projection
centred on London and is thus correct, near
enough, for the whole British Isles. It gives
actual beam alignments, rough distances

and time based on GMT for all parts of
the world relative to London ; Zone areas

are clearly shown, and there are many

place names, as well as the prefix lists for
each DX Zone.
This five -colour production is a firstclass job in every way, and will look well
in any station. It is sent out packed round
a cardboard tube (which, if possible, we
should like to have back, please !) to avoid

damage, costs only 6s. post free, and is
available for immediate delivery. We
have also done another small reprint of
the original 3s. 9d. version.
These Maps can be obtained on application, with remittance, to the Circulation

Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,

clear that the aerials were collecting a

49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I I.

was to discharge the main aerial and

button it to the earth strip. In the flap, we

QRPP

feeder terminations and got a kick which

contact between W6YIL and

heavy charge.

The immediate intention

accidentally touched one of the dipole

caused us to crack our cranium on the
sharp edge of a heavy cabinet Tx. Bemused, but still determined, we reached
for the other feeder and collected another
paralysing jerk. By this time, the whole

room seemed to be full of the fat blue
sparks, and it was some time before the
ends of the aerials could be caught and

safely earthed down.
All this unpleasantness could have been
avoided if proper methods (now provided)

of earthing the whole aerial system had
been installed in the first place. Large
aerials can build up charges which are
capable of giving a very nasty, if not a
lethal, shock. So take warning and fit

A reader reports overhearing a 28 me

a G3 ;

nothing unusual about this-except that

the W6 was using 3 watts. Then he went
QRP to 0.25 -watt input and was. still S4,
not very much weaker than many other
W6's on the band at the time with their
QROO. It makes you think !
D2 QSL Bureau
All concerned should note that the QSL
address for D2 cards not sent through the

various bureaux is Capt. J. S. Howe,
E & E Branch, 100 HQ, Bad Salzuflen,
B.A.O.R. It seems that many cards are

still being sent to the old QTH, which is
causing delay and confusion.

earthing switches !

Coil Winding Machines

New Zone Map

It is not always remembered that the
manufacturers of the well-known "Avo"

Though there has been some unavoid-

able delay in getting

the full -colour

version of our Zone Map through the
production processes, ample supplies are
now to hand.
Size 21 in. by 35 in. over-all for wall -

mounting, this new Map is printed on
heavy linen -backed paper, with the prefix

test instruments also produce a wide range
of coil winding machines of every descrip-

tion, with which they are doing a large

export business in markets previously
exploited by foreign competitors. These

machines and their accessories are fully
described in a beautifully printed and
illustrated catalogue, just received.

The other
man's station

lator stage using 809's, and the heater
transformers. The HV supply is in the

G2AAN

small oscilloscope for modulation checking,

cupboard on which the Tx stands, out of
the way.

Other equipment visible in the photograph includes the Type 145 VFO driver,

a grid dip oscillator and CW monitor, a

a diode 'phone monitor and frequency

This time we show G2AAN, the station

owned and operated by J. H. Clarke,
Woodridge,

Prowse

Avenue,

Bushey

Heath, Hertz, who obtained his first (AA)
licence in 1936. The full ticket was granted
on resumption of amateur activity in 1946.
Installed in a small garage, the station

also shares place with the car.

It has

therefore to be fairly compact, and on the
transmitter and auxiliary side is entirely
home -designed and built. The Tx line is
6V6 in the first stage, operated either as a
CO, frequency multiplier or VFO buffer ;

this stage is capacity coupled to an 807
buffer -doubler driving an 813 in the PA.
The whole of the RF section is built on the

top section of the Tx assembly, on the
left in the photograph ; this chassis also
carries a VR pack for the 813 screen, a

6V6 keyer, and the heater transformer.
The lower deck of the assembly contains
the exciter power pack, the Class -B modu-

meters. The main receiver is an HRO, but
also available are an R.1155 and BC -348.
On the speech side, a crystal microphone
feeds into a 6J7 -6L7 -6N7-13/13 2A3 amplifier, incorporating volume compression

using a 6SQ7. The whole station is relay
control led.

The aerial system at G2AAN comprises
a dipole for 7 mc and a 11 -wave aerial for
14 mc, both coax fed ; a 3 -element beam
is under construction for the 28 mc band.
As to results, the station holds WAC and
WBE certificates, and though operation is

intermittent and at week -ends only, the

log shows 50C worked in 27Z.
This brief description of a typical, well -

designed and efficiently laid -out British
station, provided with all the proper
auxiliary units for correct operation, will
be of great interest to many readers. It is

an excellent example of how modern
requirements can be met by the home -

constructor without unnecessary elabora-

tion or expense-and also shows how

economically space can be used.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
FROM REPORTS
Club Secretaries can make these notes of much greater
value to their own clubs by observing one or two simple
facts-in particular, the day of publication. This month
we have received several reports, written on about April 12,

giving details of a "forthcoming meeting" on any date
between April 16 and 28. As our publication date is

May 5, these will clearly be of little help to the Club !
So please, in future, watch the dates, and let us have
details of meetings a month earlier, if possible, so that none
of them will "miss the boat" altogether by falling between
the date of reporting and the date of publication.

As the number of reports increases-there are no less
than 35 clubs included this month-the need for brevity
becomes still greater. So please make the reports as full
of meat as possible ; and if you simply want to announce

the dates of forthcoming meetings and the programmes
thereof, don't be afraid of doing just that and no more.
Next month's reports are required, please, by first post,
on May 13. Address them to Club Secretary, Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
And so we proceed to this month's news.
on

Wednesdays

and

Worcester & District Amateur
April

Radio Club.-At the

meeting it was decided to go

ahead with two stations for

NFD, run by G3NL and

G3BDS. Anyone interested is

asked to get into touch with
G3NL or the Club Secretary.

The meetings on the third
Tuesday night of each month
are being well supported, with

keen interest in the Morse
classes-new members will be
welcomed.

Stourbridge & District Amateur
Radio Society.-The main
event at the April meeting was

a discussion on the lively subject of "VFO versus Crystal".
Naturally, many interesting
and controversial points were

brought up. Meetings are on

the first Tuesday of each
month, in the Science Block of
King Edward VI School.

Wirral Amateur Radio Society.

held

of a successful Junk Sale and a
talk on the Franklin Oscillator

A General Club Business meet-

Bradford

nesday, with lectures of general

19th, 7.30 p.m. at the YMCA,
Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead
-new members cordially wel-

interest on the other Wednesdays, Fridays being given over
to the beginners. The call sign G3CSR has been allotted,
and the Club Tx is on the air
on 3.5 and 7 mc.

steadily increasing and meetings are well supported. The
last meeting on the syllabus is

-Recent meetings consisted

by G8BM. The two May
meetings are on the 5th and
comed.

Coventry

Amateur

Radio

Society.-The president of
CARS (Councillor W. H.
Malcolm, J.P. G6WX) has

just been accorded the honour
of election as Mayor of
Coventry. At a recent meeting
of the Club sound advice was
given to RAE candidates, and
a discussion on receiver design
followed. The Annual Dinner

was an outstanding success,
with an attendance of 70. An

interesting future event will be
a visit to Droitwich on June 12.

East Surrey Radio Club.-At
the April meeting the club

heard a series of recordings of
amateur transmissions, made
by G2DYM of South Devon.
G8HH was in the chair.

Sunderland Radio Society.They have now secured new
headquarters

at

Prospect

House, Prospect Row, Sunderland. Meetings are being

Fridays -7.30 to 10.30 p.m.

ing is held on the first Wed-

&
District
Amateur Radio Club.-This is
a flourishing concern with a

Bournemouth

membership of 60, with its
own premises and its own
transmitter (G3AYG).

We

are hoping to publish details

of this gear in due course ;

meanwhile we hear that a W7
has been worked on a dipole
of ordinary flex slung six feet
above ground inside the clubroom ! Outdoors aerials are

being erected on 50 -foot steel
masts.

Romford & District Amateur
Radio Society.-Romford now

has its own "Shack," and mem-

bers have been hard at work
repointing walls, fitting win-

dows and installing fluorescent
lighting (source of noise ?).
The club transmitter, G4KF/P,
is awaiting final touches.

Amateur

Radio

Society.-Membership is
on May 11, when a GPO
engineer will give an illustrated

lecture on Radio Interference.
After this date informal meet.
ings will be held on alternate
Tuesdays at Cambridge House,
Little Horton Lane, Bradford.

Worthing Radio Group.-On
May 6 the club will meet, as
usual, at Oliver's Cafe, South -

farm Road, to hear a lecture
on "Directive Properties of

Short Wave Antenna
Systems." The lecturer will be

Mr. J. B. McMillan, M.A.,
B.Sc., of the EMI Institutes.

Derby & District Amateur
Radio Society.-Two Nottingham amateurs, G8DD and
G8QZ, give a lecture -demonstration, using UHF apparatus,

on the Properties of Aerial

Systems at the April meeting.
Baldock & District Radio Club.

-This club has been formed

very recently, and all would-be

members in the district are
asked to contact the hon sec.,
whose name and address
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appears in the panel. It is
intended to cover all aspects of
radio, and a junior section for
the under -18's is also under
way. The April meeting was
held on the 20th at Morch's
Cafe.

Reading & District Amateur
Radio
Society.-The first
AGM was held during April.
At the election of officers the
only changes were the Secretary and Treasurer, who did

not stand for re-election. (New
Secretary's QTH in panel).
After the business, Dr. Lemon
gave his Presidential Address

on "The Amateur Licence."
Meetings are on the second

and last Saturdays

of the

month, at Palmer Hall, West

Street.

Grimsby

Amateur

Radio

Society.-This Club is justly

proud of Mr. R. Jennison,

G2AJV, who won the Eddystone 640

Receiver in the

recent competition. Two new

call -signs have appeared
among the membership-

G3DAE and G3DFV. Membership is steadily growing ;
meetings are held every Thurs-

day, 7.30 p.m. at 115 Garden
Street.

London Transmitting Society.

-They are still active (it was

formed in 1938) and will meet

on May 6, 8 p.m.

at Stag

House Civic Restaurant,
Broadway, Burnt Oak, Middx.

Secretary's QTH in panel.
Leeds

&

District Amateur

Radio Society.-Membership
here has reached a new high

record. New officers are about

to be elected, and the Club's

transmitter is nearly complete.
At present they are running a
B.2 on 3.5 and 7 mc. Meetings
are held on Fridays, 7 p.m. at
Swathmore Settlement, Woodhouse Square, Leeds.
Cray Valley Radio Transmitting Club.-Membership
now includes 34 licensed

amateurs, and meetings are

held on the third Thursday of
each month. The venue is the

Adult Education Centre,
Lamorbey

Park,

Halfway

Street, Sidcup. From May 6
onwards, however, informal
"open house" meetings are

also to be held on the first

Thursday of each month at the
Royal Hotel, Mottingham.

The Risley Radio Society, Warrington, Lancs, operate G3CIC.
some of the members of the club.

Here are

London Short Wave Club.-

Birmingham & District Short

ings are held at The Crown,
Battersea Park Road, Batter-

interesting talk on 14 mc conditions, followed by a description and demonstration of an
oscilloscope.
At the next
meeting (May 10) four newly licensed amateurs will talk
about pitfalls to be avoided by
the beginner.

This club has now been given
its pre-war call -sign, G2CIR,
and the Club Tx will be on the
air each Thursday night on 7
or 14 mc. The Thursday meetsea, and new members will be
welcomed.

Wanstead & Woodford Radio

Society.-Recent activities
have fallen rather below the
normal run, but interest is
being aroused by the May -Day
Fete, in which the Club is

taking an active part. A DF

Field Day is also on the cards
for June or July.
Catterick Amateur Radio Club.
-Weekly meetings are held on
Tuesdays, at which lectures are
given on a wide variety of sub-

jects, and a large workshop is
available to members. Several

Wave Society.-At the April
meeting, members heard an

Stoke-on-Trent Radio Society.

-This club still meets every
Thursday and has recently
arranged a ten -weeks' programme of lectures, demonstrations and quizzes. They

recently held a very successful
exhibition in Hanley, and are

now trying to work out a
scheme to exchange lecturers
and ideas with other clubs.

They also inform us that a
Leek and District Radio Club
has been formed in the dis-

aerials are already up, but a
real "antenna farm" is to be
"planted" in the near future.

trict: the Secretary is Mr. W. L.

A new committee was recently elected,

directly, but thank Stoke-onTrent for a truly fraternal act
in introducing them to us !

On the receiving side there are
ten receivers.

and a sub -committee is helping

to run the club seven days a
week.
Tees -Side

Amateur

Radio

Society.-Meetings still attract
a good attendance and are now
held every other Monday. The
next is on May 12-7.30 p.m.
at the Club -Room. A visit has
been arranged to the Middlesbrough Police installation, and
a second one to the telephone
exchange is also in the offing.
The Hon. Sec. would like to
hear from anyone in the district willing

to

lecture on

technical subjects, as well as

from any would-be members.

Woodcroft, 35 The Crescent,

We have not
heard from the new Club
Leek, Staffs.

Southend & District Radio
Society.-Over 80 members
and friends attended the recent
Hamfest. Competitions and
the ever -popular "swindle"

were well supported, and the
winners were presented with

numerous valuable prizes,
donated by leading component
manufacturers and by friends

of the Club.
Aberdeen

Amateur

Radio

Society.-This Club has had a
somewhat

stormy

passage

owing to the theft and destruction of its BC342 by a
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temporary member ! After a
hue -and -cry reaching well over
England it was found that
similar episodes had occurred

elsewhere, and the miscreant

is now off the air with nine
months. Aberdeen are opera-

ting again, however, with a
transmitter -receiver

3.5 me band.

on

the

R.A.E. & Farnborough District

Amateur Radio Society.-A
new feature called "Monday
Forum" will be launched on
May 10, at which members
will

discuss

their

various

activities in Amateur Radio.

On May 24 there will be a
lecture on Radio Control of

Aircraft and Models. Both
meetings are at 7.15 p.m. and

new members will be welcomed

at them.

Retford & District Amateur
Radio Club.-Retford moved
into new premises at 8a Bridge gate, Retford, and meetings
are held on Mondays (Morse
and

general

meeting)

and

Fridays (lectures). On May 7
there is a talk on Propagation,
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on the 14th one on Communications Receivers. The 21st is
booked for a talk on Aerials,
and the 28th for Prefixes and
the Zone System. All are at
7.30-and new members welcomed any night.

and measuring instruments
(Mr. I. B. Jamieson, B.Sc.) is
returning to his home at
Moray Firth and members will

Sutton & Cheam Radio Society.

Radio Society of Harrow.Forthcoming meetings are as
follows : May 18-Practical
Workshop Hints ; June !UHF Problems June 15Transmitter Problems, by
G4GB, G2TA and G2DD ;
July I3-Loudspeaker quality
reproduction. Note the new

-Membership has now passed
the 50 mark, including fourteen local transmitters. At a
recent meeting G4CG spoke
on the modification of the Type

27 Converter. Mr. Harris,
who took second place in the
Magazine 5 -metre Contest
(receiving section), also spoke

of his experiences during the

contest. The Club is now at

the end of its first year, and is
looking forward to the second.

Meetings on first and third
Tuesdays at the Red Lion,
Cheam.

Hi -Q Club, Giffnock.-Recent
discussions covered the subjects of high -quality sound
reproduction and "boffie"
speakers, the FM enthusiasts

naturally being in evidence.
The Club's expert on meters

now have to contact him by
radio !

Secretary's QTH, in panel.

Merseyside Radio Society.-

Forthcoming meetings are on

May 15 (Conversion of Surplus
Equipment) and May 29

(Field Day Discussion),

sheet published by the club,
contains full details
activities.

of all

Following are the names and addresses of the Secretaries of Clubs whose
reports appear herewith. They will be glad to hear from prospective members
and to offer every assistance.
ABERDEEN (GM3BSQ).

A. D. J. Westland, GM3BQU, 17 Beaconsfield Place, Aberdeen.
BALDOCK. N. F. Wilshire, G3CEU, 13 The Tene, Baldock, Herts.
BIRMINGHAM. N. Shirley, 14 Manor Road, Stechford, Birmingham 9.
BOURNEMOUTH (G3AYG).

A

constructional contest is being
run, and a useful -looking
Information Bureau has been
organised. The Merseyside
Amateur Radio Review, a

F. C. White, G3XP, Chester House Hotel, Chine Crescent, Bournemouth.

BRADFORD. W. S. Sykes, G2DJS, 287 Poplar Grove, Great Horton, Bradford.
caTTElticK. L/Cpl. B. G. Taylor, 2 Sqdn., 1st T.R., Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
COVENTRY (G2ASF). J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 118 Moor Street, Coventry.
CRAY VALLEY. G. Miles, G2CX0, Cotswold, Mottingham Lane, London, S.E.9.
DERBY. A. C. Steadman, 230 Chellaston Road, Shelton Lock, Derby.
EAST SURREY. L. Knight, GSLK, Radiohme, Madeira Walk, Reigate, Surrey.
FARNBOROUGH. R. J. Corps, B.Sc., Armament Dept., R.A.E., Farnborough, Hants.
GIFFNOCK (Hi -Q Club). J. D. Gillies GM2FZT, 3 Berridale Avenue, Glasgow, S.4.
GLOSSOP (G3DFX). H. Buxton, G2AJP, 11 Walker Street, Hadfield, Nr. Manchester.
GRIMSBY (G3CNX). R. F. Borrill, G3TZ, 115 Garden Street, Grimsby.
HARROW. J. R. Pikett, 93 Whitmore Road, Harrow, Middx.
HOUNSLOW. A. H. Pottle, 11 Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Middx.
LEEDS. F. Stork, 1 Brudewell View, Leeds.
LONDON, S.W. R. Lisney, 4 Ongar Road, London, S.W.6.
LONDON (Transmitting Society). H. E. Hardy, 4 Market Lane, Burnt Oak, Middx.
MERSEYSIDE. C. M. Johnstone, 6 Flawn Road, West Derby, Liverpool.
READING. L. Watts, G6WO, 817 Oxford Road, Reading.
RETFORD. H. White, G3BTU, 39 Trent Street, Retford.

ROMFORD (G4KFIA). R. C. E. Beardow, G3FT, 3 Geneva Gardens, Whalebone Lane North, Chadwell
Heath, Essex.
SOUTHEND (G5QK). J. H. Barrance, M.B.E., G3BUJ, 49 Swanage Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
STOKE-ON-TRENT. D. Poole (G3AQW), 13 Oldfield Avenue, Norton -le -Moors, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
STOURBRIDGE. W. A. Higgins, G8GF, 35 John Street, Brierley Hill, Staffs.
SUNDERLAND (G3CSR). R. A. Sharp, G2HMI, 137 Coronation Street, Sunderland.
SURREY (CROYDON). L. C. Blanchard, 122 St. Andrews Road, Coulidon, Surrey.
SUTTON AND CHEAM. R. G. Finch, 26 Sunnymede Avenue, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey.
TEES -SIDE. H. Walker, G3CBW, 9 Chester Street, Middlesbrough.
THAMES VALLEY. D. R. Spearing, G3JG, 99 High Street, Esher, Surrey.
WANSTEAD (G3BRX). R. J. C. Broadbent, G3AAJ, 24 St. Margarets Road, Wanstead
Park.
London, E.12.
WIRRAL. B. O'Brien, G2AMV, 26 Comte Road, Irby, Heswall, Cheshire.
WORCESTER. J. Morris Casey, GM, Brookhill Farm, Ladywood, Droitwich, Worm.
WORTHING. G. W. Morton, 42 Southfarm Road, Worthing, Sussex.
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Hounslow & District Radio

Society.-Meetings for the
first quarter of the year were
well supported, and the forthcoming programme caters for
all tastes, with talks on varied
subjects and practical nights.
The May meetings are on the
5th and 19th.
Surrey Radio Contact Club

(Croydon).-The seventh

AGM of this Club was held in
April, and all existing officers
were re-elected. The membership is over 100, the financial
position strong, and the future
obviously full of good things.
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Next meeting is on May 11Blacksmiths Arms, Croydon
at 7.30 p.m.

Radio Valve Co. Ltd., and in

Thames Valley Amateur Radio

for

Transmitters' Society.-

Monthly meetings are held at
the Carnarvon Castle Hotel,

Hampton Court, on the first
Wednesday of the month, and
weekly schedules are held on

air -10.30 p.m. on the
ing Mr. N. C. Rogers kept
the

Top Band. At the April meet-

members extremely interested
with a lecture on Television.

May 5 sees a lecture by Mr.
Wigglesworth of the Mullard

June there is to be a social

visit to the coast. A Club
Field Day has been arranged
August.

Glossop

&

District

Radio

Society.-Reformed towards
the end of 1947, activity is in
full swing at the Community
House, Market Street, Glos-

sop, with the club station
G3DFX on the air ; seven
members are fully licensed.

Field day operation is planned
and readers locally are invited
to get in touch with the
Secretary.
IDENTITY, PSE!

When corresponding with us on any

XTAL XCHANGE

If you want to exchange crystals, set
out your offer in the form given here,
headed "Xtal Xchange-Free Insertion". Exchange notices only can be
accepted for this space, and all
negotiations must be conducted direct.
GC2FZC, Meo Voto, Green Lanes, St. Peter Port,
Guernsey, C.I.
Has 7147 kc crystal, mounted. Wants frequency
between 7010 and 7040 kc.
G3BXZ, 9 Cheltenham Road, Broadway, Worcs.
Has American -type crystals, holdered, for 7240,

7250 and 7300 kc. Exchange all three for one
1000 kc crystal, octal mounted ; BC -221 type
preferred.

G5XD, 8 Woodkind Hey, Bebington, Wirral,
Cheshire.

Has 3920, 3978, 4265, 4760, 4820, 6515 kc
crystals ; also 58629 and 80980 kc Zeiss harmonic

matter, please quote your callsign, if you
have one. It often helps us considerably if
we know you have a call, apart from the
fact that the tradition of Amateur Radio is
that operators always sign their calls, by

which they are frequently better known

than by name-"D. F. Bloggs-Gough,
G9BF," for instance. Who ever would
have thought his name was that !
FRENCH QSL ADDRESS

We are officially informed that the
Bureau address for all amateurs signing
the "F" prefixes (and presumably the
D5's) is "QSL Bureau de R.E.F., 6 Rue
du Pont -de -Lodi, Paris, VI, France."

type. Wants frequencies 3500-3525 and 7000-

7050 kc.
SWL, 12 Park Street, Brighton, Sussex.
Has 5660 kc crystal, holdered,
pin spacing.
Wants similar 4670-4700 kc.

L.E.C.I.

In circuit on p. 124, April, the point

marked "HT-" should go to "GB -300 v."
These Id' errors will keep creeping about.

QSL BUREAU RULES
(1) Use of the Bureau both ways is open only to readers who obtain either the Short Wave Listener or the Short

Wave Magazine from us on direct subscription. Cards from overseas are, however, accepted without
restriction for free delivery to any British amateur.

(2) The Bureau can only handle cards for amateur stations and is prepared to accept them for amateurs
throughout the world.
(3) Cards should be forwarded to us in fully stamped envelopes addressed BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1. This
is a full and sufficient address from any part of the world.

(4) When sending the first batch of cards, enclose three stamped self-addressed envelopes of a suitable
size for return QSL's.
(5) All such return envelopes must be marked "QSL Bureau" in the top left-hand corner.
(6) No communications of any kind, other than the cards, return envelopes and certain printed forms
that will be supplied to users, should be contained in packets addressed to the QSL Bureau.
(7) Cards inwards to the Bureau can be forwarded as frequently as may be desired. Cards outwards to
Bureau users will be cleared fortnightly.
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PREMIER
RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.,
All Post Orders To: JUBILEE WORKS, 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.
(Amherst 4723)
LONDON, E.S.
Caller.: To: 169 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 (Central 2833)

OUR NEW LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All

enquiries must be accompanied
a 24d. stamp.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 in. x 8 in.
2+ in., 7/- ; 12 in. x 9 in. x 2+ in., 7/9 ; 16 in..
8 in. x 24 in., 8/6 ; 20 in. x 8 in. x 2+ in., 10/6 ;
22 in. x 10 in. x 24 in., 13/6.
SHORT WAVE CONDENSERS. High-grade ;
Ceramic insulation. Super Midget type. Single gangs available in 10, 20, 50, 75, 100 p.f. (75 p.f. has
double spindle for ganging). Price 216.

2 GANG, in 4.8, 9.6, 27.1, 50, 75 p.f. Price 5/-.
PREMIER COIL PACK consists of a wired and
aligned Coil Pack of the most Modern Type incorporating such features as Permeability Tuned
I.F. Transformers with Litz windings on Polystyrene formers (7KC Bandwidth) Air Dielectric
Trimmers, Litz wound medium wave coils. Tuned
R/F stage, covers 13-40, 40-120, 200-557 metres.
Dimensions of Pack, 6 in. x 4+ in. x 21 in. Pair
I.F. Transformers, 3 -Gang Condenser, Slowmotion Drive and Dial are supplied loose. Complete Circuit is supplied. Price complete £3/17/6.
OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNITS. Input 230 v.
50 c. include transformer, metal rectifiers, voltage
doubling and smoothing condensers. Type 409,
output 900 v. 25/-. Type 410, output 1,800 v. 35/-.
SPECIAL HEADPHONE OFFER. High-grade

Double Headphones, using balanced armature
units. D.C. Res. 60 ohms. 3/6 per pair. Matching
Transformer if required, 2/6 each.
OSCILLOGRAPH FOUNDATION KIT. Comprises a transformer giving an output of 800 v.,
condensers, metal rectifiers, 31. -in. Cathode Ray
Tube and base, and L.T. Transformer. Price 55/-.
C.R. TUBES. We have available a large quantity
of E.M.I.4/1 Cathode Ray Tubes. 34 in. diameter,
Green Screen, short persistence, 4 v. 1.3 a. Heater.
800 v. H.T. Complete with socket
17/6 each
C.R. TUBES V.C.R.138 (equivalent to E.C.R. 35).
3+ in. diameter. Green Screen. 4 v. 1 a. Heater.
1206v. H.T. Complete with socket and Mumetal
Screen, 49/6 each
RELAY UNIT TYPE 9, consists of a 24v. operated

relay unit incorporating 3 KT33C valves, a telephone line (Uniselector) switch with 6 poles, 26
contacts, 5 P.O. type relays, 2 high-speed relays,
and a quantity of other material. Contained in an

R107. ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. (See " WM.",
August, 1945). 9 valves, R.F. amp. osc. Frequency

Changer, 2 I.F.'s. (465 kc). 2nd Detector, AVC.
Af. amp. A.C. mains, 100-250 v. or 12 v. accum.
Frequency range 17.5 to 7 me/s., 7.25 me/s. to
2.9 m/cs., 3.0 to 1.2 me/s. Monitor L.S. built in.
Complete. Write for full details. £16/16/Carriage paid.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER.

3Q5.
6F6,

SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTORS. British made, Rim driven,
with 9 in. Turntables. Fixed speed (78 r.p.m.) for

200-250 volts A.C. only
£4/19/6
MAINS TRANSFORMERS at exceptional prices.
All are heavy duty and robust. All 230v. 50 cycles
input.
Type
Price
3

500-0-500 v. 150 m/a. 4 v. 2+ a. 4v.

4

865-0-865 v. 500 M/a.

35

output is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on

30

D.C. mains as L.T. charger. With small conversion

could operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over
£5. Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER

KIT. Consists of a complete kit of parts to con-

36/- Set

10/8/6 VU39 (R3),
9/5/- VR137 (EC52),
5/VR65 (SP41. 6, 3v.), 5/- VR136 (EF54),
7/6
VR92 (EA50),
7/6
5/- VS70 (7475),
VR56 (EF36),
6/- VT60A(807Ceramic),10/VT52 (EL32),
7/6
6/- 717A,
VR55 (EBC33),
7/6
5/- 12SH7,
VT86 (6K7 met), 10/6 12SL7,
10/VR503 (KT33C), 10/- 12A6,
VR53 (EF39),
5/- VR91 (EF50),
VR57 (EF32),
1726///666
7/6 RL18,
6V6,
CV6,

attractive relay rack type metal case 19 x 9 x 9+ in.
deep. Price 60/-, or without valves, 30/-. Carriage and packing 5/-.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v., output

180 v., 30 mia., 4 v., 2-3 a., with 19 volts input,

1A7, 1H5, INS,

9/6 each.

10/6 VU134 (HVR2),

31

4 v. I a.

5 .a..

.Tapped at 690 v.

and 760 v. 4 v. 3 a. .
.
..
300-0-300 v. 250 m/a. 4.v. 3-5 a. 6.3 v.
5-7 a. 6.3 v. 1-2 a. ..
..
..
30 v. 4 a.
40 V. 3 a. and 104 V. 1 .5 a. (auto wound)
11
....
....
700-0-700 v. 150 m/a. and 1000 v.
30 m/a. 4 v. 1 a. 4 v. 4 a. .
..
38 v. at 2 a. tapped at 36 v. 34.v. 32 v.
1

32

3r5ic/e.

.

75/35/20/21/-

40/15/-

struct an H.T. Eliminator with an output of

33

a 2, v. Accumulator. Two Metal Rectifiers are
employed. With circuit, 35/-.
NEW 2 -VALVE SHORT WAVE KIT. 16 to
2000 metres, Switched Coil Pack ready wired and
tested. 2 Mazda HL23 Valves, 'Phones, H.T. and
L.T. Batteries, Condensers, resistors, diagrams and

34a 1500 v. 5 m/a. and 1560 v. 5 mia. 4 v.
2 a. 2 v. 2 a. 2 v. 2 a.
..
.. 25/41 550-0-550 v. 120 m/a. 4 v. 2 a. 6.3 v.
2.5 a. 6.3 v. .3 a. ..
..
.. 40/42 500-0-500 v. 170 m/a. 4 v. 4 a.
.. 35/43 4 v. 20 a.
.
..
.. 25/46 100 watt auto 230 v. 150 v. 100 v. 50 v. 12/6

120 v. at 20 m/a and provision for Trickle Charging

steel case, all ready to assemble

£3/19/6

34

1500-0-1500 V. 120 mia. 4 v. 2-3 a.

55/-
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CELESTION
The quality of reproduction secured
from Celestion Speakers greatly

increases the pleasure of radio in
the home.

The model illustrated has an attractively
designed Cabinet with a special mahogany

finish, it employs an Er speaker of high
sensitivity and excellent response. It is
fitted with a volume control and is one of
the finest
extension speakers available.
All interested in other Celestion Cabinet

and Chassis models should write for
Illustrated Brochure " S.W."

WHERE TO BUY CELESTION SPEAKERS
The Public are requested to order from their

STANDARD 8 CABINET MODEL
Mahogany finish

Height 10"
Width 12" Depth 54"
Price with Universal Transformer f4: 4:0
Size:

PRICE E3:18:0

Technical Details of Chassis Model for use

with your own cabinet. Dia, 8". Baffle opening
74". Voice coil impedance at 400 cps 2 3 ohms.
Pole dia. I", Flux density gauss, 8,000. Total gap
flux, 31,000.

local Radio Dealer

Wholesalers are supplied by the Sole Distributors:
CYRIL FRENCH LTD., High St., Hampton Wick,
Middx. Phone: KINgston 2240

Peak power capacity 4 watts

Price less transformer 41., 17.k
(Suitable for outputs 1-5 ohms)
Price with Universal transformer
(Suitable for all Receivers)

II

1

£2:3:6

Manufacturers should please communicate direct with:

CELESTION LTD., KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY

^

Phon

TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC

C

LOUDSPEAKER

This panel is designed for inclusion

CONTROL PANEL

in radio receivers and extension

CAT. No. LSC 398/0

circuits where series or parallel
speaker points must be individually

controlled.

Clix

Components

are

GRAM -JACK
PANELS

Positive On/Off switch action.

CAT. No. GIP'0

removed from panel.

adequately

protected

Speaker or P.U. plug readily

by

British

and

Foreign

Patents

GENERAL ACCESSORIES CO. LTD.
21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I.

Telephone : MAYfair 5543
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RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.

27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

MUS 9188

AN OTHER BARGAIN

6 -VALVE RECEIVERS
Line Up ! 12SK7 R.F., 12K8 Mixer, 2 I.F.s, 12SK7, DET and B.F.O., 12SR7, Output, 12A6. Available in
2 types : I, Covering 190-550kc/s with 85kcs I.F. 2, Covering 61-9mc/s, with 2.8 mc/s 1.Fs. The size,
I I" x 5" x Si", identical in both cases. These sets were operated from plug-in 28v dynamotors. Ideal for
use as double super-hets (the Q Fiver of Jan. Q.S.T.), conversion to car radios, Type 2 as 40mte REC,
or with R.F. units 24-27. Supplied complete with valves, less dynamotor, at the Bargain Price of 39/6.
Brand New. Postage 1/6 extra.
R148I RECEIVERS
We still have some of these sets brand new in transit cases. Freq. range 65-86mc/s, 10 valves, R.F. VR65,

Osc. VR66, mixer VR65, 3 IFs, VR.53's, Det. and A.V.C. VR54, AF, VR57, iutput VR67, B.F.O. VT65,
VS70 (stabiliser on osc.). I.F. 12mc/s, built-in tuning meter, RF and LF gain controls, 6" S.M. dial. Requires
power (250v, 50mA, 6.3v, 4A). These receivers lend themselves readily to modification for 5mtes, F.M.,
etc. Supplied, complete with -all valves, and circuit diagram. The price, 17/19/6. Power packs, for above

sets, 19" rack mounting, available only with sets at £2/I9/6.
Moving Coil Milliammeters.
fixer, I.F., 7.3 Mc/s, 3 -bank ceramic SW. Complete with valves 16/6. Type 24 16/6

0-10mA, 2" square, flush mounting, 8/0-30mA, 24" circular, flush mounting, 8/-.
.
0-150mA, 2" square, flush mounting, 8/-.
Special Line:

0-ImA, 2" square, flush mounting, 716.
0-500 microamp, 24" circular, flush mounting, 19/6.
Vis. Indicators, Type 3, with two 300 microamp
movements, 4/-. Cross -over needle type as used
with RI155, with two 60-microamp movements,
5/11.

Speakers, P.M. 5", less trans., 15/11. 5", with

trans, 18/6. 10", withtrans, 35/ . Large magnets,
all new and boxed.
Plug and Sockets : 8 -way Jones, 1/6 per pair.
Co -Ax., 1/3 per pair. 10 -pin, with locating peg,
1/6 per pair.
R.F. Units, Type 25. 5 switched frequencies,
approx. 35-45 Mc/s. 3 Valves (VR65's), R.F., Osc.,

Mansbridge Condensers.

ImF,

1,000v,

1/-

;

2mF, 300v, 10d. ; 4mF, 600v, 4/- ; 4mF, 1,000v,

4/6 ; 10mF, 500v, 5/6; ImF, 5,000v (size 24"x
34" x 61"), 5/6 ; all wkg. v.

Vibrator Packs.

24v

output, 21/-.

input,

120v

stabilised

Wire -Wound V.C., 3 -watt Type, 100, 500,

2000, 4000, 5000, 6800, 2K, 6.8K, 75K, 10K,
20K, 50K, 75K, 2/6.

Wire -Wound V.C. 15w, 500, 5000,
Smoothing Chokes. 5H, 200mA, 8/-. Smaller
type, Res. 1600, 5/6.

Volume Controls with Switch. 21" spindles,
5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K, I M, 2M, 5/6

Selenium Rectifiers. 250v, 40mA, H.W., 4/- ;

250v, 60mA, H.W., 4/6 ; 350v, 60mA, H.W., 5/-

400v, 40mA, H.W., 5/- ;

12v,

IA, Bridge, 4/-.

4 VALVE SUPERHET
HERE IS A SUPERHET
which will bring you dozens
of short wave stations just as
soon as batteries and phones
are connected. 6 to 9 MC/S4 2 -volt valves -slow motion
drive -size only 6" x 5" x 91" complete as illustrated gain
packing and insurance 2/6

g.1.1 16.

Correctly matched headphones fitted
with plug-in jack, 9/- post free.

Other interesting BARGAINS
Price 12/9, post free.
12 assorted Magnetic Relays.
17 Range A.C./D.C. Multimeter for all radio sets. Price £7.
Price 4/6, post free.
Thermo -Couple H.F. Meter.
Nuts, Bolts and Washers, small sizes for model making.
Three gross assorted. Puce 7/6, post free.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELL. Unlimited applications.
Price 14/6, post free.

Write for detailed list of
Bargains to Dept. "M"

INSTRUMENT CO.
244, HARROW ROAD,
LONDON, W.2.
Telephone: Cunningham 0508
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THE V. F. 0. YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR !

!

MASTER OSCILLATOR BY R.C.A. Frequency range I-10 me/s. Output sufficient to

W. B. RADIO
(G4PF)

drive any P.A. Uses 807 valve in extremely
stable circuit. Very accurate dial calibrations

with unique dial mechanism. Metering of doubler
or buffer stages grid current included. Housed
in solid cast case with shock absorber mountings.
Supplied brand new with accessories and operating manual. As from makers, 66/10/-. Carriage 5/-.

SA NGAM 0-WESTON HOUR METERS

for 200-250 volts 50c. A.G. Ideal for use as
electric clock movements. 30/-. Post II-.

WESTINGHOUSE MASTER CO NTACTOR
SWITCHES. Type I, 12v, makes and breaks
In fine rubber -lined teak boxes,
35/-.
brand new, sealed in makers' cartons.

every second.
Post 1/-.

JEFFERSON -TRAVIS VIBRATOR PACKS.

207

Unused Surplus BC348 Rx's

L16/10/0

Complete with
Speaker and Power Pack

L25/10/0

Modified,

TU5B, modified as per QST,
into VFO. Complete with
valves

..

L5/10/0

Complete with 12v. vibrator ; I, 1,000 mfd. ISv.
7. 10 mfd. 450v.,
conds. ; I, 2,000 mfd. ISv.
with screened leads and clips. In steel case.
Brand new, 25/-. Post I /-.
;

21d. S.A.E. for Price List

C.R. TUBE INDICATORS, TYPE I62C.
Complete with 2 C.R. tubes, types VCRS 17

and VCRI39. Wonderful selection of components,
6J5G, 4 diodes, condensers,
including 3 VR65s,
resistors, etc. Ideal for television or oscilloscope
construction. Dispatched brand new in sealed
case as from makers, f4,10/-. Carriage 5/-.
No C.O.D.
1

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
Tel. : PAD 7851
169 Edgware Road, W.2.
125 Tottenham Court Road, W.1

Tel.

AVO METERS

EUS 4982

RAYMART, EDDYSTO NE AND
WODEN STOCKIST

45 PRIORY RD., ANFIELD,
LIVERPOOL 4

T. V. UNITS-' Q' UNITS -WALKIE-TALKIES

These instruments are well known to most of
UNIVERSAL AVO-MINORS. Complete in Leather Carrying Case and in perfect condition.
you, but for the information of any who are not so acquainted here are the ranges covered :D.C. Current
A.C. Voltage
Resistance
D.C. Voltage
0-2.5 mIlliamps
0.5 volts
0-20,000 ohms
0-75 millivolts
0-5 milliamps
0-25 volts
0-100,000 ohms
0.5 volt,
0-25 milliamps
0-100 volts
0-500,000 ohms
0.25 volts
0-250 volts
0-100 milliamps
0-2 megohms
0.100 volts
0.500 milliamps
0-500 volts
0-5 megohms
0.250 volts
0.10 megohms
0-500 volts
This instrument is fitted with a 3 in. f ull scale deflection moving coil movement. New and perf ect, $6/7/6. New, perfect, but slightly soiled
externally, 65/10/-.

The modern trend of television construction is to build the set as separate units. Now one of the most tricky
TELEVISION
UNITS.
units to build is
the wide band amplifier essential for good picture reception. We are able to offer, for leas than the value of the valves
alone, an ideal 8 -valve unit which ha .e a response curve virtually fiat from 12-18 Mc/s. By fitting an oscillator valve, quite a simple job

(we will give details where requested) the unit can become the pert ect picture receiver. Signals with a field strength as low as 20 microvolts can be received quite well. The unit is fitted with a detector and amplifier valve, and this can act as video amplifier or A.F.
Amplifier.

We are pleased to be able to offer these units complete with valves and in perfect order at 55/. each, plus 2/6 postage and packing. If
you intend building a T.V. receiver, we suggest that you order by return.
RADIO UNIT 'Q.' Here is your opportunity to purchase for 12/6 equipment which must have cost at least £25. This is not quite .a
complete receiver, so we call it RADIO Unit 'Q'.
It contains amongst other things a strong chassis, 18 in. X 6 in. X 35 in., fitted with 13 Amphenol type Valve Holders. Among the parts
mounted on the chassis are relays, 1 mfd and 2 mid mn type condensers. Ceramic variable condensers, small transformers and chokes,
grid caps a/ii.d Pye plugs, etc. Three banks of Mica condensers (approximately 36). Also eight Paxolin panels, 6 in. X 25 in., with feet
containing approximately 60 assorted resistors and 25 assorted tubular condensers. The special bargain price of this unit is only 126
plus 3/8 carriage. The supply is limited, so time is precious, don't delay, order immediately.
RC -348. We have converted a number of BC.348 (£100 class communications receivers). Fitting on A.O. power pack in place of the dynamotor and carrying out necessary wiring alterations. The price of these " ready to work " receivers is 622/10/ -plus 17/6 f or wooden packing ease, insurance and carriage.
RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER No. 18. This is a comb fined Receiver/Transmitter of the Walkie-Talkie type. Frequency coverage 8-9 Mcls
complete with six valves, and in ease which is fitted up for batteries (not included). PRICE 84/10/-, carriage 10/. extra.
BC.342 - BC.348 DATA BOOKS. Copies from official publications, giving circuit diagrams, component values and useful notes :

BC.312 - BC.221 - R.208 - R.103a - R.107 - M.C.R.1 - R.1153 - W/ S.22 - RT.18 - W/S29 - R.1116A-all at 2/1 each, also
Walkie-Talkie 58, 3/6. " Demobbed " valves, 2/13. LIST free on application with stamp.
Save 2/8 each month simply by being

on our mailing list, and, remember,
we are open until 5 P.m. Saturday,.

200 BARGAINS described.

W. D. SALES, 4 Electron House
Windmill Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middx.
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THIS MONTH'S SNIPS
GET RID OF THE LOW MAINS BOGEY

VARIACS. 110 volt 800 watt. Output 0-135 volts
7 amps. For 220/230 supply, use a pair in series
(connecting dope supplied). Output 0-270 volts
7 amps 1,600 watts, at E3/5/- each, or £6 the pair,
they are a gift. There are only a few so get in early.

For field day and portable during the
summer. Vibrator power units 12 volt, input
3 amps. Output, 300 volts 110 ma., fully smoothed.

Provision for remote switching, totally enclosed
in black crackle case and complete with heavy
screened input leads and battery clips, in fact
ready to connect up and use. There are 100 only
and at 29/6 each they are a cut line; these are
excellent units made by the finest maker, Mallory.

For the V.H.F. Enthusiast

6C4 Button Base V.H.F. Triodes, 11/- each or
nine

Transmitter -Receiver,

range 4.3 to 6.6 mclls.

valves,

frequency

Crystal control on two

Uses standard headphones
and microphone and standard h.t. and g.b.
batteries with 2 volts It, accumulator. Receiver

switched frequencies.

circuit, 2 R.F., Det., 3 A.F. Transmitter, Peirce
Xtal osc., PA., and modulator.
Ham
Simple modification for

bands,

Suit

beginner or as ready-made job for Field Days,
Standby, etc.

£6

301- for 3.

6AG5 Button Base H.F. Pentodes, 12/6 each or
35/- for 3.
The above are new and boxed valves.

Communication Receivers
We have the finest selection of communication
receivers in the Midlands, including National,

R.C.A., R.M.E., etc. For the Connoisseur we have
a few Brand New A.R.88's for cash or part exchange.
Full range of WODEN Components always
available.

Last month's Ad --All the AR88 speakers went in

two days, mostly to Wire and 'Phone orders ;

carriage paid

THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.
199 Stamford St., Ashton-U-Lyne, Lancs.
ASHton 1964.

Telephone :

there are still a few sets of AR88 tubes, and to the
" doubters " we say that these are BRAND NEW
TUBES in SEALED CARTONS and represent the
best buy you will make for many a day.
Wctch this Ad. for equipment you can use, at the
right price.
Phone, Wire or Write your Requirements to :

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK,
880 Washwood Heath Road, Birmingham 8
STECHFORD 2809

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R.I224A.-The ex-R.A.F. 5 -valve battery superhet covering 1.0.10.0 mcs in 3 switchable bands. Power supply, 2v LT, 9v GB, 120v HT. Has Muirhead precision slow-motion

dial, aerial trimmer, sensitivity control, etc., etc. Circuit employs RF stage. Complete with 5 valves in
grey wood cabinet, size 15"x9.1"x8r. A battery superhet of the highest order. BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL
PACKING WITH CIRCUIT DIAGRAM. ONLY 99/6 (carriage, etc., 7/6).

EX-R.A.F. BATTERY AMPLIFIERS.-These very fine little amplifiers are still in great demand for use
with a gramo pick-up, home intercom. unit, etc., etc. Operating voltages 2v LT and 120v HT. Complete with
valves, types QP2I and 210LF. BRAND NEW IN TRANSIT CASES. ONLY 25/- (carriage, etc., 2/6).

BATTERY SUPERSEDERS.-A Vibrator Power Unit operating from 2v input and giving an output of
90v and 180v at 35 mills, I.4v LT, with provision for GB. Fully smoothed, ready for use, and easily adaptable

for any purpose. Size 8"x3,4"x41". Consumption approx. g amp. Complete in steel case with two 2v
accumulators and instruction book giving full circuit details. ONLY 90/- (carriage, etc., 5/-), or we have a
quantity of the VIBRATOR POWER UNITS, only without accumulators and case, but with instruction book,
at 60/- (carriage 2/-). Spare 2v vibrators, 15/-.
MCR I POWER PACKS.-The midget power packs that were made for the famous "Spy" set. AC or DC
mains input 107-235v, output 90v HT and 7.5v LT. Metal rectification and efficient smoothing incorporated.
Complete in grey metal case, size 13f"x3rx21". ONLY 39/6 (carriage 1/6).

EX-R.A.F. EVERSHED MEGGERS.-A few only of this portable insulation tester. Slightly used, but in
first-class condition. ONLY £8/I0/- (carriage 5/.).
S.A.E. FOR LISTS.

C.W.O. PLEASE.

U.E.I. CORP,
Open until

I

The Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I
('Phone : Terminus 7937)

p.m. Saturdays ; we are 2 mins. from High Holborn, 5 mins. from King's Cross
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THE MAIN AMATEUR SERVICE OF THE NORTH

MULTI BAND
DX ANTENNA

H K3B 1

Why waste time erecting a beam for ONE BAND
when our MULTI -BAND aerial gives BETTER
RESULTS on three Bands ?

A full -wave top on ten, with 300 ohm ribbon

Modified by G6HP for 7-14-28 Mcs. A multi band DX dipole for putting out an FB signal in

feeder. Ready to erect. Complete with insulators,

Listen to HK3BI's signal on 14 and 28 Mcs.

ribbon feeder required.
No complicated tuning:

all directions. Equally good on reception.

Better than a 4 -Element Beam !
DON'T STRUGGLE AFTER DX-WORK IT-

WITH AN HK3BI-G6HP AERIAL. Even a Kilowatt
is no good without a good aerial.

A REVELATION FOR THE
DX ENTHUSIAST

£3 ocra2.8v.igl order

PRICE

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

coupling link, and full instructions for pruning.
These instructions are the secret of success and
are worth £5. Specify approximate length of

First contacts-all on 'Phone :28 Mcs. HK3AB (Columbia). "Better than your
4 -element beam."
14 Mcs.

C7TY (North China). S9 plus 20 db.

Subsequent contacts within seven days :-

28 Mcs. KG6-KA I -KV4-HL I -ZP8-ZL,
etc., etc.

14 Mcs. CP5-M I A-HC2-MD2-PY-LU-

VK, etc., etc.
W's and VE's on both bands.
In use by G6HP and G5GK.

Amateur Radio Service, G6HP, Canning Street, Burnley, Lancs.

AUTOMATIC KEYERS, U.S.A.T.G.I0,
manual or tape operation, new and
complete with 2 6N7, 2 6L6, 2 6S.17,

Telephone 2999

TYPE B.C.

5U4, 923 valves, photo -electric cell and

DUAL FREQ. UNIT

motor, in black crackle cabinet, 22"X

GIVING 100 AND 1000 kcs

I Of" x 15".

£25.

R.F. Units, Type 24, 26-30Mc/s ; Type
25, 40-50Mc/s, 12/6 ; Type 27, Muirhead
drive, etc., 27/6.
VHF Receivers, test sets, etc., too
numerous to list.
5 and 10 converter, 3 button base valves,
AC supply, £14.
MARCONI 4660, 11-2,000 metres, var.
selectivity, built-in preselector, 8+1
valves +2 stabilisers, 18/10/,

MARCONI CR100, noise limiter, etc.
£30.

FOR SUB - STANDARDS
PRICE £3 . 0 . 0

TYPE S
FOR AMATEUR RANGES

I.7-3.5-7 mcs.
LOW TEMP. CUTS
PRICE El . 12.6
7/6 extra for specified freq.

HALLICRAFTER Sky Challenger,
£26.

Come and try the famous HAMBANDER
receivers ; the best buy of the day at
£22/10/-.

BROOKES CRYSTALS
LTD.

CO.,G.S.V.

142 WESTMOUNT ROAD, S.E.9
ELT. 6050

10 STOCKWELL ST., LONDON, S.E.I0
GRE 1828.0410.
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THE 10 METRE

IT'S A SUCCESS 1.

"TEE -BEAM"

1..v;

AwAir-AN

'iii

DURALUMIN ADJUSTABLE ELEMENTS, 9 ft. DURALUMIN BOOM, CAST ALUMIN HEAD,
ADJUSTABLE "TEE -MATCH," SOLID COPPER FITTINGS
READ WHAT OTHERS SAY-(Unsolicited)
Wide spaced elements supported
" The Beam is going F.B., plenty of DX."
" A definite increase in signal strength and it makes
DX contacts a surety."

" Perspex " panels makes tuning easy.

Increased power, and where you want it.
Q.R.M.

on

thick

Reduces

"The construction and finish of the Beam is ex-

Adjustable " Tee -Match " for co -axial or open

"Tee -Beam is going fine, giving a definite gain
over other antennas I have."
" Very pleased with results, element lengths not

Easily assembled, easily erected, fits any 2" mast top. Only weighs 9 lbs.
Smart finish, all Duralumin sprayed aluminium.

cellent."

critical, and back to front ratio is 36 db."

Looks fine

£5/17/6

ORDER NOW
DELIVERY ABOUT 4 WEEKS.

line feeders.

Passenger

(Complete with full instructions)

!

SPRING AND SUMMER
IDEAL FOR BEAM ERECTION

HERBERT TEE (G8DC) 469 HIGHER BRUNSHAW, BURNLEY, LANCS.
(Owing to pressure of business, no callers at present, please. All Mail Orders.)

VALVES, TRANS. 807, 12/6 ; 814, 45/- ; 811
451- ; 813, 70/- ; VTI27A, 60/-; 100TH, 60/-.
VALVES, RX. 6.17, 6K7, 6SJ7, 6AC7, 6SH7,
6SC7, 6X5, 7/6. 6V6, 8/-. 6N7, 6SN7, 10/-.
I 2SA7, 12SK7, 12K8, 12SR7, 12A6, 7/6

INS, IA5, 7/6.

12S17,

1613 10/6.

TUSB, TU7B. Immediate delivery, 25/-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC.

RUI9RX, 6 valves,
9 coils HRO type. L7/10/- less power pack.

M/C Weston, Ferranti, Met. Vic.,
METERS.
2V' round flush, 0-200 mill., 10/6. 0-150, 2" square,
7/6.
U.S.A. TEST METERS.

M/c 1,000 ohms per
volt. D.C., 0-30v, 0-400v, 0-1,500v, 0-150 mills.,
A.C., 0-15v, 0-150v, oyms 0.3,000, 0.300,000.
By 8 -way rotary switch. Complete with test prods
by Triumph, Chicago, L4.
BLEEDERS.

15,000 40w, at II- each.

S. G. BROWNS. Low impedance Phones, 5/6.

CON. VAR. Trans., 1,000v, cer. ins. 100pf, 2/6 ;
100+100.
Split stator 5/-, 50+50 1,500v 8/-.
CON. VAR. RX. 50pf 1/9, 75-75 3/-. 3 Gang,

/0003, 7/6. All cer. ins.

100pf, 1/9.

1155. Slow motion drive, 200-1, 4/-.
TCC. By-pass, mica 1,000v, .0047, 3/6 doz. -001
By-pass, mica, 2,700v.w., If-. .001 1000v, 3/6 doz.
CO -AX. 7/029, 90 ohm, I kW, 1/ -yd.
SMOOTHING CON. Bi 800v test, 400v.w.
Metal can paper, 4" x
x I", 4/6 doz. 1/5 Mf
4,000v, D.C. wkg., 6/-. 4 Mf 1,000v, 5/-.

SMOOTHING CHOKES.

Swinging trop
200 mill. 4 hry., ex-A.M., 7/6. 250 mill. 15 hry., I5/-.

THE G FIVER (see QST Jan.).

BC453B.

Brand new with 6 valves. Will improve even an
AR88. Band width 6/5kc at 1,000 times down, f3.
Also BC454 and 455, O.
RECTIFIERS. 5R4GY. 950-0-950, 175 mills.
Full wave, a gift, 7/6 each. 866, 20/-.

VOLTA4E REG. VRI05, 7/6.

VALVE HOLDERS. Ceramic, octal I/-, !octal

BC348. Our price, L17/101-.
7MC XTLS. Sealed with holder, 7,000-7,300YR
choice freq., 12/6.

EVERY ITEM OFFERED BRAND

NEW IN ORIGINAL PACKING

6d. Spring loading. 4 -Pin UX, 1/-.

POST PAID BY RETURN

H. WHITAKER GM
10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY

Phone : 4924
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

011.211.0m,

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series
Insertions of radio interest onlyaccepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Press day
June issue, May 17. No responsibility
accepted for errors.
9d.

discount: all* charges payable with order.

riOPPER wires. Enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton,

-silk-covered. All gauges. B.A. screws, nuts, washers,
soldering tags, eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite
panels, tubes, ant formers. Tufnol rod. Flexes,
permanent detectors, headphones; etc. List, S.A.E.

Trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies, 33 Bourne
TU 6-B 3000-4500 Kcs.
TUNING UNIT
1. (2) Vernier dials.
2. (1) Variable capacitor 20-135 nunf.
3, (1) Variable capacitor 20-156 mmf.
4. (1) Variable capacitor 8-26 mmf. neutralizing.

Gardens, London, E.4.
COMPLETE correspondence course covering Amateur and C. & G.I. Exams consisting of 12 lessons.
Send for particulars.-Everyman's Correspondence
College, 72 St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W.1.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF ENGLISH

5. (1) .00003-2000V capacitor CD -mica.
6. (3) 00009-3000V capacitor CD -mica.
7. (2) .0004-5000V capacitor CD -mica.
8. (3) 0001-3000V capacitor CD -mica.
9. (2) 4 -position ceramic band switches.
10. (2) 2 RF chokes.

AND AMERICAN RADIO BOOKS IN THE
COUNTRY, INCLUDING MANY NOW OUT OF

coupling coil.
12. (1) Tank coil -ceramic form.
13. (1) Parasitic suppressor.
14. (2) Ceramic flexible couplings.

WORKMANSHIP; REASONABLE CHARGES;
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.-S. G. BUTTON
(G5JY), 81 WOODBRIDGE ROAD. GUILDFORD,
SURREY.

11. (1) Tank coil -ceramic form with tapped antenna

Plus banana jacks, stand off insulators.

15.

Brand New in sealed cartons 19/6 (Part Carr. 2/6).
H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.,
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House,
55 County Road, Walton, Liverpool, 4. Tel.: Aintree 1445

Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PRINT. Write or call for List, Modern Book Co.,
19/23 Praed Street (Dept. V), London, W.2. Pad 4185.
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUC-

TION OF APPARATUS OF ALL TYPES;

CALIBRATION SERVICE; HIGHEST QUALITY

QCT CARDS. Distinctive and attractive designs.
Samples and prices from G5KT, 33 Howard
Road, Bristol, 6.
A TTENTION.
DENCO COMMUNICATIONS

IIRECEIVER SHORTLY AVAILABLE. A REAL
STEP FORWARD IN SHORT WAVE TECHNIQUE.

YOU SIMPLY MUST HAVE THE DATA SHEET

OF THIS FINE INSTRUMENT. DENCO COMPONENTS ALWAYS AVAILABLE. ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE PRICE NINEPENCE. S.A.E. NOW

EVERY ONE A REAL BARGAIN R.C.A. Speech Amplifiers or Modulators.
For 230 volt
50 cps A.C. operation (built-in power pack).
Valve line up 617, 6J7, 6J7, 617, 6L6, 6L6,. 5U4G,
Multi ratio output, 600;15/75/5 ohms.
Absolutely brand new and a real bargain at E8/10'-,
less valves. Plus 30/. carriage and packing. 'Li

In crackle case, size 17"x II" x 9".

will be refunded on return of crate.

VALVES. Brand new 617 GT (met), 7/6 each,
4 for 25/-, 5U4G 10/- each.
R.C.A. Wavemeters, Type T149.
These are crystal calibrated and the crystal
tolerance is 0.005%. The dial is marked every
kilocycle between 2.5 Mcjs and 5.0 Mc/s and the

range is 2.5 to 20 Mcs using second and fourth
harmonic. A really beautiful piece of equipment
which we can only sell to callers as so few are

TO MASON'S (S.W.), WIVENHOE, NR. COLCHESTER. ESSEX.

2cr, ASSORTED Condensers and Resistances, all

...)Vbrand new, 20/-. Seven days' approval against

cash.-Radio & Electrical Services, 131 High Street

South, Dunstable, Beds.
ALUMINIUM chassis and panels, any size, plain or

Punched for valveholders, etc. Bright or black

crackle finish.-E.A.D., 13 Bence Lane, Darton,
Barnsley.

FOR REWINDS AND SPECIALS.
G6VS
RAPID SERVICE AND ALL WORK
COVERED BY OUR TWELVE MONTHS' GUA-

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS FOR
CONVERTING BC.348 Rx-PRI. 0-230v, SEC.
RANTEE.

250-0-250v 70 mA, 26v 1 A, 5v 2 A, 36/-. LF CHOKES,

10 Hy. 100 mA, 10/6.-CARLTON COILWINDING
CO., CARCO WORKS, 8 CHURCH ROAD,

BIRKENHEAD.

Price E7/1916.
Test Set 74. Special purpose oscilloscope com-

0110KES. 10 H 70 mA, 4/6. RF 2.5 mH 160 mA,
...,1/3. Condensers, 1000v 4 mfd., 5/-, 8 mfd, 9/-.

11 valves. Case size, 18" x 12" x 9". Price E5119/6.
35/- carriage and packing. fl will be refunded on
return of crate.

--0004, 5/-. B.I. Electrolytics, 450v 8 mfd block, 3/6,

available.

plete with 230v 50cps power pack, 3" tube and

This set can be converted to a Standard Oscilloscope. We supply detailed instructions with blueprints, wiring diagrams, circuits, etc., for LI
per set.
This month's Special Offer. Moving coil mike
and headsets (3 moving coil inserts with alni
magnets), 7/6 per set, post free.
Hundreds of other lines in stock at bargain prices,
including U.S.W. converters, etc. Send 2d. stamp
for list S.W.
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
Radio House, 2 Wilson Street, London, E.C.2
Phone :

B15hopsgate 2966

Variables, -00015, 2/6, 00025 with 1,1 in. S.M. dial, 3/6,
2 -gang,

0001, 3/6. 3 -gang 50 pF, 7/6, 4 -gang 0003,

tubular, 4/1. Can, 8 mfd, 4/4, 8-8, 5/9, 16, 5/4. Volume

controls, 5 K to 2 meg, with switch, S.P., 5/9, D.P.,
6/9. List, Id.-Norris, G8FJ, 7 Kingshill Crescent,
St. Albans.

NEW and unused ex -Govt. valves at 8/9 each.
6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6L6, 6F6, 637, 6V6, 5U4, 5Z4,
MU14, EL32, EF50, '25A6. C.W.O. only.-A.G.
Supplies (Mail Order), 90 Melrose Avenue, Mitcham,
Surrey. Trade invited.

121 -VOLT Vibrator Packs. Output 250v 70 mA
dully smoothed ; new and complete, 35/-, carriage

Paid. B2 Mk. III receivers, complete, 70/-, carriage
Paid. Send for lists.-Radio Repairs Unlimited,

381a Dunstable Road, Luton, Beds.

QCT 'S and LOGS by MINERVA. Always new
Sand attractive designs. Samples from Minerva

Press, Elm Park, Essex.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
TRADE-continued.
VALVES. Send us your enquiries for any British
or American types. (S.A.E., Please.)-Dale Electric

Supplied by return of post
We hold stocks of all these

AMERICAN
PUBLICATIONS

Co., 105 Bolsover Street, London, W.I.
SURPLUS PM Speakers by famous set manufacturer,
all brand new, 8 in. Truvox, 18/6, 5 in. EMI, 15/9,
post paid. Satin walnut radio cabinets, size 11+ in.

THE RADIO HANDBOOK -11th Edn.

wide, 71 in. high, 61 in. deep, 31/9, carriage paid.

page size, contains everything the Ham wants

easily converted to AM by simple mod.; built-in
speaker. £7/10/-, carriage paid.-National Radio

This latest all new edition, greatly enlarged

to know. Constructional articles on Receivers for all bands, low and high power
Transmitters, oscillators, buffers, modulation
and speech amps, etc. Aerials for multi and
single band operation, etc.
Tube tables,
large photographs, etc., etc.
"It's all in the Radio Handbook."

PRICE 7/6

THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK !
Latest Edition. Call signs, names and
addresses of over 100,000 Hams throughout the
world. Order your copy at once. Owing

to new Government import restrictions we
cannot guarantee
future supplies.

PRICE 10/. 9d.Post
extra
CQ-DX." A Handbook for the S.W.L.

and Ham, containing DX operating technique,
ten maps and charts, prefixes. "Q" Codes,
etc., etc. Really excellent

PRICE 4/.

value.

Any of the above excellent publications supplied
by return of post.

DALE INTERNATIONAL
Publications, Ltd.
105 BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON,
W.I

BC603 10 -valve 24v FM push-button radios 20-28 mc,

Supplies, 66 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth.
SYLVANIA EF50's (VR91), VR137 (RL16), VR135
1-,(DET20), GT1.C, 6H6, 45, VU111, VR57 (EF32),

VR56 (EF36), NR48 (EBC33), 5/- each. DI diode

bases, 2/- doz. Amplinol Octal bases, 4/6 doz. 150 pf
variable, F.B., at 6d. each. 12A6, 12SK7, 6SS7, 6SA7,

6SG7, 6/6 each. 6SJ7, 8/6, VR105/30, VRI50/30,
10/6 each. 808, 30/-, 832, 35/-, KTSc, 816, 866A/866,
15/6 each. Power supply units containing among
many other F.B. components 4 selinium rectifier
valves, etc., 14/6. Tannoy 7 in. extension speakers,
15/6. Also PA speakers, battery charger. Westinghouse 110/250v AC, 15v 16 A DC, 195/-. Buyer collects.

C.O.D. or C.W.0.-G200, A. Hoile, Loose Village,
Maidstone, Kent. Phone 83579.

APPROVED
QSLaRgs
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.
ADVERTISER favourably placed for getting American
Communication Receivers has variety to offer. Only

high grade receivers in first class condition offered.
What would you like 9-Box 278.
"LTOTTING-UP" Service and overhauls to American
11Communication Receivers-Specialist in Communication Equipment has well equipped laboratory
available West London. Alignment and calibration
against Xtal standards.-Box 279.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
G SG X

25 watt C.W. TRANSMITTER
POWER INPUT

3d. per word, min. charge 51-, payable with
order, Box numbers 1/6 extra.
WIRELESS WORLD'S for sale. September, October,
December, 1945, January, I946 -January, 1948,

inclusive. First offer secures-Box 259.
HALLICRAFTERS Super Defiant SX25, 12 -valve,
2 RF, PP output, S -meter, 6 -stage selectivity,
crystal, new condition, 38 gns. AVO oscillator,

25-50 watts C.W.

FREQUENCY RANGE

Stamp reply. -2 Cliff Road

Plug in coils for 160, 80, 40, 20 and 10 metre
bands. Complete with link output.
VALVES
6L6 Xtal controlled tri-tet oscillator. 807
Power amplifier. 83 rectifier for power supply.

battery model, £8.
Gardens, Leeds, 6.

CONTROLS
P.A. H.T. switch, Osc. tuning control,

Comparison test bettter than HRO or AR88. Gift
P.A.

Tuning control, Jack for keying in CO.
METERING
First grade moving coil milliameter is switched
to read osc. or PA. anode current.

POWER SUPPLY

Complete on same chassis as R.F. unit. The
transmitter is supplied either in black crackle
steel cabinet or with rack type panel as preferred. The chassis is finished in an attractive
grey cellulose and all components and insulation
are of the highest quality.

PRICE £27/10/0
complete with Xtal and coils for one band.
Extra coils 30/- per band.
Please Note. It is advisable when ordering to

state for which band or bands the transmitter
is required.

SHORT WAVE (H ULL) RADIO
30-32 Prince's Avenue,

HULL

Telephone 7168

SUPER Marconi CR100, laboratory modified by
expert, using two EF54's in RF stages, EF52

oscillator, S130 stabilizer on Osc, S -meter, Xtal filter,
band pass filter, black crackle cab., chrom. handles.
at £50. Two new and boxed 100TH's guaranteed, offers.

Cossor DB Tube, blue trace, new and unused, offers.
Phone Gat 4367. 14 Styal Road, Galley, Cheshire.
NEW American aerial equipment. 35 ft. 14 in. dia
sectional steel mast in divided bag, £4/10/-. 20 ft.
lightweight sectional colour -coded whip with heavy-.
duty insulated sprung base, £2. 10 -ft. Polished steel
tapered whip, 151 -.-Harris, Strouds, Pangbourne,
Berks.

1.7 VI -0-1750v, 350 mA with 6v bulb winding,

J for £6110/-. Also, 0-700-1200v with 4v at
4 amps, 4v at 3 amps and two rect. bases on panel, £3.
Also three 832's at 25s. each. Wanted, 700-0-700 at
500 mA with 6v fils.-Box 256.

1.8-8.5 mc, 8 -valve. Brand new, 7 gns.
R.109T Rotary
converter, 24v/230v 200w AC,

5 gns-N. Vinson, Nettlestead Place, Wateringbury,

Kent.
CRYSTAL Mike, D104 type, hardly used, £3. Brush
crystal pick-up, 30/-. Acorn valves, 954, 955, 15/-.
-Woollatt, Cedar House. Chobham, Surrey.
FOR sale. Commercially built transmitter -receiver
with A.C. power supply. Transmitter 6V6 (C.O.),
829 P.A. C.W. Receiver. 6K8, 6SK7, 6SQ7, 6SC7.
Coverage 2-8 mc/s. £25 complete with headphones.Box 276.
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READERS'-continued.
BC348NManufactured

R.C.A.

Re -aligned,

NATIONAL

modified, separate AC power supply,
standby switch, tuning indicator, sensitivity better
than 1 microvolt. Complete service manual. £27110/ or offer.-G3DUF, 11 Bisham Gardens, Highgate, N.6.

SENIOR "HRO'

Fine stocks of this
eminent
model.

Mountview 8419.

TRANSFORMERS, 6.3v 10 A, 25/-. 500-0-500v

150 mA, 40/-. 500-0-500v 250 mA, 50/-. Choke,
10 H 150 mA, 20/-. QCC/P5 1835 kc xtal, calibration
certificate, 17/-. Valves, 6N7, 6L6, RK34, 50L6, etc.,
7/6. List, S.A.E. Everything new. Frequency substandard, xtal-three valves -100 kc and 10 kc points.
Perfect, £8. Wanted AR88D handbook.-Box 257.
EDDYSTONE
504 Receiver. Perfect condition.
Offers.-Box 258.

100 kc-14 mc, 'phones, AC/DC

power

pack,

MCR1Rx'

circuit

diagram,

coils,

matched output transformer for speaker, £61101 -.Hobbs, 15 Vincent Road, Coulsdon, Surrey.
HRCISENIOR, 4 coils (1.6-30 mc), band -spread,

..../per cond., £35. Two HRO power packs,
12v vibrapack, meters, etc. -68 Canterbury Road,

North Harrow.
RADIO NEWS. July 1947 wanted urgently, loan
or purchase. All pre-war issues (31) Short Wave
Magazine, good condition, 15/-.-G2BVN, 43 Pettits
Lane, Romford, Essex.

"TYPE TR9 battery -operated ex -RAF transmitter/
receiver, 20/80 metres, 9 valves, all standard 2 -volt

types, £4, carriage paid.-Higginbotham, 12 Gower

Road, Brinnington, Stockport, Cheshire.
8(17.s, 10/-. EF50's in ceramic holders, 5l-. R1155,
I cream cellulose sprayed, chromium -plated pack,
speaker, perfect, £20. One complete, unsprayed, £18,
One minus pack, speaker, £15. Rx packs gram. section,

R1132, £5. HRO S -meter, £3. HRO with six
coils, £50. Aluminium sheets, 16 -1 -in. x 8f -in., 1/-.
£6.

101 -in.

x

9 -in., 9d.

'

Coverage, all bands
10-2,000
metres,
brand newNational
AC packs, complete RX ready for
use. Also AR88's,

acclaimed the set
of the Century-we can supply from stock.
* SHORT-WAVE

LISTENERS,

AMATEURS, ENTHUSIASTS
2;d. stamp brings our Special

A host of up-o -date lines at keen prices.
Monthly Bulletin.

Specialist Agents for Eddystone Short Wave
productions. Large stocks 504, 640 (now
E39/10 Tax free) Components, Accessories,
inc. new 640 "S" meter, the new Modulation
Indicator unit-immediate delivery all lines
from stock. Home, Export and Trade Inquiries
receive immediate attention. Telegraphic
Address : " Jonrad " Macclesfield.
(RADIO SPECIALISTS)

JOHNSON5
TEL 4060

carriage extra. S.A.E. list.

Box 255.

complete with power pack for 200-250v AC
1155 supply and 7 -in. L.S. in cabinet, £18/10/- or
nearest.-SWL/GM/1639, Mount Carron, Falkirk,
Stirlingshire.

a -VALVE (EF50) receiver and mains unit for sale.
--"Perfect condition, £12/12/-. S.A.E. for Tx and Rx
components, valves, etc.-G. Rinuner, 35 Mayfield
Gardens, London, W.7.
EDDYSTONE AW2 with coils, valves and 'phones,
£5/10/-. 644 cabinet and chassis, 20/-. 639 dials,
S.M., 9/-. 6C8G, 10/-. Steel chassis, 12 -in. x 7 -in.
x 3 -in., 5/-. Short Wave Magazine, March 1937 to
September 1939. Offers.-Garner, 81 St. Paul's Road,
Peterborough.
FOR sale, mounted crystals, 1730, 3720, 3750, 3755,

3780, 3539, at 10/- each ; also 2 mc evacuated
type, 30/-. Ex -AM compass, type P8, 20/, B2 transmitter and receiver, new, £7/10/-. Marconi communications receiver, 12-2000 metres, BFO, AGC, RF and
LF gains, 5 bands, 8 valves, £12. Morse key, ball bearing mounted arm, 15/-; valves, new, HK24G,
EL32, PEN4DD, PEN4VA, AC6/PEN, at 10/- each,
excepting HK24G at £l.-G3WS, 558 Upper Brentwood Road, Gidea Park, Romford, Essex.
1 45"°' with supply, Perfect, £10. 500y 250 inA
power supply and VHF Rx, 1 RL17, 7 EF50,
rack mounted, £5. 1000v 500 mA transformer,
associated

choke, multi -filament

transformer, 7.5,

6.3, 5, high amps, £5. Short Wave Magazine, March

to March

1948,

36/-.-3 Geneva Gardens,

1111.R.L.

/

FOR At. HOME
CONSTRUCTOR

We specialise in supplying complete kits and individual component parts for all circuits described in
this journal.
CHASSIS, PANELS, etc., made to your own specification. (Black Ripple, Plated or Natural Finish.)
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS (22 -gauge), 8" x 6.1" x 21",

undrilled 5/-, drilled to own specification at extra
cost.

SPECIAL OFFER. 21" dia. SPEAKERS, Speech Coil
17;6. Also 5", same
price.
H.B.L. 2 -VALVE S.W. KIT. A simple to build and
efficient battery 2 -valve short-wave receiver, covering
12 to 80 metres. Complete kit of components, chassis,
coils, valves and full instructions.
E3/14/6

impedance, 3 ohm. Brand New,

ham

Send 20. stamp for our Brochure of Kits, Peto-Scott
Receivers, Components, etc. Also details of our
Practical How -to -Build -it Books, complete instructions and designs for the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.

matched

HENBEST BROS., LTD.

A -VALVE 5-10 metre converter, internal power
n'supply, professional job, £15. Pair 813's, £5. Pair
U23 HV rectifiers, 30/-. Transformer, 1000-0-1000v

26 Green Lanes, London, N.13

1946

Chadwell Heath, Essex.

BC348N

for sale, asnew. Fittedzt noise

bands by well-known firm, £35. Apply R. Edwards,
Brown Loaf Farm, Race Hill, Brighton, 7, Sussex.
535 kc-32 mc communications receiver, in

AR88 Perfect

condition,

with

two

speakers, no cabinet. What offers?-Box 260.

300 mA, 4v 8A, pri.

230v, £4/10/-.

Condensers,

4 mF, 2000v working, 15/-. Choke 10 Hy. 300 mA,
30/-.-G6VS, 11 Cortsway, Greasby, Wirral.

Dept. S.M.

Telephone: BOWES PARK 6289
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
A selective good superhet communications type
receiver is needed for present conditions for good
D.X. and all wave listening.
We offer the Famous Fleet Air Arm RI I I6A 8 -valve

low consumption battery receiver, for speaker
operation, "Air tested"; new valves and battery;
splendid condition; 15-2500 metres (no gaps);
A.V.C. B.F.O. (for 2V and 120V batteries or
eliminator); EIO plus

returnable case.

READERS' ---continued.

PREMIER 15 -watt modulator/amplifier, high -low
gain and tone controls, employing 6F5, 6N7, 6F8,
PP6V6's, 5Z4, Matchmaker output transformer, etc.
£10 or offer.-G6BP, 35 Highfield Gardens, Aldershot.
COSSOR Model 339 double beam oscilloscope, £25
or best offer. Marconi B28 communications
receiver, £25. Both guaranteed perfect condition, with
instruction manuals.-G3BZD, 54 Chaddlewood
Avenue, Lipson, Plymouth, Devon.
BC22I, £13/10/-. New HRO, £57.
BC348£15.

Wanted, HRO 14-28 mc coils.-G5KX,
1 Balmoral Drive, Southport.
HRnand power pack, both rack -mounting, EA50

Send for detailed leaflet:

BARNES RAD-ELEC CO.,

-/noise-limiter fitted, eight coils (four band -

spread),

2 Elmdale Road, Penn,Wolverhampton

perfect, £45.-G5DM, 27 Beeston Fields

Drive, Beeston, Notts.

-PXCHANGE working R1116, mains power supply,
-I-:d'phones,

circuits, etc., for working R1155,

or

American communications receiver without valves.-

Fryer, 46 Burstow Road, S.W.20.
FOR sale. R103A communications receiver, 230v

BC 348 RECEIVERS

AC and 6v DC operation, 1.6 to 7.5 mc, ideal

These super receivers need no words of praise
from us, you have read all about them and have
probably heard one in operation.
We have a limited number available, brand new
in cartons, made,by RCA, and also a few used, but
as new. We can also offer BC3I2s, 9 valve,
18 mc-I .5 mc, a good sound job.
BC348 new, boxed n01-1-, carriage paid.
BC348 used, as new, write for details and prices.
BC3I2 used, as new El2H- carriage paid.

R1155 output, 'phones and speaker lacks, £15, or
offers.-G3BMM, 25 Syggeston Street, Burton -on Trent.

G50D0ffers

A. C. STEADMAN
230 Chellaston Road, Shelton Lock, Derby

INFRA -RED IMAGE CONVERTER TUBE
This is a highly sensitive
photocell which, in
addition to ordinary

ray control conditions,

can be used for the

BC348, modified 230v AC, £24.

Unmodified, £20. LF chokes, fully shrouded,

2/6 and 3/-. 5R4GY rectifier, new, unused, 950v,
175 mA, full wave, 12/6. American multi -ratio 200 watt
modulation transformer, 25/- ; ratios supplied. Paper
condensers, 1000v wkg. 4 mF, 3/-, 1500v 1 mF, 2/6.
35,000 ohm 60w bleeder, vitreous, 1/6. Black crackle
TE vent., slide -in chassis, 20 -in. x 5 -in. x 8 -in., 7/6.
Other miscellaneous equipment, oscillators, etc., available.

Wanted BC221 with Mod.-G5CP, 33 Manley

Road, Sale, Manchester.
EXCHANGE or sale. B2 Tx/Rx, power pack, coils,
2 -;complete. MCR1 Rx with all coils and power pack.

Five new 813's at £2 each, 4 805's at 30/-. Several

direct conversion of
infra -red into visible

28.4 mc, 35/- each. AR88, £50, or exchange.-Box

light. Price 14/6, post

261.

and insurance

1/6

extra. Send S.A.E. for
leaflet.

W. D. SALES
3

for field day, complete with brand new set of valves,
£9/10/ -.-Box 263.
MARCONI CR100, in perfect condition, 60 kc to
30 mc, complete with S -meter and noise -limiter.
Will exchange for Hallicrafters Panadaptor SP44,
230/250v AC. All enquiries answered.-Box 262.
WANTED. 20-40-80 )(miner, complete, 25 watts,
nothing hay -wire, no fancy Price.-Barnett, 65
Woodstock Gardens, Blackpool.
fully modified, built-in power pack, 6V6

Electron House, Windmill
Ruislip Manor, Mdx.

Hill

EDDYSTONE
'504,"640,"680,' and
Full range of S.W. components
Also
Valves, condensers, transformers,
resistances, etc.

All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
52 -page catalogue If- post free.

B.T.S.
THE Radio Firm of the South.
63, London Road, Brighton I, Sussex.
Phone: Brighton 1555.

5 mc xtals for regrinding, 3/:. each. Gold plated 282 mc,

STEEL boxes, 101 -in. x 6 -in. x 3 -in., screw lid, grey,
ideal chassis, portables, monitors, 3/- post paid.G2HCZ, 116 Rosebank Avenue, Elm Park, Essex.
RC Aka- AR88E, recently aligned S -meter, handbook,
£45.
Buyer collects,
London.
37 Osc, brand new, £12, with instruction handbook.Box 264.
QALE. Ham -built 1-V-1 battery Rx, elec. band spread, 4 coils, 10 to 80 metres, full vision tuning,
heavy aluminium cabinet, £7, carriage paid, or offers.
-.Lister, 13 Silver Royd Grove, Leeds, 12.

60A

S. Five watts of RF from this button -base
-.-Ttriode, surplus, unused (boxed), 15/- each.-

Box 267.

WANTED, Book BC348, Xtal IN34 ; for sale,

electric motor, 350v 50 cycle AC, single-phase,
2850 r.p.m. (Bullmotors), new, 0.4 h.p., £10/10/carriagepaid. Receivers valves transformers ; transmitters ; BC348, brand new, £17/10/-,
plus carriage.
.
Amateur clearance. S.A.E. list.-Box 266.
CR100communications receiver, excellent condition, with brand new spare valves.
£37/10/-. TI360C transmitter, brand new, £5. TRI196
transmitter/receiver, brand new, £5. T1333B dinghy
transmitter, brand new, £3. 8 -in. cabinet speaker,
£1. Two only 807's, new, £1. Intercomm. amplifier
and speaker in cabinet, £2. Or £45 the lot,-Box 265.
FOR sale. Advance Components signal generator,
type B2, complete, excellent condition, cost £26,
£20.-G3BFL, 125 Milborough Crescent, Lee, S.E.12.
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"You'll probably get it at

.

.

.

.

BRAND new Variac transformer, input 115v and

SMITH'S of Edgware Road"

and 61 -in, permanent magnet speakers, 161- each. D. Leveridge, 88 Grange Avenue, Leeds, 7.
BC342Good
condition, £14. New condition,
£16/101-. BC312, £12 and £14. CR100/
B28, 50 kc-30 mc, £27/101-. American Espey signal
generator, 100 kc-32 mc, new, £18/10/-. TU6B,
7B and 8B, 30/- each. All carriage extra. -Taylor,
75 Edgehill Road, Winton, Bournemouth.
RmE4005. TBY8 Tx/Rx, 'phones, mike, key,
-'e c5, £15, 28-80 mc RX110, 5-10-20

The fact that this remark is often heard today is the
result of twenty years of specialising in WIRELESS

what offers. -Kemp, Woodham Walter, Essex.
FOR sale. Radlovision 5 and 10 metre expander,
£15. -Box No. 271.

Near Edgware Road Met. & Bakerloo.
'Phone PAD 5891. Hours 9-6 (Thurs. 1 o'clock)

230v, output 0-270v, 5 amps. 21 copies of Wireless
World, July 1941 to January 1945. Offers. Also 8 -in.

metres, built-in speaker, AC or battery, £12. T53,

QALE. German electric set tester (new), ohms,
inilliamps, DC volts, AC volts, watts, electrolytic
condensers, paper condensers, AC -DC neon, buzzer
through test, bridging of resistances and condensers,
£18, or exchange for BC221. Frequency meter (new).
-Box 268.
RcA.EA.

AR88D, 14 -tube, 6 -band, 540 kc to 32 mc,
100 to 250 AC, matching speaker, manual.

£55.-75 Edgehill Road, Winton, Bournemouth.
HROSenior
Spec41, grey enamel, fitted into
enclosed professional rack, sloping front

COMPONENTS. We know your needs and do our best
to meet them (taking advantage o disposal stocks to
keep costs as low as possible). You won't see many

sets here, but you WILL see an amazing variety of
components,

materials,

valves, speakers,

cabinets, technical literature, etc.

test gear,

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD

287-9 Edgware Road, London, W.2

DUNK & IlEALEY
Our now famous
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER.

2-0-2 v. 71 A. 230 v. 50 c/s is still available. The
insulation of 2,000 v. makes this extremely useful in

Birmingham.

Power Packs, 15/- each.
EFS°. Brand ne,w in original manufacturer's boxes, 7/6
Ceramic Valve Holder for above, 9d.
LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, by S. G. Brown.
High impedance, 12/6.
CONDENSERS, Paper, in metal case. soldering tags,
4 mfd., 750 vw, 2 x 2 x 41 in., 4/- each ; 4 mfd., 500vw

8 mF 1000v condensers, 10/- ; type 37 Osc., as new, £10.

Mail Order only.

with loud -speaker above and unused Tx control panel
below, 230v pack, 4 spare valves, 6 coils, spare S -meter,

any test, £45.-G5FH, 17 Knottsall Lane, Langley,
model with audio modulation,
BC221AJ Latest
brand new, instruction manual, £16.

Exchanges considered.-G3BXZ, 9 Cheltenham Road,
Broadway, Worcs.
new BC348, fitted with 200/250v AC mains
BRAND
power pack, two RF and three IF stages. Nearest
offer to £30 secures. -Box 270.
CLEARING my surplus gear cheap. Modulator and
speech amplifier, 200 watts audio, 6SJ7-6C5P/P2A3, P/P811, brand new valves, includes H. Duty
modulation transformer, driver transformer and every

part required to build, with circuit. First £12/101 secures, all as new. Collins aerial relay, 15/- ; Woden
UM3 125 watt modulation transformer, brand new,
£3/5/- ; Transformer, 1750-0-1750v 350 mA (1500v

choke input), new, £4/17/6. Two 500 mA chokes,
£1/51- each ; 500v 200 mA power pack, complete,
£411716. New 61. transformer, 7.5v 8 amp, 22/6,

10v 8 amp (new), 27/6. Two new 813's, £2/10/- each.
Several heavy duty relays, 5/- each. Lots of other
useful gear ; send for list ; everything highest quality ;

must clear shack after rebuilding. WANTED, highgrade camera, send details.-G8UA, 406 Higher

2 x 11 x 44 in., 2/-.
Please add 8d. for post. A 21d. stamp brings full list.

67 OSNABURGH STREET, LONDON, N.W.1

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment,

Recorders,

Converters,

Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very attractive
prices.

We buy good modern used equip-

ment of all types for spot cash.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.

Brunshaw, Burnley, Lancs.

22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

1.V.I.'phones and circuit, £21101-. New Ferranti 30 -watt

Tel.: GER 4447 and GER 8582.

/rIDGET receiver, 3-9 mc, complete with valves,

modulation transformer, Push-pull 807's to 807 PA,
18/6.

Stamp for list of other gear.-G2DJA, 137

Randall Avenue, N.W.2.
SALE. 1154 Transmitter with 1000v power pack,

6v accumulator, carbon mike, key and all leads,

Extremely sensitive 11 -valve continental
communication RX . 2 RF-3 IF-BFO stabilised oscil£8/10/-.

MAINS/BATTERY
MOTOR

lator, internal Xtal calibrator, turret coils, variable
selectivity, variable-AVC with spare valves 1-10 mc in

five wave -bands, needing 90 volts HT, 2v LT, £12.
Delivered London. Elsewhere carriage extra. Dual
Power supply 230v AC 2000v and 500v both 250 mA
rack mounting, spare valves, £61101-. 3000-4000 kc
wavemeter, in battleship grey steel carrying case,
internal crystal check, battery -operated, make superb
VFO, £41101-. Rothermel crystal pick-up, 15/-. Type
D key, 10/-. Short Wave Magazines, March 1947 to
March 1948 inclusive, 7/6. P.A. Projection Horn, fit
8 -in. speaker, £1. -Box 269.

FOR Sale. -Two walkie-talkies, complete with mikes,
etc. and several spare batteries, good working order,
£10 the lot. Or would exchange for Low Power Tx/Rx.
Also circuit wanted for T1396. -Sibley, 11 Chessington
Road, Ewell, Surrey.

Fitted reduction gearbox. Suitable for driving

medium -site models. Runs off 6 or 12v. batteries
,
or 200-250v. mains (A.C. or D.C.) ; overall

measurements 8' x 4' x 4'

Post free JU/'

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS ASSORTMENT. More than IOU parts, including Resistors,

Switches, Relays, Plugs, Contactors,
16/6
Post free
Terminals, etc.
DINGHY MASTS (ex-R.A.F.). Telescopic Aluminium, I 5' long, opens to 9'. Very strong.
Ideal fishing rod, flag mast, etc.

Post free

106

MERRIBULL PRODUCTS
66 Cromwell House, Wood End, Green Rd.
Hayes, Middlesex
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TU5B

S-METERS. 2 in. bakelite, flush mounting. 0-250
inA backward reading Weston movement, scale

You can make a Super V.F.O. from the
Instructions which the A.R.R.L. League

has given permission to reprint from
Q.S.T. with the U.S. Signal Corps TUSB
Tuning Unit. Price complete with
instructions

BULLS
(ws) 22F6
246 HIGH STREET,
HARLESDEN, N.W.IO

+ 3/6 carriage

inputs 50-150 watts, complete in enclosed rack,

absolutely brand new, List price, £150. Offered at
£105 for quick sale. Sole reason for disposal, owner
going abroad. Hallicrafters "Sky -Traveller" receiver,
recent model, as new, £25. 1.7 mc crystals in holders ;
Salford, Q.C.C., etc., 22/6 each.-Box 273.
HALLICRAFTERS SX24 excellent condition un-

marked, service manual, first £30 secures.GW2FKW, 98 Wern Street, Clydach Vale, Tonypandy,
Rhondda, Glam.

Rc Aka. AR77E communications receiver for sale,
good condition, £35. Also Howard 438

8 -valve communications receiver, Xtal gate, £15.-GM3BCL, 38 Abell eldie Terrace, Aberdeen.
A A -WATT Tx 20-40-80 metres, VFO by WestingWhouse, fully metred, aerial coupler, Line-up

.A.C.

As new, complete with power pack
for 230v, ready to operate, easily modified for 150
837-1625-807.

Short -Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for . .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
.

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ Two
"E
43/kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped addressed
envelope for descriptive catalogue.
These

Note new sole address :-

" H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. VIC.)

marked S -meter, graduated 0-9 and plus, 17/6 each.G3BK. 28 Regent Avenue, March, Cambs.
G6HD 250 watt 'Phone-CW transmitter, 813
I plate -modulated final. Highly efficient at

66 New Bond St., London, W.1

watts.

Offers, or would exchange for HRO or AR88.

-Box 272.
SEVERAL T1154 Transit 'cases wanted (one's and
two's O.K.). State price.-Roza, Reading Road,
Hants.

Yately 3257.

VTALS working into 21 or 2.8 mc bands. Brand
in. spacing (state which band),
10/- each, postage 3d.-GW3AAO, 82 Gower Road,
new, G.E.C. type

Swansea.

FOR Sale. BC312N and power pack, and R1155N
(20, 40, 80, 160) offers to :-9 Heywood Road,

Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

FOR Sale. Eddystone Ham -band Two with phones

and coils for 20, 40, 80 m bands. R109 8 -valve com-

munications receiver complete with by vibrator pack
and built-in loudspeaker, £6. RI155 modified and

with separate power supply for AC mains, £15.
Oscilloscope (LEE rebuilt) 2+ in. tube, £15/15/-. All
carriage paid.-G2NL, Stoneycroft, Canonstown,

Hayle, Cornwall.
S29HALLICRAFTERS communication receiver,

mains and battery operated, ideal home or
Portable work, 10-550 metres in four bands with

Ideal for
High and Low
Voltage Testing; 1/30
Send for inter100/850 A.C. and D.C.
esting leaflet L34 on Electrical and
Radio Testing, from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKEN.MANCHESTER-I

COULPHONE RADIO

" The Return -of -Post Mail Order Service "
38 DERBY STREET, ORMSKIRK, LANCS.

A personal service for the amateur constructor

and experimenter. Paxolin Strip, 2" wide,2d inch.
Eddystone S.W. Equipment. Delivery 640 ex stock at 339/10/0. S.W. Manuals, Nos. 5 and 6,
2/8 post paid. Over 5,000 valves in stock. British
and American. All WEYMOUTH Products.
Bright Aluminium Chassis, 16 S.W.G., 4 sides,
3' deep, 10"x6", 10"x8",8/6; 12"x9", 10/6;
x 9", 16"x 8", 11/6 ; 20. x 8", 12/6.
Ferranti 25 -watt Modulation Transformers for
push-pull 807's to 807 P.A., 25/-.
Ferranti Electrostatic Voltmeters, 3", 0/2,000,
New Goods Only. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
25/-.
Send

20. Stamp for current 24 -page catalogue

bandspread, late model, perfect condition,
29 Silverston Way, Stanmore, Middlesex.

£30.-

BC342splendid condition, with 2301110v trans-

former and 14 -page manualg £20, carriage

paid.-Box 274.
VDDYSTONE 5 and 10 metre convertor, brand new
dLcondition, with valves and manual, £10.-Box 275.
550 kc-60 mc, 11 tubes, Xtal gate, perfect,
£30. Oscillator type 145 (2-7.5 mc, 1# watts
RF) new, offers over £15. Stabilised power pack, 300v
at 500 mA, £10. Mnagnificent quality Radiogram with
speakers and two cabinets by Hartley -Turner, 100 gns.

SX16

-G2BB, Roza, Reading Road, Yateley 3257,, Hants.
for sale. Fair condition, with speaker and
handbook. No tools. Buyer collects.
Offers to : Artus, Fullarton House, Norwich Road,

AR88

Watton, Norfolk.
Q ALE. Mullard Master Test Set : 155 cards : offers.
k."Pair PTI5's unused, 18/-. Ditto ML6, 15/-. Meter
0-3500v mc (E.T.E.I. Ltd) 25/-. Output transformer
(807 PIP) 25/-. S.A.E. other gear. GW3BOG, The
Nook, Llancarfan, Barry, Glam., S. Wales.
o -watt Modulator by Savage Parsons. Standard
Orack mounting, complete, perfect response curve.
4

;.

6L6 P/P, volume compression, power pack,

etc., £30. Or exchange H.R.O. Q5er's BC453, perfect,
£2,17/6. Swinging

chokes,

massive jobs.

5-251.-t,

500 mA 5G0 ohms. 10kV Insulation, 45/-. Emdo 9.5
mm Cine Camera/Projectors, perfect, F3-5, £7110,-.

Eddystone 358, with power pack and all coils, £29/101-.
As new. Eddystone 5-10 convertor, complete, hardly
used, £81101-. S.A.E. Radio, c/o 40 Brathway Road.

Wandsworth, S.W.18.
AMERI6AN Communication Receiver wanted. Any

good make. Condition unimportant.-Box 277.
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PARDON US, but I
our Stock is showing

Our five Warehouses bulge with one of the most complete selections of
War Surplus Radio Equipment in the U.K. This month we again detail
some new items :-First and foremost

BROAD BAND

R.F. AMPLIFIER, Type A 1 4 16A

for £10.19.6 Carriage
Paid
of feeding SEVEN

A wide band RF amplifier capable
radio receivers from a single aerial at the same time.
Frequency coverage 2-20 mcs. A.G. mains power pack

(200-250v) is incorporated.
This 3 -valve instrument is the very last word in amplifiers,
being tropically conditioned. Well ventilated by means of
louvres in case, the amplifier is suitable for standard rack
9" x 15" approx.
mounting, dimensions of case being 19"
Weight 50 lbs. The chassis and panel construction is steel,
rust prevention.
plated
for
copper flashed and nickel

Valve
line up AL60, 807, 5U4G. Output feeds into seven 75 ohm
attenuators, each of which is switched in 7 steps, each step
giving a decrease of 2.7 decibels. The two stages of RF amplification give equal amplification at all

Supplied in wooden transit case, BRAND NEW.

frequencies between 2-20 mcs. For the best results we recommend the use of a Burgoyne Aerial Co -axial
Connector which is supplied with every unit.
HIGH FREQUENCY ALTERNATORS. Type U.2. An engine -driven alternator excitation 24v D.C.
1200 watts. 1200-2400 c s. Brand new. Only 25 -. Carriage paid.
If" sauare. Two chassis
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. A permeability tuned 465 kcs I.F. transformer, 3f" tall
fixing bolts incorporated. At the ridiculously low price of 8 11 per pair. 6 mcs typs, 7,- per pair.
HAND MICROPHONES. A super quality hand microphone of carbon type, in black moulded case with
handle. A pressed switch is incorporated in handy position and the mike is complete with lead and jack
plug. A remos able rubber mouthpiece is also supplied. At the cost of 3'6d. (carriage and packing 9d.) each
you can afford more than one. 10 for 29/6d. (Carriage and packing 2j6d.).
R3170A RADAR RECEIVER. As advertised last month. Still available but order now or you will be too
late. ONLY E4 5s. (Carriage and packing 51-.).
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 6. Complete with 5" VCR97 C.R.T. and 7 time base valves (4 EF50 and
3 EB34). At the low price of 12 19s. 6d. (Carriage and packing 7,6d.).
THE CLASS D WAVEMETER. This instrument is now very well known and we have already supplied
the majority of "hams" with one. However, we are still continually asked for them and so we repeat an
earlier offer of the complete instrument with spare valve and vibrator, headphones, working instructions,
crystal, etc. etc. ALL FOR E6.15.- carriage paid.
PORTABLE SUPPLY UNITS. Designed for Wireless Set Canadian No. 52. Made by Canadian
Marconi. Can operate from either 12v Battery, I I5v or 230v A.G. mains. Employs 12v Vibrator and OZ4
valve rectification. Brand new condition. 43 watts. ONLY 63/9 -. (Carriage and packing 7.6d.).
TI154 TRANSMITTER TUNING UNITS. This beautifully precision made tuning unit containing 2
variable condensers (200 pf) tuning coils, click stop wavechange mechanism, and housed on moulded frame.
Supplied brand new in original maker's carton. ONLY 511 Id. (Carriage and packing 1j6d.).
THERMO-COUPLE METER KIT. FC UR ASSORTED BRAND NEW METERS comprising each of .5
amp, 2 amp, 2.5 amp, 3 amp, 2" round and square types. At the low cost of 20'- per kit.
SPIRIT LEVELS. A miniature brass -cased spirit level with 2 fixing holes. I" between centres. A MUST
for everyone -3 for 5 - or 1.11 each. (Carriage and packing 4d.).
I

RECTIFIER POWER UNITS. PP5IAPQ9. A brand new U.S.A. made power supply chock full of

high voltage condensers, chokes etc., and with 4 new 5R4GY valves. Input I I5v. 400-2600 c,s. Output
370v. 130 m a; 730v. 380 m/a; 935v. 3.7 m/a and 6.3v. 2 amps. ALL FOR 25 -. (Carriage and packing 5'-.).
AERIAL BASES. A solid rubber cone shaped aerial base with circular base plate for fixing. Aerial holder
and connecting terminal incorporated. As used in army vehicles. A MUST for 3 6d. (Carriage and packing 9d.)
WAVEFORM GENERATORS TYPE 30. A brand new 5 -valve unit containing each EB34, 6V6G,
V872 and 2 SP4I. Also chock full of small components. ALL FOR 23 6d. (Carriage and packing 2 6d.).
I

Hare you had your copy of our novel " News -letter"? Something new in cataloguessend ad. for a copy.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept. SWM

M

3 Robert St., Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.I
Telephone : Stepney Green 2760-39C6

CALLERS to 24 New Road, London, E.I

NO -YOU CAN'T BREAK IT
POLYMAX

Combining the electrical

properties of ceramic and polystyrene
but is unbreakable, and very light.

Stand-offs, f" 6d., 1" 9d., li" 1/-.
Beehive insulators,

li" 2/ -

Aerial Kits
Belling Lee L.609

35 9

Antiference (for 14 mc/s up) 62/6
Antiference (for 7 mc/s up) 72/6

Output Transformers

This Month's Special Offer
BRAND NEW

304 A(834) Valves

30/ -

NOT EX. GC...VT.

31" Racks, complete
6 gns.
Metal Cabinets, 12 x 7 x 7 complete

45/-

12" Goodman Twin Cone 8 gns.

Brown's "K" Phones
Brown's "A" Phones
D104 Crystal Mike
Table Stand and Ring
J.B. 2 -Band S.M. Drive
J.B. 3 -Band S.M. Drive

Connoisseur Pick-up
Crystals (all freq.)

5 gns.
£3
5 gns.
50/11/6
11/9

84/7
32/6

HAVE YOU HAD OUR NEW
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
PRICE 3d.

Single Px4
22/6
Single 6L6
25
P.P. 6,000 and 10,000 A to A 50
to 2-807 Driver
27'6
2 6L6 to 2 TZ40 Driver
27,6

"S" Meter for AR 88's
With back plate and fitting
details

63/-

C.R. Transformers
2Kv 5mA 4v 1.5A 2v 1.5A 4v 2A
72/6
4 Kv 5mA 2v 2A, 4v 2A, 4v 2A 87/6
1Kv 4v 2A 4v 2A
35/-

"Q -Max- VHF Converter
For 5 and 10 metres, with Mono Unit Coils
17 gns.

You cannot be without a

" Q -Max " Chassis Cutter
1" or I" (Key 9d.)
9/6
li" or 141-" or If (Key 1/-) 12/6

BERRY'S (SHORTWAVE) LTD

25 HIGH HOLBORN

LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY LANE) TELEPHONE

:

W.C.1

HOLBORN
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